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INTRODUCTICW

m

Ccmmunity and junior colleges are the fastest growing segient of post
secdndary educational.institutions.in the United States today. Enrollment ,

patterns are changing riPid1y1 with women representing the largest single
growth factor. More than tw6 million women:per year are entering two-year
community olleges, in search of skills and creaentials for entry or reentry
into the labor force. Scholastic counselors have struggled to.reorient
institutional resources to serve women better.

Ih 1976-77, the Center for Women's Opportunities of the American
Association of Community and Junior Colleges (AACJC)*pioneered by develop-
ing "A Study of Women in Community and Junior Colleges" with funds from
the Carnegie Corporation. Among the chief findings Of.that study was that
two-year colleges needed'technical assistance in developing workable models
for outreach, counseling, 4nd vocatynal testing of women to encourage
wider expllesation.of career and lifestyle opportunities.

This book, fundedunder Women's Educatidnal Equity Act -ofhe U.S.
Office of. Educatfon is the prqOuct of a continuing study of successful
women's programs.in twg-fyear collegesi In the fall of 1977, all 1,200
two-gear colleges inIthe United States-Nere invited to participate in this
study. A total of 542 colleges submitted background information regarding
their counseling programs. From those responses, EquityCounseling for
Community College Women was derived.

Parts I through IV of Equity .Counseling for Coimunity College Women
are directed to the practitioner who;needs "How-to". information on current
approaches,to serving target populations of females. They were written by
practitioners for practitioners. These articles were gleaned from nearly
100 submitted to,the Center for Women's Opportunities during the project .

year. Part V describes'the approaches used by six different colleges in
counseling their women students. It was develqped for administrators'and
trustees to us in expanding equity.counseling in twa-year: colleges (now
numbering moie than 1,200).

The program staffs of the specified colleges prepared reports on their
counseling models, which were evaluated.by project staff members and know-
1edgeable consultants.

During the winter of 1977-78,.pl-oject staff members alsd paid two-day
visits to each of the six sites to gather materials for this report and the
"How-to" guide for equity counseling in two-year colleges. During the

, spring and summer of 1978, a Delphi panel of counseling professionals
committied to sex equity and affirmative action in two-7year colleges reviewed
copies of these materials.

During April 1978, representatives of the six.programs met in Atlanta,
Georgia, during the American Association of Community Colleges Convention.
They shared their expertise and enthusiammith more than 200 delegates

1



from 33 states. An audiotape of their pr sentations is available through

the AACJC Publicatrons Office.

The AACJC's Center for Women's Opportunities hopes that wide diksemina-

tion of this report will enco age many two-year colleges to develop stronger

commitments to sex-equity coun eling.

Readers who are not famili r with the work of the Center for Women's

Opportunities will also want tc read %wo other recent publications that

offer substantive background inf rmation on the need for increased institu-

tional commitment to equit coun e1in4: Women'in Community and Junior

Colleges (Eliason, 1977) a d Ne.1:cted Wbmen: The Educational Needs of

Dis laced Homemakers, Sib
those working in the realm
Eliason'S article, "It's T
Technician Yearbook, offer
equity through educational

Older (Eliason, ).978). ,For

of occ patibnal or technical education, Ms,

me To stereotype," in the 1977-78 edition of 0

ccncre e proposals.for increasing economic

Ihere is a wealth bf rOcent information on the subject of counseling

wOmen who are reaching out* broaden their horizons. Sometime.in the near

future, we hope to produce a complete, comprehensive bibliography that will

include ail the references given at the ends of the individual articles in

this book and in Six Opep.DbOrs, so that persons working in this field will

have at their fingertips alMost all the source materials gathered into one

master

2
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PART I: The Counselor' s Role



EQUITY COUNSELING CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE

Carol A. Blimline, Ph.D., is a psychologist in private practice and

( 'a former couhselor at Montgomery College in Rockville, Maryland. L
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I have met brave women who are exploring the outer

edge of human possibility with no history to guide

-themand with a courage to make themselves vulaerable

th"at I find moving beyond words.

-- Gloria Steinem

THE WOMAN'S NEEDS

Mature women (those 30 years old and more) are returning to school and

to the iob m.rket in record numbers. As they Oo so, they are looking for

direction and comfort from community college counselors, teachers, and

administrators. Consequently, community college educators are often placed

in the pivotal position ofhelping or hindering Ognificant numbers of women

who are exploring brave new worlds. If the.educators,retreat from the

challenge, chances are that women will also retreat.

If the.educators respond:with fairnesi, commitment, and understanding,

the women seeking help will often gain the courage ancLconfidence.to move

ahead with their plans. This courage to forge aheadto risk,becoming

vulnerableinvolves opening up to new ideas and new people, and requires

making conscious decisions about one's life. This courage'signals a change

from old roles and rules to'new ones; security and familiarity recede', while

new challenges and unfamiliar paths wesent themselves. And too,' this courage

and vulnerabilitY are characterized by the "private" self giving way to the

more "public" self of student or employee.

Throughout this'process of developing the.courage to become vulnerable,

the woman returning to school or work needs a variety of services from the

counselor, teacher, or administrator who touches"her life. Borne researchers

have suggested that patticular attention be paid to the reentry process with

its preparation phase and its -. decisionmaking phase. Brooks (1976) suggests

that these phases include,a series of stagel which must be addressed:

(1) vague discontent,,2) inner preparation, (3) intensive,family involve-

ment, (4) assessment,-(5) generating:alternatives, (6) narrowing alternatives

and value clarification,and (7) implementation and goal setting. Brooks,goes

on to suggest that exposure tO role models,Will-provide encouragementto re-

entry women. This may-be particularly important since. 70 percent of a sample

.of adult women clients said they could not identify a woman-who had served

as a role mo1(11. She adds'that due to a lack Of preparation some-women will

need more intensive help with implementation skills such as preparing a

resume., applying and interviewing for jobs and assertiveness training.

Hooper (1979) presents an-innovative approach to counseling returning

women students. She suggests that counseling should involve the women's

families quite early in their,academic careers. Hooper found that family

coping style was related to the wives' performance of the student role and

that counselors cant help both women sOhdents and their families understand -

th c. demands of the student role, impact on the family and coping strategies.

6



Still other researchers put the emphasis for services on Self-
direction and self-management. Behavioral self7management is the awareness

of and the skills to arrange the circumstances which effect an individual's
behavior. iKrumboltz and Shapiro (1979) outline what they see as the
important components of self-management, including (1) self-awareness,
(2) environmental awareness and (3) competence in applying specific psycho-

logical skills. In all of these components the emphasis is on what the
woman wishes to do to help herself.

Still other writers stress the importance,of creative life planning.
Newman (1979) writes of the need to balance career and self-fulfillment
while developing flexible long-range plans. According to Newman, a life

planning program must first help women find out about their work and.life
and then must help women integrate their life design and plan to iMplement

it.

. I

In general though, most writers acknowledge that the "returnees" nieed

both personal attention and accutate information. First, the4"retUrnees"

need both group and individual attention. Women returning to school or

entering the job market need to.know they!are not alone.ahd need'to know
that _others have succeeded in their attemOts to explore new.lifestyles.
They need to develop self-confidence-ana.the introspective selfishness that
permits women to ask _questions suph as "Who am I?" "What do I want?" During

their first steps toWiard independence, woMen can find effective help in
exploratory groups, workshops, and,courses focusing on shared exPeriences,
confidence-building tasks, and an atMosphere of.open questioning.

1

Women changing their lifestyles also need.individual attention in the

form of adequate, unbiased counseling and advising. Individual attention
and coungeling can proviae the synthesis that many women need to put themselves
together and'into th.., world. 'Thiis Synthesizing work of counseling can run the

gamut from giving a gentle push/to a frightened woman standing-at the doorstep
of a li-festyle change, to giving support andperhaps running interference for
woMen encountering the many obgtacles Anherent in developing their full

;patential. Women returning to school need the counsel of proactive change
agents who ake not afraid to zlisk confronting an institution with,either its

blatant sexism or itg more sUbtle apathy.'

Second, women need current,.acCurate, nonbiased information about'
themselves and the world of work. Testing to discover aptitude, interests
and personality traits may provide some Of this,information, but such testing

is only a small part of the .required information. Women need up-to-date job

market outlooks, accurate job descriptions, and occupational information that
,'addresses both lifestyles"and career valueg, essentials, and preferences.

Other informational needs are educational requirements and educational
possibilities-, including credits for work experience and readily accessible

continuing education courses.

A csution about information is in order here. *Much existing career
information is biased, and an educator has a responsibility to counteract

\that bias by recognilzing it and correcting it mbere possible. Second,

\nformation given primarily with a job market supply-and-demand orientation



may be mistakenly used as a directive, rather than a guide, by both

eddcators,and the older female student. A supply-and-demand orientation

focuses primarily on the external' considerations of specific job require-

ments, job openings, and salaries rather than equally on.the internal
qualities of needs., values, and interests of the part4,41ar %/bitten. It is

vital that in the Process of giving career information, both,the personal,

internal and the public, external truths be explored.

THE,EFFECTS OF STEREOTYPING if.

Unfortunately, both the attention and the information that older

women need are often denied them because of sex-role stereotypirfg. Sex-'

role'stereotyping is the assumption that an individual must conform to

certain behavior patterns because of his or her peX. Stereotyping affects

individual attitudes, institutional policies, and social expectations,

and because of its pervasive effect, it merits a closer look.

Socialization and Sex-Role Stereotyping

Occupational sex-role stereotyping is evident early in the socialization

of children. Schlossberg and Goodman (1972) found that such stereotyping

clearly existed among kindergarteners and sixth graders. Children in kinder-

garten and sixth grade at two schools were asked to respond to 12 drawings

representing work settings of six occupations considered masculine and six

occupations ,considered feminine. The children were shown the drawings by

an interviewer who asked, "Could a man work here? Could a women work here?"

ACcording to the children interviewed, a woman could not fix television

sets or cars or design buildings. They did say, however, that a woman could

work as a librarian, waitress, ormurse.

Brady and Brown (1973) studied 570 eight- and ten-year-olds from five

socioeconomic classes to examine sex differences on selected vocational

variables. Results showed that, at ages eight and ten, boys gave signifi-

cantry more choices than girls. The majority of girls chose t/eacher, nurse,

or housewife as an occupafion; thus, the authors concluded that girls have

occupationally limited themselves by eight years of age. Children's reading'

material as well can give a girl the message that she is inferior while boys

are taught that they have limitless horizons. Consequently a girl can have

a harrow vision of ocdupational.choice, lowered confidence, and lowered

motivation to' achieve (Lynch, 1975). In part, women are clustered at the

lower end of the pay scale because different expectations for-men and women

are reinforced early in life.

It is apparent also that stereotypic predispositions continue to affect

choices in later life. For example, Olive (1972) asked subjects in a sample

of male and female high school students to choose any occupation they might

"like to enter." The,stady found that females did not aspire to the most

prestigious positions and also generally restricted themselves to typically,

"feminine" occupations. Other researchers studied the resolution of career

conflicts by male and female college-educated and non-college-educated adults.

Most studies reported that a significant number of women were Motivated to

subordinate their interests to a man and,not to seek self-expression throUgh

5.



a career. Many others suggested that the occupational status of women
will not change until notions about the "proper" female role are changed.

Counselors and Sex-Role Stereotyping

The effect of sexiam and stereotypic sex-role attitudes hrtld by
counselors on the occupational choices of students has been well documented.
Thomas and Stewart (1971) found significant differences in oounselor
attitudes toward female clients with deviate (engineer) as opposed to
conforming (hame economics) career goals. The authors found that although .

counselors equally accepted.clients with deviate and conforming goals,
they did not approve of the deviate goal as highly, and female counselors
felt a greater need to counsel these.clients.

Bingham and House (1973a, 1973b) used a questionnaire to estimate
counselor attitudes and accuracy of information about women and the worid
of work. The authors found that male counselors hell more negative attitudes

' towarewomen and work than did their female counterparts. Thei, suggested
that counselors should receive some guidance in making their professional
services equally valuable for all clients. In a now classic study Broverman

et al. (1972) found that most mental health professionals ih their study
believed that healthy women differ from healthy men by being more submissive,

less,independent and-more easily influenced.

Career -Literature, Interest Inventories and Stereotyping

Career literature and interest inventories can also suffez from sex

bias. Before the unisex Strong-Campbell Interest Inventorylwas introduced,
many reviews of educational testing practices indicated that interest
inventories generally restricted career choices of women. Additionally,

Birk (1975) examined the manuals of four commohly used intlrest inventories
and found that in varying degrees the material contained el(plicit suggestions
and subtle implications that were stereotypic in nature.\qIn addition Birk
found that interpretive materials and the design and format of the interest
profiles may convey a stereotypic orientation to careers.; Even the unisex
Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory designates "M" for ma e norms'and "E"

for female norms thus perhaps making it apparent to wometi thAt.there are
still some occupations which are viewed as male. In a z1elated study Verheyden-

Hilliard (1975) outlines the three overall factors of interest inventories
which may limit the choices that the returning woman makes. These fact6rs are

the cultural set of the woman taking the inventory., the cultnral set of-the
counselor administering and interpreting the inventory, and the nature of the

inventory itself. The author suggests that generic language, sex labels, and
age references be eliminated from interest inventories. She adds that the
counselor's manual should include a-discussion of Vle special counseling and
support needed for reentry women. In addition she suggests the development,
of a respondent's handbook that the client can take with her, thereby making
her less dependent on the counselor.

Birk, Cooper, and Tanney (1973) also examined occupational literature

for evidence of stereotyping in career illustrations. The researchers
examined illustrations in the Encyclopedia of Careers, the Science Research
Association Occupational Briefs, the Occupational Outlook Handbook, and



several hundrei career information pamphlets. Very few women appeared in

the 2,000 illustrations examined. When women were shown, they were usually

pictured in trVitional occupations--working indoors as nurses, teachers,

secretaries,46i librarians. The researchers concluded that career illustra-

tions do not accurately portray the actual world of work, and that the

illustrations do portray e'subtle notion of sex-appropriate career aspirations.

Future Prospects 0.

.
Obviously, sexLiole stereotyping can limit the occupational and, thus,

the educational choices of women. There is a clearly defined need to develop

and evaluate programs for women in which sex-role stereotyping is confronted

and explored, unbiased career-exploration is encouraged, and counselor bias

is minimized. CounselorS or educators need to use their indignation and

imagination constructively, as they confront the needs and problems of their

new clientele: women returning to school. This constructive use of indigna-

tion can take the form of-providing unbiased personal attention and unbiased

information. Where possible and appropriate the responsible educator,must

also assist in reasoned attempts at changing social and institutional barriers.

4.
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INTRODUCTION

Nontraditional occupations tor women are those in which 80 percent or

more of the positions are held by men: Miring the past year at Waukesha

County Techn,ical Institute, we have had women who range in age from 18 to

52 years4Intering the folldwing nontraditional vocational/technical programs:

Auto mechanics Mechanical drafting

Apprenticeship programs

Barbering

,Electronics

Industrial safety

Machinestool operation

- Mechanical design

Police science

Property assessment

Supermarket management

.,Tool-and-die making

Welding

.COUNSELOR REQUIREMENTS

the counselor isekhe link between thq,woman and the nontraditional'

training program. TheYefore, I will first suggest some basic requirements

for counselors. Although the list is by.no means complete, it was care-

fully compiled to cover as miy points as possible. These'observations stem

fl:am my several years of experience.as a counselor in a technical institute.

Firit and foremost, counselors Aust believe that all jobs can be filled

by females and males. The'stereotypes of the "nurturing" female nurse and
the "rough,and tough" male construction worker must be laid to rest. This.

does not mean that,counselors are dedicated to finding male'secretaries-and

fomaZe bricklayers, but rather that they must be-dedicated to heiping,people

find careers.that suit their unique talents and interests, not their sex.

Next, counselors need wide knowledge of careers and need to know where

.to get the pertinent information. (Ideally, a counselor should have a wide

range of work experience and should possess a variety of career data.)

Counselors are constantly gathering new insights by talking,to people in

diversified occupations. , An inquiring mind and the ability,to ask the right'

questions will help counselors continually to expand their knowledge of the

world of paid employment.

Certainly counselors.must be well aware of the income'differential

between jobs thought of as "female" and jobs thought of as "male." And in

1977, the gap between male and female wages widenea further. Although

nearly half_otall women over 16 are paid workers, their average salaries

are half those earned by Men.
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Historically, women in ths United States have chosen sUch occupational'
fields as clerical, retail sales, supportive health care, abla.lousehold

service. These occupations traditionall; harde peke minimum Viiqes and have

never been noted for advancement opportun.-Ales. A two-yeaf iecretarial
science graduate in the Wisconsin area wodld eal:n approximately.$639 per
month, whereas a twolyear electronics servicing graduate would earn,$926
per month (Waukesha County Technical Institute, 1977). With an appreciation
of the wide disparity in incomes between the sexes, the counselor will
understand the economic reauons why,women have a need for such information..

An awarenezs of scx-role socialization and stereotYping is needed ih
order to assist the woman in Making her choice. If she is guided by a '

traditiOnal view of women and work, she w41 be limite4 in her choices.
Some clients Will need assistance in dealing with the problem of keeping
theiF "femininity" while wor *ng in a dirty 'factory. Others may have Concerns

about combining career and am These iStues are very difficalt for today's
women to eial with, and they.should not be ignored DZ discounted..

! Some couniselors may need to explore their own sex-rolecialization
-and the stereotypes that they may hold. This is best done with a group of

people that meets for several weeks. An.experienced group facilitatorcan
-provide exercises and informat:.on that will assist the counselors in getting .

in touch with their views.and biases. .*

When interest.and aptitude tests are,used, -the counselor needs to be

aware of sex bias in the instraments and.should deal with such fasues during
the interpretation. For example, on the Strong-CampbellJnrIerest Inventory,
certain. occupations are listed only for men ,or for women. /he counselor must

-explain to the client that this selection was due'tde small numbers of dne
sex employed in such occupationS and that it in no way indicates. that members

of either sex are not suited for any occupations they feel qualified to pdriue.

It is helpful for counselors to know the impact of certain words on

many women today. In our sincerity, and with.the best of intentions to help,
4

we'may not realize.that our words may undermine us. A woman considering an.

apprenticeship needs to be perceived a mature adult about tO make an

important decision. She will apprqciate being,called a woman rather than
"girl" or "gal," because the word "woman" gives her status and a sense of -,

strength.

Contact with women in a wide variety of nontraditionallobs and/or
trainihg programs is a 7aluable solirce of information for the counselor and

the'client. The counselor needs to know what Oroblems women face as they

entei new fields. It is unfair to women to pretend that choosing a non-
traditional career will be easy. .A.realistic appraisal of the pros and
cons of such a choicg must be made, and it must be.done without frightening

the Adept.

The'counselor mus't be willing to work with the:
trainingor during the first few months on the job.
support and someone to help her in dealing with her
some role playing maybe necessary to assist her in
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I have found that, in most cases-, a combination of humor. and honeSty works

beet when dealing with unkind remarks from others.

A.final requirement is that the counselor be skilled in assisting
people who are4trying tO make decisions. The client may want you to decide
for her. You may wish 'that she would.be more interested in nontraditional
occuations. We all.know these pitfalls. Give the Information and"sources
of further knowledge, listen to the client so tthat she knows you hear her,
show her how to make dedisions, and then encourage her to decide for herself. ,

CLIENT NEEDS

Information.

Initially what a client meeds is information.and qomeone to help her
explore all types of careers--not just those in traditional areas; This can

be accomplishedlin several ways.

Discuss with the client all Programs in the school catalogue, especially
those that relate to her aptitudes and Interests. . (We are assuming that
yoUr catalogue has been updated and that men and women:will be.pictured in
nontraditional settings.) For women with math and.art aptitude, ohe might
discussMechanical design and drafting as well as bookkeeping and interior
decorating.

Give an idea of general salary:rangeb for variousjbccupations, using
Government publications such as the Occupational butl9ôk Handbook or'follow-
up studies done by'your institution. Many welders train no longer than

clerk-typists, yet the wage differential iS significant':

. Supply the client with information showinq that'women and men Are not

.. innately suited to Certain occupations on the'basis 'of their sex. Since our
society tends to provide'different experiences, fot boys and girls, inside
and outside of .achool, We can hardly coriclude 'when we test them that the .

4fferences we find are absolute and biological...,

Maintain a folder or notOook with articles and pictures depicting
women,,preferably,in your.state, engaged in nontraditidnal occupations.
This will assist the client because she will be able to see that wOmen
actually are doing all Vpes of work.

Exploration'

- In addition to gathering information, the client will need 0 explore.
;

some of, the careers.that intrigue her. The counselor can assist(her in,

this task.be several means,.

Provide tours of classrooms ahd industries where women can be
seen,iri nontraditional areas.,



Design a special "Hands-On" day to allow women to actually do

tasks in some of the nontraditional areas so,that they. get'a
, .

"feel" ? for,the work and can talk with instructors abdUt the

requirements. ,

Keep a file of women'in nontraditional fields. Such a file is

invaluable; clients may call the women, and perhaps even spend

a day with them at work. Talking to men employed in these fields

wiil also provide clients with much-needed information. Using

the Bolles method, they can ask, "What do you like about your

work? What do you dislike abotit your work? How did you get into

this line of work?" . (Bolles, 1972)

Suggest that clients investigate the upwa,-d mobility of'the

careers. 'It has been my experience that many women think only
of the immediate job and do.not plan ahead for advancement And ,

new challenges; Unless they do look for and prepare for advansced,

opportunities in their chosen fields, they limit themselves.
If they compare career ladder oilportunities for various jobs,

they are planning for the future.

Aptitude Testing

Once the client has information and has done some exploration, it is

time for some reality testing. This involves consideration of aptitudes, .

interests, values, ego strength, and possible prqblems.

.
If the client is unsure of her aptktudes, it is helpful to go beyond

the paper-and-pencil tests so traditional in our culture. Some.suggested-.

alternatives are:

Use modules of the Singer Testing Unit that test dexterity,

,
spatial relationships, or whatever aiptitudes are pertinent

to the occupation beihg considered.

Be realistic about the lack of experience in certain areas ,

that might make some prior training necessary before a client

actually enters a classroom orAob. For 'example, some women

will need to become familiar.with the names and uses of various

tools; women need this information if'they-are to compete on

1 an equal level with men, who probably worked with the tools

growinC1 up.

Consider areas in which clients may require additional 'skill

development, before'entering the course. Many women in our

schools elect to take only the required math courses. Often.

)
we, find that they have a fear of math that is'based not on a
realistic inventor}, of:their ability, but on the assumption

that it is too difficult for them. Individualized math courses

can give,such women the chance to attain entry-level math
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skills. Recently som.1 schools have begun to offer courses in
reducing,math anxiety, which is a problem many:women face.

Offer three- to six-week pretechnical classes where women, as
lyell as men, may learn the basics of blueprint reading,'technical
math, or whatever other areas need to be covered. Such classes
ease them into the'program, give them time to build some confi-
dence, and provide the basic information they need.

J,

e. §ork creatively with the client in identifying skills she
already has that can be transferred to the nontraditional
occupations she is considering. For example, if she can thread
a sewing machine, she can probably do some of the wiring tasks
required in electronics. If.she'can repair a vacuum cleaner,
perhaps she can learn to repair other small appliances.

Make the client aware of skills she has that are not seen as
valuable by.herself or perhaps by others. In addition to being"
capable of doing the job, employees should possess certain
personal traits if they are to succeed. The woman who has
organized a church bazaar may not realize that she has super-
visory and Organizational ability-that is valuable on the job.
The womah who built the backyard Patio at home may not see the
value of .her skills in the construction trades.

The problems of inte'ress, values, and ego strength are intermingled,
-and can be dealt with in a rriety of ways.

The client needs assistance in identifying her main interests and
needs as they relate to a job. Some factors to consider are variety versus
routine, working alone versus working with peoplew and outdoor versus
indoor work. Helping her to list these items in order of importance,is
part of this.task. Then she can see whether or not the occupations she
is considering fulfill her needs and interests. -

An examination of values may.'lead her to conclude thai family and
family opinions are so important that she will not pursue any occupation
unless they approve: Or she may conclude that status is a significant
factor and thus she will only consider certain occupations. Women to
whom independence is very important will examine occupations that pay

.well enough to gain this freedom.

A woman's ego strength mus be considered, alo44 with her views on
being a woman. If she is secure within herself and does not fear losing
her femininity, for example, then she has a much better chance for success
in a "man's" job.

If the'counselär has a good knowledge of transactional analysis, she
can help the client to explore her adult, child, and parent messages about

.herself and the occupation. Lacking that, the counselor might suggest a
short course in sex-role socialization and stereotyping.



.
Along these same lines, clients need to examine their motivation.

Women out:to "show men un" and wonlen entering the field 'only fOr the pay

need help in sorting out.their attitudes and decisionmaking processes'
, ,

.- In the reality-testing.process, clients should discuss, with counselors
instructors, and people in the field, possible problems that may arise.
f'or example, many apprenticeship programs haye hazing traditions that have

nothing to do with being male or female'. -The women need to know this, to

be prepared forcit, and to accept At wiih good humor. Of course. they

also need to know-how tiihandle situations.that go beyond the usual.harm- -

less types of tricks.

. .

Some women have reportecrthat men do not accept them on'the job. Wiys

of coping with this can be disCuksed ciitifthe clients; they must realize
that men's attitudes'do not reflect on them as persons, but on what they

ate doing. They need to'learn to use Self-assertiveness, when appropriate,
.and at the same'time be able to dlicit help and support from men coworkers.

Again, a good sense of humor is essentiai..

Getting Started

. *
The last step of the process Is to assist the client'during the entry ,

phase.. Dhave observed that females vacillate--eometimes they feel very.
strong and independent, and at other times very weak and dependent. rf a

client' has developed a good relationship with the 6ounselor prior to this,

she will "talk tt out" during this phase. The counselor then serves as a
sounding board,,:a supporter, an assistant in Problem Solving, and a nurturer.

The metho(of help proven best is to have two or more women in a given

program or job.' They'provide suPport for each other; they do not have to
be the "lone" woman paving the path for all other women; and they. can' help.

each other solve,their problems.

A once-a-week "rap" group for women in nontraditional training areas
gives them a chance to ventilate and do some creative problem solving.

Ongoing training in transactional analysis, assertiveness, and rational
behavior provides them, with coping skillp and also helps'them to feel better

about themselves.

Visits to the women in the training area demonstrate the counselor's

real interest and concern. Instructors often are surprised to see a

,
counselor leave the office and enter the classroom.

f

,Tbe counselor nee& to be available, sometimes without.appointment,

. to share the joys and sorrows of the student. Women need that additional

support.. I have been liberal with my hugs, and I find that to be the best

of therapy.

Talking with instructors abouethe progress of the females reinforces

the fact that the counselors are there to assist in the process. I find

that most instructors are quite pleased with the performance of the women,
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especially in classes where.they have dealt mainly with young men just
out of high schoql. The women bring a stability and maturity to'the class,
and in some cafes they and the young men help one ?another extensively.

As yOu can see, counseling women about Antering nontraditional
occupations is a complex and long-term task. From the first mention of
An unusual occupation until the time the client is gainfully and happily
employed, the.involved counselor will be there. From the time when the -

woman's eyes first twinkle, as she realizes that she can consider technical
and vocational'occupations, until the tiitib that she shows off her first

paycheck, the interested counselor will,be there.

Counselors in this field need,to be knowledgeable, 1....7actical, warm,

creative, humorous, receptive, and responsive. They, Must be truly'

interestea in career counseling and'long-term supportive counseling.,
Decisionmaking,- problem-solving, and human:-relations skills are ali
required.

Counseling women about going'into nontraditional occupations is not
easy. However, it is challenging, eiccitirg, and rewarding. One does not
sit in one's office and watch the world go by. The world is yoUr office!

A sign hangs in our office window,,"A woman's place is everywhere."
We believe it; ,do you?
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ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS BENEFIT
FROM CREATIVE RECRUITMENT COUNSELING

Alison Caughman, taught mathematics at both.the
secondary school and technical college level, directed

1

projects'funded under the Emergency School Aid Act,
Title.I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act,
and now directs the FACET project at Trident Technical
College in Charleston, South Carolina.

Kathy Newman, M.Ed., is a counselmint Trident Technical
College who has concentrated her efforts on helping
students learn survival'skills. Atsertiveness training,
'anxiety management, job iAterview behavior, and writing
resumes are just a'few of the areas ih which she' works
4ith studenti.

-
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One day in September 1977, a 35-year-old woman (let's call her ke%ion

R.) nervously entered her fiist clams in'engineering drawing at Trident

Technical College. She looked around and was glad to see two other women'

in the class.of.25 students They were younger than She was, though, and

she decided that.they certainly looked smarter. No dile else appeared to

be is scared as she felt. The -instructor entered thS'alass, introduced

himself, and briefly explained why engineering drawing was required of all

beginntng engineering technology students. He then gave an overview of

the course, listed the drafting tools the students would need,. and ex-
plained what the Students would be able to do by the end of the quarter.
As he spoke', Maripn R. realized she had Made a terrible mistake'. What had

ever possessed her to think she ppuld master engineering technology?

Sure, she needed the income an engineering technician earns..* After all,

'her marriage was failing; she expected that soon she would be dupporting

two children, and she lacked marketable skills. But she obviously didn't

belong in engineering technology; it looked much too difficult. Somehow,

she managed to sit through the class, and as soon as it ended she headed

foF the registrar's office and withdrew from school. Feeling a mixture

of shame and relief, Marion R. drove home . . . . marionls story is true,

and unfortunately it is only one of many.

In the Charleston, South Carolina, area i.combination of affirmative
action programs and a general shortage of engineeringatechnicians has
Created an atmosphere in which women are being recruited by local indus-
tries. This situation is potentially very gdod for women in the area.
High salaries, prestige, opportunities for advancement, and the challenge

of working within a creative, constructive profession have made engineer-,
ing technology an attractive alternative to the traditional "female occu-

pations." In response,.Trident Technical College created a program known

as FACET to encourage capable females to enroll in engineeting technology.

Because of FACET's efforts, women now constitute twelve percent of the

engineering technology enrollment.

When Marion R. failed to return tp *class, the Trident instructor

asked the FACET proje t director to investigate. So Marion R.'s story

became known, and the iifficulty was resolved when an admissions

counselor encouraged hr to give engineering technology another try.
Marion's problem was that although she had ability, she lacked confidence

in herself. She was, quite simply, terrified.

/f Marion R. had prepared herself adequately for.a career before mar-
rying,and having children, her situatioe would not have been so difficult.,

'She had desperately hoped that her husband would support her and the chil-

dren long enough for her to become qualified as an engineering technician.

Tfien she would have had the economic security of being able to support
herself and her family, if her marriage continued to deteriorate. At the

age of 35, Marion. R. was literally "a man away from welfare," in need of

both emotional and financial support.
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This woman's situation illustrates the preising need for counseling
two distinct female populations: .

1. Older women who are seeking a viable alternative to their
current status, and

2. High school women who are making all-important career decisions.

At Trident Technical College, the South Carolina Department of
Vocational Edlication has funded FACET, which stands for "Female Access
to Careers in Engineering Technology." It, provides services for high

school.girls: a 12-minute film showing successful female engineering
technicians, career coUnseling, ind an eight-week exploratory course in

engineering technology. Although there are no special funds for use with

older women, program :rsonnel work with them. The FACET experiences
have begun to reveal sfiategies that are beneficial to both groups. In

developing strategies, several questions surfaced. First, what charac-

teristics should a counselor look for in prospective candidates? The_

character traits necessary for success in most activities or jobs are

key factors here also: maturity, self-discipline, motivation, enthusiasm,

and confidence. Personal'neatness is another clue, for it requires
attention to detail and says much about a person. An aptitude for

mathematics,and Science is essential, and otherwise qualified partici-
pants may need to strengthen their skills in these areas.

Second, how can a counselor assist a prbspective enrollee with her
decisions? The counselors at Trident try to help students with career

choices in a number of ways. Through the use of exercises in clarifying
values and goals, women see how their personal needs and desires may elim-
inate some jobs as career possibilities. Interest tests such as the

Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory or the Career Assessment Inventory en-
able them to explore their likes and dislikes with regard to activities,
occupations, and types of people. Counselors can discuss job conditions
and their effects on the indivicheal and can explain,the various types and
the duration of education or training needed for certain careers. Stu-

,

dents are encouraged to ask themselves such questions as "What will I gain
by thie.choice?" and "What might I lose?" In the field of engineering
technology, for instance, women can expect to gain good salaries and job
opportunities, but they also may face unfavorable attitudes among their

coworkert the males they work with might tease or patronize them, refuse
to take them seriously, or try to scare them off with unreasonable amounts

of work and pressure. Counselors can help students examine these and

other problem areas.

Of great importance--perhaps most importance--in helping students
make career choices is providing a process.for the student.to use in

making career decisions. Women can use the same process throughout their i

lives to identify values, goals, and interests wheneOer they require a

change in career.



Exposure to the atmosphere of the job is also useful in helping

student§ choose a career. In the FACET summer program, an exploratory
'course allows 100 high school junior and senior girls to get a feel for

the world of engineering technology. They have ample opportunities not

only to see the engineering technology labs, but also to experience "hands-

on" activities with the equipment that an engineering technician uses.
By the end of the summer, the students have gained first-hand knowledge

about some,technicians' jobs, because the course includes tours to local

industries and talks by women already in the field. The entire courpe is

designed to help them make well-studied career decisions.

Frequently, women who deCide they want tepursue engineering technology
have not had the proper background in science and math. At Trident, the

'sciences do not represent a problem, because the beginning drafting, chemis-
try, and physics courses that are required do not,assume prior knowledge

of the subjects. Mathematics, however, is the "critical filter": here

the students often sihk rather than §wim. Counselors advise Most students

(male and female) to take one, or sometimes two, elementary algebra courses
desi:gned'to provide a firm foundation in the basics. Great care must be

taken to place each student in an appropriate math course so that no one

starts out over his or her head. Counselors encourage students to spend

one whole quarter concentrating on improving their math skills before

entering the regular curriculum. A successful first experience with

mathematics puts the candidate on solid ground and it also builds con-
,

fidence.

The developmental studies.departmeht at Trident works with students

needing basic skills. The math teachers there are'available during certain

hours each day for tutoring any student enrolled in an algebra course.

. This service has been a great help to many students.

The promise of a good salary attracts most candidates to the program.
Howev r, before they can achieve their goal of gdod wages, students often

need help to pay for their educacion. FACET'S financial aid office helps

needy women who often have children at home for whom they are the bread-

winners. Usually, they are without marketable skills that would help them

get employment, or else the jobs they might get pay so poorly that financ-

ing an education and supporting a family simultaneously would be impOssi-

ble. The financial aid office helps them find sources of mohey through

scholarships or through Federal grants (e.g., Basic Educational Opportu-

hity Grants).

The placement office also offers a service to the women in the FACET

target group. This office assists students in getting part-time jobs to
supplement other forms of financial aid, and it occasionally finds full-

time jobs for'students eo they can meet their financial Obligations and

attend classes at night.



The placeme t office knows the pulse of the business community, for

, the placement di ector maintains close contact with the Cbmpanies that

will hire the graduates. The director informs the students of hew plants
opening up in the area and arranges job interviews for students about to .

graduate.

Through the school's cooperative Oucation prograp and in conjunction
with the placement office, students cin sign up for work experience with a
company and get college credit as well as a salary. This dual approach
gives students'a chance to get their feet in the dcior of business or indus-

try and to-gain experience to put on their resumes. This progran is espe.-

cially good for women who lack confidence in their abilities, since it
gives them an opportunity to succeed in an industrial envirdinment while

they are still-students.

The counseling center is another "helping hand" foi women entering
nontraditional curriculums. A student counselor runs assertiveness train-
ing groups to teach women formulas for expressing complaints and compli-
ments, for initiating cdnversations with strangers, and for developing
other skills that help women to feel that they are in charge of their

own lives.. She also shows them behaviors for projecting businesslike

attitudes that enhance their chances of being.taken seriously in their
. jobs.

When the,FACET project first began to take shape, the idea of a sup
port group for the women in the traditionally'male curriculums surfaced.
This idea took the form of a "nurture group" that includes women from the
staff and faculty as well as women employed in industry. In its first

year, the nurture group held sessions on assertive body language and corn-
punications skills, anxiety management techniques, and a panel discussion

on the ERA. One of the most successful programs was a session in which .

four women who work as engineers or engineeriAg technicians were invited
to talk about their jobs. Besides sharing information about the responsi-

bilities they had and the tasks they performed, the women discussed work-
ing with men and ways of coping with the various attitudes encountered.

rhe students were glad to hear first-hand experiences and to see woren
who had actually "made it" in the technical worli. 4

Finally, the program codld not succeed without faculty support. A

memo listing all females enrolled'in engineering technology is circulated

among the math, science, and engineering faculty. The instructors ae
......atked to inform FACET'S project office when any of the students have prob-

lems. (This is how the offire found out about Marion R.)

Often the root causes of problems are personal difficulties with mar-
riage, finances, or children, and for these there are no easy remedies.

Additional help for women with these types of problems is on the way--a
growing list of community-based agencies and individuals is being developed

to facilitate referrals. Other times all that is needed is to match the

f
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individual to an existing college service. At the very least, the student

gets the message that "someone out there cares.",

Some days, it seems that every female within's 100-mile radius of the
campus is asking for career advice,. 'Women who take the initiative and asek

counseling, howevel., represent only a sMall percentage of the population

\that could be served.

The secadary'schoolk are an ideal place to reach large numbers of

females. Community collegel have a much closer working relationship wirt-6

industry than'do'high schools; hence, FACET can perform a iaalservice to
these schools by'offering to-present career. awareness programs to their
students. These presentatiOns\are most suCcessfur-When given to small

groups of thirty students offewer. The majority tt teachers and counsel-

ors in the high schools have been eager to Sponsor such presentations.

Although the 9econ1ary Schools are currently under pressure (-to'incorporate

career develoiment into their colirses4 mOst high school teachers and coun-
selors admitted tc,a lack of knowledge about the job market. Between Octo-

ber and F4brUary, the prograth reached 1,500 students during visits to 35
high schools in the three-county area Served by Trident. To reach a broad

spectrym of secondary students, entire science and math classes in grades
9, 10, 11, and 12 were invited to see Snd hear the presentations. Those

desiring followup counseling were invited to. campus.

Women who have graduated from high school are-more difficult to reach.
Offers by FACET to speak to local women's clubs in the area have met with

.only limited success. We plan, however, to continue in our efforts to

meet with these groups.

And now, what happened to'Marion R.? Three months after her traumatic
enccunter with engineering technology she left her husband and moved, with
her children, to another state where they iive with her mother. Before

leaving Charleston, however, she was advised by
i

a FACET staff member that

a community college pear her mother's home offered engineering technology.

She planned to enroll and try again.

We think.often of Marion R. and wonder how she is doing. There are

so many women out there like her--and so many high school girls now in

the process of becoming like her. There is much work to be done!
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COUNSELING FOR THE ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS
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A STARTING PLACETHE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

With low-cost tuition and open-door policies, community colleges,have
expanded educational .opportunities fot millions of students. Despite a'

commitment to community-based education, however, many'community colleges
have failed to assure equal educational opportunity to female students,
particularly in the 'allied health training programs--which remain, for the
most part, sex-segregated. Femalesoutnumber males by far in the health
technologieS. There are a few female emergency medical techniCians, but
fewer male licensed practical nurses; and 99 percent of nurses and nurses'
aides are female.

The sex-segregation problem begins with the fundamental issue of ad-
missions criteria for technical programs, and a concerted effott must be
made to desex these criteria. The school's own guidance and counseling
division may well provide students with their first line of defense against

, sexist tracking practices.

How can counselors help women students to overcome sexist bia6 and
evaluate a possible career in the allied health professions? Counselors

can promote educational equity by .

0 Knowing the school's programs and the related job markets;

o Encouraging female students to enroll in nottraditional
fields;

o Organizing outreach programs 'and assisting students with
support serVices such as child care and financial aid;

o. Helping students explore career goals, options, and
long-term planning for career mOility; 4

o Facilitating rap'groups for health technology students;

o Establishing links with local women's health groups; and

o Sponsoring quest lecture programs with community health
activists and female,health practitioners.

I.

This discussion focu-ses on these and other ways of helping women pursue

careers in7allied health professions.

A LOOK AT THE COUNSELING PROCESS
'

According to the handbook Sex Fairness im Career Guidance: A Learning Kit

p975:,available from Abt Publications, Cambridge, Mass. 02138X, the
counselor's functIon is to

,!u
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help the clie nt understand the basis for his or her
choice.,.the whole array of,available alternatives, and,the.

'consequences which may be attached to each.,.. The objeC-

tive of'career counseling is not so Much to.help the client
make a perfect decision.as toJlelp the client learn precesses
of decisionmaking.'

Each counselor must make some important deciiions abqui the counsel-
ing process itself. It is not enough to help atud'ints chooie.a career

from alang,a number of options; effective coundeling includes /Ong-range
career planning. udents, especially recent high school graduates, are

not apt to think in.terAt of the future--10 or 20 years hence. Yet the

very nature of Ow allied health technologies tequires long7term career'
planning, particularly for the academically superior and highly motivated

student. Some points that must be considered follow.

Career Goals

\

Counselors have a responsibility to help their female student-clients
explore.nontraditional allied health programs (e.g., hospital 'order1,6,

emergency medical technjoian), Conducting outreach programs to recruit
women to'nontraditional careers is certainly within the rubric of the

counselor's function. When carefully planned, such programs are highly

uccessful'in attracting female students to the-community college..

jt is very impoTtant, however, to counsel prospective health care
students realistically about sUch careers, and to do so the counselor
must be :welleinform'ed on occupational and labor market trends, newThealth

1 occupati..-ins emerging (!.*1 AMA has idehtified over 50 paramedical and

technical health occupati;:ons), and pay scales for the various health

professions. The counselor should analyze each health occupation in
relation to its place within the medical care delivery system, and the
.health technician's working r.glationehip with other health care profes-

sionals. The counselor must help,the client make a realistic appraisal
of the benefits and drawbacks of the many allied health careers by having

a thorough knowledge of job descriptions and responsibilitiest

FinanciarGoals. Many community college students are unaware of the

financisl implications of their career choices. A recent study by the
American Association of Women in Communitysand Junior Colleges revealed
that many community college women "hoped to move into technical positions,
but their expectations did not match the realities of their planned cur-

riculums. Few had accurate information on their income potential."

Allied health careers lu.e cc.dered part of the "helping" or "serv-

ice" Trofessions. Hence the wag and status are relatively low. Semipro-

fessional and paramedical .sit;76,,3 are at the.low end of the occupational

spectrum, and financial rewardy salaries) are limited. Upward mobility -

,



is seldom a possibility, though translateral movement'trom one facility or

department to another.is fairly common.

Personal Satisfaction and Upward Mobility. Our health care system

is characterized by a strict hierarchy with physicians (92 percent male)

at the top; theanedical profeseion thus has considerable authority ovet

all other,health profeseions and services, inclUding liCensing and state
certification of allied health professionals. Students of the health

technologies may be taught iv. school that they will become en integral
part of the "health care team" and that they will grow in the job,'but.

in reality the,health care'technologist 3nd licensed practical nurse
are often relegated to the level of "doctoes helper."

J.W. Perry's article on career mobility (1969) advocates a "career

ladder" in the allied health professions:

A

Within-eaCh health profession there should be the potential
for educational and occupational movement in a vertical, up-
ward thrust that makes( it possible, based upon completion of
educational requirements and measured, capabilities, for an
individual tb move with comparative ease from the level of

aide, to the assistant,.to the full-fledged professional
practitioner.

1

Perry believes that today's newly trained allied health professional

enters a system in which higher-ups appear to be unwilling to accept the

newcomer's potential for a higher level of performance and colleagues
have apparently learned to accdpt their subordinate rbles.

Counselors too often ignore the potential for allied health profes-
sienals to'move up to supervisory or administrative positions. Few stu-

dents are informed that community college health instructors, for example,
are often recruited fram among tbe ranka of allied health practitioners.

The counselor can help students ylan their course curriculums with an
eye to the future, choosing courses that wi11 provide them with access

to addlticm a'. training, education, and skiill

A LOOK AT INFORMATION NEEDS

.The CounselorMK& ..14.4.4~1..1......r.

Health technology programs consist of a basic curriculum coupled

with clinical practice in health facilities. This approach to health

training combinee 114)th theory and prxtice. The counselor, then, must be

familiar with the course requirements for each progreim as well as'the

clinical practice requirements. If the stude:Its' clinical expezitAce is

coordinated with a number of health institntions or professional practi-
tioners, the counselor must be especially knowledgeable about the quality
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of the learning experience provided within each context. Community

clinics or hospitals that serve as training grounds for community:college
students may be more interested in patient care and medical services than

irieducatiol. `The counselor should.therefore )e aware of the limitations
of local'health.facilities in meeting students' educational needs.

To keep up with the latest developments in the health technologies,'
counselors will want to consult with faculty, librarians, audiovisual per-
sonnel, community groups, government health agencies, professional and
medical associations, health practitioners, and former students who have
successfully completed the training progA.ams and are now employed.

,1

4 The Collece

Many community colleges serv4-as a primary training ground in allied

health professions, with programs such as these:

o Dietary Aide;

o .0ental assistant;

o Emergency-medical technician;

o . Orderly/nrse_aide;

o Inhalation therapy aide;

o Laboratory technician;

o Occupational therapy aide;

o Registered nurse, licensed practical nurse;

o Physiotherapy side; and

o Medical records technician.

.

At present there is much controversy and heated debate within the

nursing profession about the "preferred" educational background of its

rcr
members. Nurses with baccalaureate degrees, nursing diplomas, and state

ertification are all vying fOr a piece of the same professional turf.

.
Registered nursing is becoming as specialized as medical training, with

\,......._

specialties in pediatric, geriatric, intensive care, and obstetrical nurs-

ing. The independent nurse-practit.l.oner who holds a master's degree' has

afio arrived on the medical scene. Even the very role of nurses is open

to question, witl- a new philosophy emerging--the nurse as patient advocate.

Changes in the nursing profession bear heavily upon students in the two-year

nurse-training programs in terms of future earning power, career mobility,

4 3 5
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level of assumed responsibility, and status within the profesion.
Prospective nursing students will need to know this.

Many persons concarned with the fUture of the allied health profes-

sions believe that the communit/ college must link its curriculum more
clogely to that of the four-year uaiverS'ity. The associate degree should

be regarded as the first step in a progression of upward career mobility.

At present, too little emphasis is placed on course credit transferability

from the two-year to the four-year college.

Recent additions to the standard women's studies curriculum are
health awareness, self-help, and "know your body" courses. The topic

. of patient care is often coupled with an exploration of the training of

health care professionals. Frequently, allied health workers and even

registered nurses and community pharmacists sign up for such courses,
especially 'when they are'offered at night thrOugh the college's continu-.
ing and adult educational programs. Credit for these courses can be"-"'

transferable to the four-year college.

BeLause there is a tremendous demand'for training in the health
technologies, community college health training programs often have waiting
lists of up to two years. One Michigan community college counsels its
.waiting-list students to enroll in women'C'studies "women and health"
courses as :an introduction to health care issues. An indirect benefit of

these courses is that students have an opportunity to Meet and make contacts
among community health practitioners. The instructor can serve as a

"partner" to the counselor. Together they can organize a guest lecture
series featuring womeu health practitioners, clinic workers, physicians,
and administrators. Besides informing students about the latest develop-
ments in the field, the speakers serve as female role models. Additionally,

the counseldr and instructor can cosponsor field trips to local health

facilities. The women's studies/women's health care courses can,provide
the counselor with a wealth of written and audiovisual materials to
facilitate his/her counseling sessions.

Linkages With The Women's Health Movement

_Mutual support among health care workers becomes a key issue rls more
and more allied health specialties emerge to claim their own turf ir the

health delivery system. Struggles for independent zGcognition and certifi-

cation promote competition among health technologists. Each of the para-

medical specialties is a part of different labor unions. In her essay

"Development of Feminist Health Networks in the Health Sciences," Arlene
Kaplan Daniels (1977) explores the concept of communication networks among
allied health professionals. Such networks can
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Provide job information;

Monitor affirmative action efforts;

Pressure for child care services;

Acquaint newcomers with procedures and policies;

;

Provide support for women union officiglat'and

Promote organized efforts to rpgrade the professions. ,

Communication networks in the health care field already exist within
the women's health movement. The movement serves as a forum for bringing
togettier the interests of consumers and providers of heaith care services.
The strength of the women's heal/th movement rests with its local, grass-
roots organizing and community health projects. It is not uncommon for
this strong community component to be represented at the community college
itself--thiaugh the college's women's center and women's studies program.

SATISFYING SOME OTHER NEEDS

Why Have Support Services?

Support services for women can make the difference between academic
success and failure. Regardless of her intense interest and individual
drive, a woman student may simply be defeated by the seeming impossibility
of dealing with "externals" such as famil- .d finance. then there are

other needs for support--the "internal" pr-Jblems such as conflicting erne,-
tions and insecurity.

Child Care Centers

On-campus child care Centers provide the single parent with an
opportunity to carry a.heavier course load in extended blocks of time
during the day. Although fees are high, the demand usually exceeds the
limited number of spaces available. Few community colleges maintain
day care centers; however, those that do tend to use the centers as
training grounds ;for their own child care assistant vocational prpgrams.

The counselor needs to be aware that young mothers may have ambiva-
lent feelings about leaving their youngsters in a center and should ex-
plain to them that child care centers offer much more than custodial care.
They provide 4 structured play environment that enriches the child's learn-
ino experience and ability to relate to other children and aduas.

37
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Personal and Group Support

The woman enteryng a nontraditional training program will seldom
find either, female tole models Cr instructors. The counselor, then, may
need to provide her with ongoing emotional support and encouragement.
Also, it should not be assumed that females who enter formerly ali-male
programs necessarily consider themselves "feminists." Despite their pi-
oneering efforti, they may still hold a very traditional view of women.

Group counAeling in health care/technblogy programs benefits par-
ticipants in many ways. It.allows students to

Explore their feelings in a supportive atmosphere;

Clarify career goals and lifedtyle aspirations:

Discuss attitudes of parents, friends, spouses;

Improve communication skillet

Share experiences aS consumers of health care service; and

Exchange information about clinical facilities and
coursework requirements.

By organizing rap groups, the counselor can better utilize limited,time
that would otherwise be.spent in one-to-one counselor-client sessions.
The cognselor can augment the, rap grcrups with selected audiovisual mate-
rials and, even better, guestspeakers from local health facilities and
women's health groups. The associate degree graduate who is now a field
practitioner is an invaluable saurce of information and can encourage
students facing the long road ahead--academic rigor and clinical practice.

Financial Aid

The counselor should be knowledgeable about the college's finandial
aid programs as well as those of the private.sector. Frequently civic
and businQss groups offer grants and low6interest loans to eligible women
students. Many local chapters ofIlational women's organizations provide
modest scholarships to returning students--especially the older woman who
is returning to school,after'a long absence. for retraining or new training
in a career. An option that is often overlooked iwthe placement of sta-
dents in a work-study program in the college's own student health service.
Students can also be placed in biology and chemistry labs. An imaginative
comnselor knows no bounds in the variety of health-related work-study po-
sitions that can be generated at the college,

Equity counseling in the health-related fielda can be the catalyst
for improved health care for all Americans in the years to come.
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Many women who are returning to the labor market (or entering it

for the first time) are doing so out of economic necessity., and it is

imperative that they be able to earn adequate wages. However; our ed-

ucational system has often short-changed these women by failing to pre-

pare them in appropriate ways to take well7paying jobs. Furthermore, it

is certainly true that entry-level, traditional,"women's jobs" do not pay

'as well as entry-level, traditional "men's jobs." 'Plenty of women Would

be pleased, even eager, to do so-calied "men's" work if they could gain

entry into certain better paying, skilled and semiskilled fields.

Steiger and Cooper (4975), in discussing the shortcomings of voca-

tional training for women, indict the schools for being slower than the

larger society at adapting to required chanties:

Perhaps more serious than the immediate failings of women's

vocational classes is the extent to which schools in general

tend to inculcate stereotyped images of women and work. Text-

books, course offeiings, guidance counseling systems, and the

personal attitudes conveyed by manY teachers combine, sometimes

subtly and sometimes bluntly, to perpetuate.restrictive images

cf the woman's proper role, on the Job and elsewhere :

The schools only reflect . the predominant attitudes of U.S.

society as a whole, but the schools appear to be changing more

slowly than the society at large. And'the failure of the educa-

tional system taradapt to new realities is particulirly serious

'because of the central role assigned to schools in the sociali-

zat n of both men and women. If ktudents emerge from school

han icapped by outmoded attitudes, rceptions and training,

thea will find that society offers.t em littile opportunity to

cha ge in their adult lives..

Special attention must be paid to eliminatirig thoSe personal, psycho-

logical, and ebonomic barriers that have-operated to keep women out of'

nontraditional vocational training. This article addresses the elimination

of these barriers from three perspectives: (1) how the community college,

specifically thrOugh its career development programs aLd related services,,

can encourage women to enter nontraditional vocational training. programs;

(2) how other college policies and practices can assist in the process; and

(3) how the community college can-cooperate with the community to encourage

women to enter vocational,training. This article also can be used as-a -

model for recruiting and program planning for other groups (e.g., ethnic

minorities, the handicapped).

ad*

-COpLEGE CAREER DEVELOPMENT,SERVICES
),)

would like to suggest as a framewdik a model of career education

developed by Kenneth Hoyt (1975), Associate Cominissioner for Career Education

in the U.S. Office of Education: "Career education includes career awareness,
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exploration, decisionmaking, preparation, entry, and advancement.
tional education has only one of these components--career preparation-- N
as its main thrust." These various ptiases of the developmental process
of career education usually occur in-the'order in which Hoyt mentioned
them. Although the sequence may vary, it would be unlikely that anli
adult--and especially a wcaan--would start the career education process
at the entry point or at-the advancement stage without first going th ugh
some awareness, exploration,decisionmaking, and preparation (vocati nal
education experiences).

. CAREER AWARENESS

How can we make women aware that vocational training programs are
'open to them? Since such t,rograms have alwayi been open to women, but
few women have Chosen to enter, just what is'the problem? Answers to
these questions are.closely'linked to two psychological-sociological
phenomena-7self-concept and "appropriate" sex-role behavior (stereotyping).

\

Self-doncept and Sex-Role Stereotyping. American society draws rigid
boundaries Around a narrow field of behaviors and activities that are
considered "acceptable" for people, on the basis.of sex (Bem, n.d.). Men
Ate expected to be4good at mathematilp women are expected to be the
opPosite. Women are expected to nuretre others; men are discouraged
from such behavior. These rigid categories of "proper" behavior accord-
ing to one's sex have caused women and meh to develop limited self-concepts.

Self-concept theory in relation to occupational choice is bert defined
by Super (1973): A

In expressing a voyational preference, a person puts into occupa-
tional terminology his. [her] idea of the kind of person he [she]
is; that in entering an occupation, he [she] seeks to implement a
concept of himself [herself]; that in getting established in an
occupation he [she] achieves self-actualization. The occupation
thus makes possible the playing of a role appropriate to the self-

.

concept.

Accepting Super's point of view, then, wOmen have tended to enter occupations
which make it posaible for them to plaY roles'appropriate to their.self-
concepts, and these same self-concepts have been influenced by,notions of
proper sex-role behavior, better known as sex-role stereotyping.

Society has proscribed certain kinds of activities for women by labeling
them "improper" or "unfeminine." Thus, women have developed limited self-
concepts that prevent them from considering a wide range of occupations.
They do no want to be considered "unfeminine" because of selecting a "male
o:cupation, ndr do they feel qualified for such jobs. Merely telling them,
"we encourage women to enter mechanics" (or "minorities and women are
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encouraged to apply") does nothing to change their coweito of ;':.homnelves
to include being 'eople who could become competent medvnics. 'nheresult,
then, is"a reduction in career choices for women.

If women are to be made aware of and successfully roov..ed into
- vocational training for better paying, nontraditional jobsi opportlnities

must be provided for them to improve and expand their oelf-concepul, to

change their feelings and perceptions about what they can du and want to
do. Further, society's definition of what is an acceptable caxeur choice
for a woman must change. ,Definitions of acceptable behavior inust move
from sex-linked prescriptions to a wider array of.choices based upon .
interest and ability.

Outreach. .Cbmmunity colleges can help raise public awsrenecs regard-
law acceptable options available to women, by advertising arid pUblicizing
on radio and TV that women, too, can become electronics experts, heavy

'equipment mechanics, or accountanti.

College publications such agenewsletters, catalogs, and flyers should
Use nonsexist language. PhotograPhs should show womeh'as well as men in
all, vocational areas. (Men should be.shown working or training in tradi-
tionally "female" occupations such as secretary, clerk, and child care ,

worker--the sooner men begin to work in these fields, the sooner the
accompanying salaries will be raised.)

Community colleges should hold one-day counseling and informational
workehope for women interested in returning to school, and should provide .

information cin programs, financial aid, child care,, and job opportunities
for trained Women. Thia kind of one-shot program is most effective if .

counselors are available for consat,tion with small groups or individuals.
'It is also helpful to have local employers at these workshops,to assure
the participants that'industry is indeed willing to hire women once they
are trained.

Short programs of one to two hours on special topics should be spon-
sored in the Women's Center or.by other interested college personnel. Topics
thould be informational and nonthreatening. Wbmsn who need,to be made
.aware of vocational training will be attracted by program material that
is closely tied to their preient int4Ente and self-concepts. 1'opics

might include "Wbmen's Health," "Returning to School," "Women in Manage-
ment,"land "Credit for Homemaking or Volunteer Experiencem One of the
most iMportant benefits of these courses is the sUpport,-group atmosphere
in which women find common problems and assist one another with solutions
(Clarke, 1975). Such,mutual support,aids greatly in improved self-concepts
and confidence. Women gain the Strength in this all-female atmosphere to
take brave steps toward a more rewarding life. Many of the class members
become full-time students. While most do not immediately'enter nontradi-
tional vocational training programs, they do become more aware of What is
open to them.

50.
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Lane Community College offers returning women's workshops as one-week
4.1q.courses, four hours per day. In theSe workshops women are intensely involved
114th une another, and7support groups continue long after the workhhops are
over (Clarke, 1975) . The emphasis is upon building self-confidence and plan-

. ning the next steps. Participants receive two credits for "Orientation to
College" and are considered to be returning students for the next term.
ScholarshipS are available for those who can't pay the modest registration fee.

Colleges attempting to recruit should determine what kind of woman is
most likely to select a nontraditional program. While little research on
thrs matter has'yet been done,.there are some hunches which might be fol-
lowed so that recruiting can be aimed at groups which appear to be good
prospects for vocational training.

'Women in Apprenticeship," a Wisconsin project, found that most women
interested in apprenticeships were in their thirties or were college gradu-
ates in their late twenties (American Education, December 1975). Leslie
Posner, Coordinatotof the Denver program Women in New Careers (WINC),1
says the kind of woman most-likely to seek nontraditional training is

. . . bright, alert and usually sitrle or separated from her
huaband with one or two,children she's supporting. *le has
typically spent a few years in the work force4.,and she's
mature, if not i ars, in attitude about life.. She's usu-
ally a pretty indep dent, savvy kin4 of.person (Smallwood,
1977).

An informal survey of women in vocational classes at Lane Community
College in 176'showed that many in that group had been taught to use
tools and to do repe.rs by their fathers or brothers.. They did not feel

. the same restrictions about what is acceptable behavior for a woman as
did the more traditional woMan. . It appears that the women most likely to
,be attracted to vocational training on.their, own are more confident, indepen-
dent, and *i:ealistic, and have had experience with tools, fixing.things, or
tinkering.

A word of 6aution must be given regarding the length of time that
elapses between the awareness phase and the vocational preparation phase..
Many adult women recruitd as students through the awareness activities
mentioned here never do enter nontraditional vocational programs, largely
because their own self-concepts and society's standards for acceptable

1

WINC is a project operated by CONSA0 Research Corporation under a con-
tract with the U.S. Office of Education. The project is aimed at econ-
omically disadvantaged minority women and7operates in Baltimore,. Cin-
cinnati, Phoenix, Denver, and Miami.
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sex-role behaviot both change so slowly'. However, colleges that recruit
students through these efforts find that more women do enter vocational
training as a result of some of the exploration activities and models
described ift the next section.

Exploration Phase

Career exploration includes exploration of self and exploration of
the occupational world. The,fqillowing moe31s are typical of ways in which
community colleges can help and have helped women studentr with these
two kinds of exploration.

Women's Reentry Pro2ram (WREP). Many community.colleges have been
operatAng these programs for ieveral years. Some of WREP's salient fea-
tures are block scheduling of classes, provision of child care services,
financial aid, and a close-knit, supportive group atmosphere. The Parti-
cipants help one another, so that the need for a large number of profes-
sional staff is minimized. Both.personal and occupational exploration
opportunities come from classroom experiences as well as from contact
with other students. Participants increase in confidence as they find
they dan succeed.

Career Planning Course. Community:colleges offering career planning
classes should encompass most of the stages of career development discussed
by Hoyt. Personal exploration should include interests, values, past work
experiences, abilities, and lifestyle.

Occupational explotation, on the other hand, is facilitated through
the use of the computer-based Career Information Service (CIS);'printed

occupational information; and interviews with persons working in the
occupational world, with employees of the college, and with other com-
munity resource people.

'Students are encouraged to explore a wide range of occupational
choices"> including the nontraditienal. The course concludes by empha-
sizing Oecisionmaking--"What are your next steps?"

Assertiveness Training Course. Assertiveness training teaches
\

women self-management skills. They learn how to take charge of their
own affairs and how to manage life situations competently. Women have
long been taught to be passive and sebmissive, and they oftcn must learn
to be clear and direct in stating what they want and to be willing to
negotiate a satisfactory solution fox a problem situation.

Human Potential Course. The human potential movement stresses posi-
tive reinforcement in an intense group interaction setting. Participants
gain not only more positive self-images but also greater strength to try \
new activities. Teachers of the course (either credit CT noncredit)
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must have'been trained at a approved Human Potential.Institute in order
to use the patented material .

Wbmen's Centers. The p imary goal ,,f women'e centers on community
college campuses is to develop or continue the peer group support for
women wh are attempting to change their lives and their feelings about
themselves.\ fbst colleges provide a plane for students and staff to
interact in rmally on issues of sex bias and sex-role stereotyping and
to discuss the impact of these issues on their lives. Women's centers
also provide resources for,exploration of self and the world of work.
They also place heavy emphasis on decisionmaking.

Women's Studies Programs. Academic women's studies programs are,
in general,, more comprehensive on uni7ersity campuseb, but sOme community
colleges do offer such courses. They'explore the historical, psychological,
sociological, and artistic roles of women. These courses further explore
a woman's self-concept, showing that '(in the sex-role socialization
process) she has lost some of her natural interests and perhaps some of
her talents. /

k

,

One-Da Worksho s on Nontraditional Careers for Women. A college
.10

may want to ltest the water" by sponsoring a workshop for women of the,
community. Ai nontraditional\career workshop serve's two functions: (1)
with proper Idvertising, it r a ,ses the awareness of the community; andt
(2) it allows a woman to explo the idea of a nontraditional career
while taking up only.a minimum dcher time.

,

The Portland, Oregon, Communit, College conducted three worksholis
of this type in which a panel discumiied nontraditional jobs. The panel
members were so'convincing about theirs,satisfaction with their non-
traditional work that a number of workshop participants decided to
enter similar Vocational programs at that institution.

At Lane, 300 women attended a nontraditional careers workshop in
Septembec 1976. The program featured a panet\of female role models
in nontraditional occupations and a panel of MTiployer representatives
who assured participants that there were opportirities available.

Experts in counseling, placement, and financial aid talked with women
in small gyvoups.

Exploratory Courses. A class in indwitrial orientation at Lane
Community College provides career exploration experiences through orienta-
tions for ten vocationa' areas--industrial safety, electronics, electricity,
drafting, motor ,.ehicl,u, blueprint reading, metalworking tools, welding,
woodworking, and constiuction. Students learn basic knowledge of safety;
language; work setting and nnvironment; and hands-on use of basic tools
and equipment, materials, and the appropriate instructional manuals
In 'this ten-credit course, approximately ten hours are devoted tc



each area. Counseling helps students to identify goals, addresn personal
issues, determine appropriate training, and identify and overcome poten-
tial barriers to'job training and placement.

Counseling. Community college.counielors who work with women explor-
ing occupational options need special vision and skills. Most counselors
like to view them,plves as open, accepting, flexible, and able to.work
with all students, but they may be "nearsighted."

Clarke (1975) expresses the concern shared by many regarding the
adequacy and appropritateness of counseling services for women:

Although maay traditional counselors have read some of Ole
latest literature on the counseling of girls and women and
have attended seminars designed to change sex-stereotyped
perceptions about women, the emotional acceptance of intel-
lectually approved concepts is difficult for some and prob,-
ably imposSible fOr others.

Counselors are seen both by the 'public and by students as being in-
fluential in students' lives, and the importance of counselor inservice
training working with woman cannot be emphasized enough. Counselors may
lack the skills to work with "reentering" women if they have not recently
experienced some of the followingl

o Taking a women's studies course,

o Reading extensively in'the literature of the women's
movement,

o Initiating and working in women's prograMs, and

O Attendilmg professional meetings and workshvg designed
to train professionals in how to recognize their own sex
biases.

DECISIONMAKING PHASE

Because of the dynamic nature'of the career education process, a
person is constantly engaged in decisionmaking throughout all the afore-
mentioned phases. Individual counseling services in community colleges
also place a heavy emphasis on decisionma'ing. A woman who has been in
a returning women's workshop, an assertiveness class, a career planning
class, and soMe academic classes, and is receiving followup support from

other women, will be directed by this network to a sympathetic, well-
trained, supportive, knowledgeable counselor who can significantly assist
the woman with her decisionmaking.
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PREPARATION

I.

Community colleges can help women feel more comfortable and confident
in vocational training In various ways.

Improved Class Atmosphere. -Female students report that male students
'in shop and vocational classes give them far more "flee than d6 the ih-
structors. hwareness training is needed for the instructors, and they-
must also be tadght how to create a positive, acceptin9 attitude on the
part of their male students. Female instructors could provide the needed
role models.

Training_in "How To Survive in a Male Occupation." Women need to
learn specific behaviors as well as their legal rights in relation to
hiring, unions, promotion, pay, etc. In regard to survival in a tale
occupation, the advice of Hannig an0 Jaidin (1977) is appropriate. .

While equal employment laws can regulate foraal personnel
policies, making those,laws work requires a knowledge of the
informal relationships that exist in corporations. For the
mostepart, these organizations were built by men and for men,
and are now controlled by men. lbe forms, rules and styles
of behavior and communication among their executives grow out
of a distinctly male culture. Women who .try to succeed in
c9fpOrate management become aliens in this male environment.

Cooperative Work Experience. On-the-job training has bibome a
required part of vocational training programs. Such training adds to
the studenes skill and also provides for a transition from the-school
world to the workplace. For women unaccustomed to the male work en-
vironment, such on-thei-job training is even more important.

ENT.RY PHASE,

Colleges should provide job development and placement services for
their female students. Although the law prohibits discrimination in hir-
ing, many employers, especially in smaller companies, still either are not
interested in hiring women in nontraditional positions or ore openly
refusing to do so.

The job development and placement personnel must launch a public
relations campaign. on behalf of the college's trained graduates. Thesr
personnel will need special training in

o The legal aspects of hiring,

o Strategies for working cooperatively with employers in the
community, and
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V.

o methods for infforming employers of the college'i obligation .

'under Title,IX to assist onlyiemployerm who do not discriminate..

Female students must be taught job-getting Skills such as resume writing,:
systematic job-search techniques; interviewing skills; and ttair legal
rights-fii relation to hiring, firing, promotion, and benefith.

College-Community Cooperation a

Cooperative work experience (CWE) programs at community colleges pro- ,

Nide an excellent way for women to demonstrate to the emPloyer thit they
can do the 'job,' Cooperative work experience coordinatori; must persuade
cooperating,employers to hire yomen students. If at all possible, more
than' one woman should beiplaced with the name CWE employers for support.

As vocational training programs for women progress, larger'colleges
will want to hire job developers who will assist in locating'entry-level,
paid positions for the, women trained by the'college. Smaller schools may'
have their CwE coordinators or their placement offices perform this func-
tion. In some Communities CETA employees aid-in this function.

Other.comMunity-related concerns'are the relationship of the nontradi7
tional piogram to apprenticeship programs and the local public schools,
and the.legal issues,related to the college's role as.a 'training institution.
Apprenticeship programs are an-essential partj of the training for one kind
of entry-level pbsition, A few women are enrolled in apprenticeship prog-
rams, but progress has been slow; numerous difficultiesbureaucratic and-

-. sooietalmust be surmounted before women have access equal to men's.
Community colleges need to bridge the gap between vocational training
"and apprenticeship programs, through better communications.

A college has an obligation to help local public schbols help women
make the transition-from secondary school to comMunity college. If local
junior and, senior high school vocatiOnal programa,do not include both. wpm-
en and men, the college staff should start educating the public school.

The community college might form a committee to promote vocational
training and emploiment of women. The cOmmittee would include personnel
from public-schools, community colleges, apprenticeship programs, employers
and members Of women's groups. This committee could sponsor workshops on
legal, Et al, and economic issues related to the problem.

CPNCLUSION

With attention to both college career-development services and coopera-
'tion between college and community, educators should be able to establish a
strong program to recruit and counsel women for vocational education. The
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followins che6klist -an aid in planning those counseling services which
can best meit thW neds of woMen pursuing a vocational educationp

Checklist for Plauninilsgity

o .Philosophy of program is in compliance with(

o Rcnt Federal legislatibn,

a RAcent Federal and state court decisions,

o Recent Federal HEW/OCR regulations, and

f--
o Institutional goal. and objectives.

o u Institutional Commitment includes

o Potential for adequate development of supportive.funding,
staff, time& and space.

o Demonstrated need

o In communi'-y -at -large, and

o On campus.
4

o A well-feasoned actiomplan that includes

o A community-based advisory committee,

o A workable timetable for operation,

o Funding for a Minimum of 12'manths,
,

o Sthff/Consultants selection arid training,

o Outreach/Recruitment,

o Selection of counseling models,

o Financial aid options nir clients,

o A pUblic relations-caMpaign, and

o A research and evaluation component.
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COUNSELING NONTRADITIONAL STUDENTS:
ETHNIC, RACIAL, AND DMHER MINORITIE8

This material has been adapted from speeches by and con-
versations with the late-Johnnie Ruth Clarke, who was on

. the staff at Tallahassee Community College; Tallahassee,
Florida,

Ms. Clarke pioneered in the 'development of sensitive
counseling for minority Students in-response to her own
persOval and professional experiences. Ms. Clarke's re-
marks are drawn from several sources: Conversations
with the editor; 1976 and 1977 staff:development work-
shops and AA9JC sponsored meetings; /and February 1978

'.141orkshop for the National Center for Research in Voca-
tional Education, The Ohio State University, ,Csolumbus,
Ohio, shortly before Ms. Clarke's untimely death.



Desigkking and implementing training programs # help the nontraditional
student to become "job ready" and successful on the job are problems ihat
most community colleges face. These special students come from a variety
of backgrounds, and they are increasingly 'seeking entry to postsecondary
community and junior colleges.

THE STUDENTS--WHO

The Multicultural

.Native Americans. The American Indian who seeks postsecondary educa-
tion is more than likeW a serious student; Native.Americans seldom move
beyond the'secondary-school level unless-thelc:believe suCh a move to be
valuable. Such students come from a very different culture', and their
values are different. Most are taught that "respect foi: the things of
nature and family ire the most valuable attributes of a human being."
They are taught "to love and respect all forms of life, and not to take
any more than what they need for their own survival (Azure, 1974)."

Upon entry into postsecondary,institutions, many Native AmerIcan
students encounter both culture conflict and identity crisiu. The strength
of their ingrained cultural values as opposed to the schooPs cultural
demands can often create petsonality problems. These problems are serious
barriers to successful achievement of academic goals. The Native American
student has one of the highest'attrition rates in postsecondary education.

Blacks. The black'student often enters postsecondary institutions
with mixed feelings._ Black culture does not give high status to vocational/
technical education; instead, it often views such training as second class.
The'struggle to overcome second-class citizenship in society as,a whole
makes black students look on occupational education with suspicion,
espeCially in 'a\predominantly white institution. Vocational/technical
education in poStsecondary institutions has.hed few rewards.for black
students in 'the past, because after these students attained competencies,
they were often barred from employment. Even today, many apprenticeship
programs-and many union6 are not open to blacks.

Besides thew societal and institutional barriers, students must cope
with other prob1ems. Many come from impoverished backgrounds and have a
history of edUcational failure. Like the Native American students, they *1
bring wihh.-them different value systems. Their loyalty to their culture

' and to each other conflicts with their desire to succeed in the school's
culture.

They may have difficulty coping with academic procedures and communi-
cating on both the academic plane and the personal level with the traditional
student and the faculty. Out-grOup feelings tend to contribute to attrition.

6
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On the other hand, xiany black siudents tend to develop protective
behavior patterns to disguise their feeling of not belonging. Such
behavior is manifested4in dress, posturing, language, and negative

.attitudes toward authority figures. These face-saving tactics oflten
generate More alienation, causing rejection by the school culture and
sometimes resulting in'planned, covert dLidrimination.

Hispalics. A distinction must be made when talkidg about Spanish-
speaking students.. Although members of this cu7tural group-may have many
things in ccOmon, the shadings of qultural differences account tor vastly
different approaches to education. In some areisl a distinct difference
exists between Spanish Americans,, who olaiM'Spain as the land of their
ancestors, and-Mexican Americans, who claiM Mexico as the land of the:tr'
ancestors: The "terms "Chicano" and "Chicana" are not acceptable to all
Spanish-speaking.groups.

In the'eastein United States, Spanish-speaking peisons are frequently
Puerto Ricans, and there are.two groups of Puerto Ricans. In Puerto-Rico,
persons who are island-born-and -reared are referred to as Puerto Ricans.
They are frequently well versed in the language of the island'and speak
school English. The "New Yorkorican" is a person ,)f Puerto Rican anCestry,
born and reareci in New York, who speaks both Englilh and Spanish, usually

-very poorly.

In the South, the Spani:sh-speaking group is predominantly Cuban, but
the young Cubans who were born and reared in the Latin communities of this
area, like the Native American, experience cultural conflict and identity
problems both at home and in the sdhool.

The value system which Spanish-speaking students bring with theurto
postsecondary education id different from the valuo system of the school, .
and the conflict i values often prevents these students from achieving
their academic goals. The 1.ck ot recognition of (and respect for) the
values which these students hold 'often generates alienation (de los Santos,
Jr., 1974).

International. The' recent influx of large numbers of studente from
foreign countries, especially the developing nations, into Postsecondary
vocational technical institutions has added to the problem of'providing
adequate opportunities for successfulW acquiring occupational competencies.
Many of these students have inadequate English language skills. They
'Often move about in groups, never coming to conferences or attending classes
alone; and by this means they protect non-English-speaking members of the
C;roup. One always speaks for the whole group and translates the ,:onversa-
tion or class instruction to others later.
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Many postseCondary institutions are not willing to prohibit the admis-
sion,of non-English-speaking foreign students. Studeat status for entry

to the United Status requires English language proficiency; but many foreign
Students are able to acquire such status without having an adequate command
of spoken English.

Disadvantaged

Although the largest number ate poor white,' this special 4roup may
have all the characteristics of all the previously discussed groups:
The laoklof financial resources prohibits many'from enteking post-
secondary, institutions and, for those who do enter, it usually accounts
for their high attrition iate. Students Who are economicallY deprived
have also been deprived of'opporturatles for personal growth. 'Their

perceptions of society and Of sChool'are different fr6m.those of the
traditional student. Many of them appear to be "out to get their slice '
of the pie," while other appear tq be shy or reticent. Often, teachers
interpret their behavior as lack 6f motivation. Many of these students
attempt to work while they go to school, and the demands of their jobs
will often be reflected in poor academic performance.

r

The Handicapped
6

Recent Federal Government legislation has directed attention to the
problems Of the handicapped. Vocational rehabilitation has served many of
the handicapped but has not .ddequately served the handicapped student in
postsecondary educational institutions. Vocational/technical institutions
have taken some steps toward meeting.the special needs of these students,
but there is.much yet to be done in the areas, of career selection and in
developing alternatives in inatructional methodology. There'are still too
many unwarranted ideas about what careers hanoicapped students should seek.
Many schools have limited the career choices of such students because they
do not fit fnto the "regular" instructional environment.

COUNSELING

The Multicultural Groups

The counselor has to'be committed to the philosophy of quality
education for everyone in prder to provide'equal access to education
for multicultural groups. lqk counseling plan for these groups should,
at the least, provide the following: A
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o Re'cruiting practices.(to attract both sexes to all programs);

o Clear and equitable admission policies to limited74dmissions, pro-.
grams (to provide'for the entry Of nontraditional students);

Understanding of the cultural imperatives for each of these group!
(to.lessen culture conflict);

o Sensitive, humanistic counseling And career guidance (to lessen
alienation and attrition and to promote realistic career choices
according to individual potentialities);

o Peer assistance within these groups (to lessen alienation and
attrition);

o Role models for each of these groups on the counieling staff and
faculty and in the administrative structure t.co promote a sense of
belonging and to attract both sexes to previously se4st programs);

o Acceas to developmental studies to fill educational gaps and pro-
mote positive personal growth (to break the failure syndrome);

ccess to alternative instructional modes (to promote academic
uccess); and

o .Access td adequate placement services for program graduAtes (to
. sdpport self-worth and to promote personal economic sufficiency).

The Econdmically Disalvantaged

CoMmunity college counbelors should give attention to the following
when working with economically dii,advantaged.studehs:

o Provide adequate financial aid (to promote the entry of disadvan-
taged students to occupational programs);

o Provide counseling so these students can find the necessary fi-
nancial assistance (to increase-enrollment pqtential and lessen
attrition);

o .Provide guidance for these students in planning their academic
programs according to their potentialities and their job demands
(to promote academic success); and

o Establish placement serrvices that can obtain part-time jobs for
itudents and full-time' employment for graduates (to leSsen
attrition and promote positive self-concept).
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The Nandicaprd

The counselor who is concerned about providing equal access to occu-
pational education for the handicapped should make provisions for the
followi

Counseling services that evidence an awareness of the new and
emerging'opportunities for students with varying types of phy-
sical,handicaps (to break the cycle of job stereotyping);

o An instructional program open to innovative means of promot-
learning (to increase the handicapt?ed students' learning

ptions);

o Adequate supportive services for both the handicapped student
and the instructor, such as the assistance of tutors, inter-
preters, and paraprofessionals (to promote academic success);

o Articulation with the appropriate external helping agencies
and organizations (to ensure thac either through the college
o. referrals, the necessary attention will be given to the
physical disability);

o Placement services for graduates and nongraduates that recog-
nize that there snould be a close match between employer and
student needs.

Student Servicec for Nontraditional Students

The aids most conducive to academic success for nontraditional stu-
dents are the student services.. Adequate financial aid and humanistic
counseling support positive self-concept, and research provides adequate
evidence of the influence of positive feelings of self-worth on the suc-
cess of the nontraditional student in the poistsecondary environment (Cross,
1976; RoUeche and Roueche, 1977: Roueche and Snow, 1977; and Clarke and
Ammons, 1976).

Student services should acquaint the student with the broad spectrum
of career opportunities and provide realistic career guidance based upon
assessment of the student's potentialities and interests. The total stu-
dent assessment would ..nclude demographic data, achievement data, socio-
personal data, and value data.

Student services should also provide placement services for both the
graduates and nongraduates. As a function of placement, and as a needed
asset for counseling and instructional planning, follawup strdies should
be designed Rnd executed periodically. The Texas Follow/up System is an
excellent model.
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Counselors, in iMplementing the functiOns delineated for the student
services areas, can take the following steps:

1. Involve counselors and other members of the student services area
in sensitivity sessidps. These sessions may be designed and car-
ried out by knowledgeable members of the c011ege's staff or out-
side consultation.

2. Plan workshops designed to assist counselors in the selection,
administration, Ind analysis of appropriate student assessment
instruments.

3. Support counselors in the development of adequate student career
''selection activities or courses.

4. Support the counselihg staff in the development of appropriate
activities or courses for facilitating the development of posi-
tive self-concept.

5. By using work-study funds, develop a system of tutorial services
and peer-counseling for special stUdent groups or other student
groups needing such assfstance.

In'designing a counselor inservice development program, the following
steps may be taken to help personnel provide for the nontraditional students:

1. Determine; with the assistance of the admissions staff and the
counselinT:staff, the,number of special-group students enrolled
and what their problems are from their perspectives.

2. Assess the problems of these students from both the counseling
and instructional perspectives.

3. Assemble these data, and select persons from the student services
areas and instructional areas to work with the development team
to ensure necessary input, involvement, and cooperation.

4. Plan a program of activities, based on the assessed differences
of i group, that will help the institution to become more respon-
sige to the needs of these students.

5. RecoMmend the program of activities to the administration for
approval, and secure the necessary administrative support and
resources.

All the activities Planned should include an awareness program for
counselors. The counselor awareness program should acquaint the Itaff
with the characteristics of each of th e student groups; it should assist
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the faculty in developing a humanistic (understanding and nonjudgmental)
approach to the .tace-to-face contacts with these students; it should assist
the Laculty in dealing with the potentialities of these students rather
than imposing their own expectations or Values ou them.

This can be done through small-group training sessions, role-playing
sessions, and reinforcement counseling hich provides faculty with inter-
mittent assistance on demand. Awareness sessions can be geared toward
(1) more effective integration 'of knowledge of the nature and identifica-
tion of the nontraditional student (achieved through lar0-group sessions
for information dissemination and small-group discussion); (2) value inter-
pretation and translation (effectively achieved in small-group sessions);
and (3) sensitivity sessions for relating to self and others (achieved
through small-group sessions, role playing, and invOlving nontraditional
students in simulated situations).
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Women--especially mature women--are returning to college in ever-
increasing numbers. "The number of women aged 25 or older who were en-
rolled in college last fall (1977) was up more than 23 percent over the
previous year. In.the past five years, the number of enrolled women over ,

25 has more then.doubled" (Magarrell, 1978).

Many of these women are attending community colleges, which tend to
be more flexible in their programing for nontraditional students. The
numbet of women in two-year colleges is increasing every year. During the
1977-78 college year, 51 percent of the full-time enrollment in two-year
colleges were women, and 62 percent of all students were over 21 (Ameri-
can Association of Community and Junior Colleges, 1978).

Older women, often mothers whose last child has entered school, make
up a large percentage of these reentry women in community colleges., They
are returning to school in reaction to complex forces that are pressuring
them. These forces must be understood in order to further the development
of an eflective and comprehensive counseling program designed to deal with
them.

EXTERNAL FORCES

Historical and social forces have changed the life of the woman
who is now middle-aged. Technological advances have expanded her leisure
time. For example, washers and dryers do the laundry, which used to take
many hours, and the vacuum cleaner is far faster than the broom. Medical
advances have given her a longer and healthier life: "Today a woman of
45 will live on the average 33 more years" (Livson,

I1977).

And the

I
difference between her life expectancy and that of er husband is grow-
ing, thus increasing the chance that she will live title last'years of her
life alone.

with the advent of the Pill'and the continued decflne in the birth-
rate, women have less work to do caring for children. Not only are fem-
ilies small, but mothers are having their last child earlier'and earlier.
The amount of "unplanned" time left for a woman after her last child enters
school is lengtheni\ng. "The historical trend, therefore, has been toward
a auickening of events through most of the family cycle,,followed by an
extended postparental interval" (Neugarten, 1977).- --

The changing structure of the family has also caused children to
leave home earlier, Grown children today are mobile-and busy with their
own lives. A.; the divorce rate rapidly rises, the older woman has a
greater chancy of living alone. Since women have lived by the "vicari-
,-,us achievement ethic" (Lipman-Blumen and Leavitt, 1977), which means
they have defined themselves by the achievements of their husbands and
children, they may Juddenly lose their identities when living alone.
Thus, many middle-aged vemen have been "retired from the job." All
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these factors leave women in the sorry state described by Troll (1977) :

"They have-lived beyond the point for which they have been prepnred,
beyond thu point wheie they are necessary, beyond the point where they
know whiAt to do with themselves, beyond the point where anybody knows
what to do with them."

In addition, women today are living in an age.of anxiety. May (1953)
discusses the emptiness and loneliness of these times es a problem for
everyone, but cites emptiness as a special problem for women, who have
been trained to be "good by not doing things"--bynot complainin
not causing controversy, by not being too smart. May discusses the
despair and destruction that can result from the condition of emptiness.
He says that emptiness and loneliness are two phases of anxiety, which
has been caused by the great changes in Western society.

This is also an age in which people are focusing on individual
growth and satisfaction, searching for happiness through est or yoga,
seeking to develop individual human potential. The desire for personal
fulfillment has influenced many women to try to,find out who they are
and what they can do. HoweVer, conflict is bound to arise with these
rapid changes in values. To have lived 40 years believing that the
greatest good was in denying herpelf and living through others only to
arrive at midlife with no .others to live "through" and also facing a
society that says her values were wrong and stupid is a heavy burden
for a middle-aged woman living in the 1970's.

Although many older women will deny/the fact, the Women's tiberation
Movement has influenced their lives. This historical movement, which
emerged in .the mid 1960's, did not, appear fully'formed, but grew out of
the historical and social changes of this century. Thus it not only has

,resulted from but also has caused many changes in the contemporary woman's
life. There is' no doubt.that women have gained strength from the move- N.

ment, both in the overcoming of their social isolation and in the per-
mission to do what they want to do, and must do, as their life situations
require.

INTERNAL FORCES

Along with thes,e external forces, the middle-aged woman today must face
an internal midlife crisis. Middle age is, often a pez;,i6d of transition and
confusion. For women, the difficulties can be intensified for a number of
reasons. Biological changes, including menopause and changes in appearance
with aging, cause middle-aged women to see themselves as unattractive and
thus unlovable. Female physical beauty has been highly emphasized in our
society; women learned to value it as one of their few means of success
in life. With the fading of this youth-oriented beauty, a woman can lose
her self-esteem. In addition, women must learn to change their views of
themselves if they aro to live healthy, productive lives in their middle
yers (Li,,,son, 1977).



A middle-aged woman is also faced with her changing sense of time
(Neugarten, 1977). Now she feels the pressure to accomplish before her
life ends. She begins interhally to question the meaning of her life.

2
:44s looking for new directions and new objectives for the second

of her life. She is searching for.meaning in.the world outside
the home. At this time women are facing, or refacing, a developmental
stage which appears close to Erikson's definition of adolescence (1963).
She experiences identity and role confuAion and'an overwhelming urge to
separate herself from earlier dependencies and define herself anew.
"Issues of identity--of who one is and where one is going and whether
one is satisfied with one's lifestyle--become prominent" (Livson,'1977).

Although this is a time of ilarked confusion for a woman, it is also
a time of excitement. Folk,wisdom of the past said that menopause And
the "empty nest syndrome" were causes of crisis. Current research denies
the negative impact of these conditions and finds instead that women are
filled rith energy and creativity at this.time, an excitement to begin a
new life (St iger and Cooper, 1975). Thus, this can be a time for great
personal growth. Perhaps the words of Gail Sheehy (1976) best express
this feeling:

Inside the educated 35-year-old married woman is a young
girl who remembers what it was like to win at word games or
get the highest mark in the class, to control a spirited
horse, or to do twenty pique turns around the stage 4

Unforttmately for the middle-aged married woman, her husband may n,,t
ehare her enthusiasm. "The most striking contrast between husband and
erare-giving wife in the midlife couple is his sense of staleness compared
with her usual feeling of unboundedness." While she is turning outward,
-he,may be looking inward arid toward her and the home.for his greater sat-
isfaction (Sheehy, 1976). He is Naturally unhappy about the changes she
wants and may feel threatened, ceikainly angry, at the "renegotiation of
the contract" which she now demands. Thus, in addition to her own inter-
nal conflicta and uncertainties, the wife must deal with the anxieties of
her husband: She may be confused and uncertain, but she feels free. All
of theee internal forces must be understood, if one is to plan a counsel-
ing program to meet the needs of middle-aged women.

Fiske (1977) calls middle-aged women "a.high-risk group" because of
the conflicts they faFe. Neugarten .(1977) has rerorted for women today
an "earlier and increasingly accentuated transitional period" in mi.ddle
age. It appears that the internal midlife crimis :mmes today for middle-
aged women at a time when the conditions of her life and the values of
eocioty have changed dramatically. These'issues of identity form an ur-
gent need that Can lead to emotional, unplanned, and destructive changes.
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in women's lives, or to carefully thought-out, clear decisionS:,,His-
torical forces, role changes, and midlife developmental changeihm
converging on women today and causing many of them to reiurn tà SChool
to redefine themselves and get help in making the important decisions
which they face at this point in their lives.

These Women need counseling, and more and more of them are turning
to community colleges to help them with their decisions. Programs for
counseling middle-aged women in community colleges must be based on a
thorough knowledge.of the above-described, social pressures and psycho,-
logical conditions of middle age for women. This information should
be the theoretical basis for such a program. "Educators and counselors
can create the balancing pulls which will counteract early Socializa-
tion years and permit women to develop new or different selves" (Kosh,
l977).

COUNSELING NEEDS

Handling Anxiety, Glint, Conflict

In addition to understanding the external and internal forces
influencing middle-aged women today, the counselor should recognize,
from the kiterature and from experience, some Clf the most common reactions
to returning to school. First and foremost is anxiety. More than just
the natural anxiety experienced by all adults who return to schoollater
many years away from'education, the middle-aged woman student faces an
extreme role change, both at home and at school. Her family often views
her as slightly crazy; even when they verbally profess their support,
they rarely want to change the comfortable life they have been living
*(Hrandenburg, 1974). "You can do anything you want, as long as I still
come first" is a typical spouse response. When "Mom's " studying
interferes with a promptly served hot meal, or buttohs sewn on, the
family is not happy. The woman becomes anxious about whether she can
combine tw, roles, her traditional one and her new one. This anxiety
often undermines her plans to study.

She also probably feels guilty. Perhapti her family is right, she
thinks; perhaps she is neglecting them; perhaps they will no longer love
her. (Remeimber what her upbringing and society have taught her.) She
then sets oUt to show them that she is worth the education, that she is
a brilliant'studentd Frequently these women refuse to accept any grade
but an A, and they are harder on themselves than anyone else could be.
So much of them is invested in their role change that they must'prove
that they can do everything perfectly. The 'super-mom" often exhausts
herr,lif so much that she can do nothing well.



The literature shows that this transitional stage often causes a
rethinking of the pagt, a reassesstng of one's abilities and interests,
and a replanning for the future. Letchworth (1970),says that the return-
ing female student faces an integrity crisis as will as an identity cri-
sis. She is looking for a deeper meaning in her life and her unique
potential. /mt this search goes on.with tremendous internal conflict, be-
cause she is not behaving according to the stereotypes of.her childhood--
the learneernorms and responses-and she must.somehow choose between ex-
pleicit, overt desires and unconscious feelings and values from the past.
"The reason most often cited by the returning woman herself in coming
back to school is to find direction in her life, to begin to design a
a meaningful lifestyle" (Karelius-Schumacher, 1977).

Finding Group Support

The returning student may know that she needs some help but witll
rarely go to a traditional "one-to-one" counselor. At her age, coun-
selors are seen as working with sick people; "I don't need that, I'm
not sick" is a common\response to the suggestion that a counselor might
help. She' may believi tat turning to a counseloyould mean that she
cannot handle her newfound independence. What she.does need is inter-
action with other women in her situation. Thus a woman's center with
group activities should be a priority in an adult counseling progrmm.

In addition, the strong need for sharing and learning together can
be met by group sessions/workshops and a special orientation for these
women. Group learning for oldrIr women is preferable to relying on the
traditional one-to-one counseling. The group gives a sense of shared
problems Ind concerns, and reality testing (Thom, Ironside, and
Hendry, 1975). The workshops should be scheduled frequently, at times
convbnient to the women. These counseling workshops should focus on
responding to the needs of middle-aged women for personal, academic, and
vocational counseling.

COUNSELING PROGRAMS

Academic

The academic problems of women returning to college take first
priority; this phase of counseling should orient them, introduce them to
the college, and ilelp ttlem register in the courses they want. At this
time they meet each Othdr and also meet supportive faculty.and staff. A
trouble-free beginning reduces anxiety and allows these students to con-
centrate on their courseS, knowing that they have all their forms fled
Out correctly and that they have friends who will help them in school.
Giving this extra help before the mobs of younger students arrive will
provide older woln with the extra support they need.

f I
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At this time financial aid should be thoroughly discussed. 'Many
mature, returning women students in community colleges rate the lack'of
money and their lack of knowledge about how.to get a grant or loan as
their primary concern. Dealing with financial problems at the beginning
allows them to focus on their studies with greater concentration.

Suggested academic workshop sub3ects to provide women with the extra
help they often need 4re mathematics, writing, and public.speaking. They
are not substitutes for traditional college courses but function in sup-
port of them. Criticism and suggestions offered by their peers, in a
workshop, enable returning women to function with more confidence in the
college classroom. Peer tutoring is also an effective support service
(Buckey, Freeark, and O'Barr, 1976). Other helpful aCademic workshops

.include adult learning styles, time management, and study skills. Many
women returning to school believe that adults,are "dumber" than 18-year-
olds. They also wonder why. they have the urge to question statements
made by professors and why the professoiS sometimes react so negatively
to their questioning. A workshop on the adult as learner gives them

background and perspective on their learning needs.

Personal

For personal counseling, workshops are invaluable; in rssponding to
the needs for information ond not "treatment," these.workshops respect
the adult woman's autonomy. At,least three are essential in light of
the particular needs of this popillation. Personal growth apd identity
workshops include values clarification and help women learn who they
are and where they want to go; a workshop on decisionmaking is necessary
to help them choose from the many alternatives available; and a workshop
on assertiveness training is important to raise self-esteem and to help
them gain control of their lives.

Vocational

Vocational counseling is best supplied in group workshops. As
Rice and Goering (n.d.) reported, this format is productive, efficient,
cost effective, and less threatening to returning adult women. A voca- 1

tional exploration workshop should include a series of discussions by
women in different professions--not just the helping pr.e0mosions that- -

most women are interested in, but in all the fields where there are job
opportunities and income growth potential. Since most women know little
about the many professions open to them and have rarely met womdh in
these fields, this exploration is an essential first step.

A workshop on career and life planning is particularly impOrtant
to women who have never assessed their Skills and win see only disconti-
nuity in their lives. Resume wrting and interviewing workshops can

47"
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help older reentry women get,ready to apply for a job, many of them for
the first time. Many will need to learn to develop a skill- or task-

,

oriented resume.. . 0

Other Counseling

. ,

A comprehensive.counseling program includes vocatirmal testing and
individual counseling to help women identify sWills and cresientials,'
needed for a specific-career.

One-to-one personal counseling for woMen in crisis situations shoOd
also be available. An up-to-date resource file of current community-based
services is helpful for rapid referral toquality agencies and services.

There should be at leaSt one counSelor whose principal assignment
is with the mature,'reentry %;ioman. This counselor should be trained in
adult development, should know the main.issues of the midlife crisls, and

, should be trained to help with the many difficult decisions these women
face. The.ideal counselor has been trained in career and life plpnning
and is a middle-aged person (Schloisberg, 1977). 1

-

REENTRY COUNSELING CHnCKLIST

The following checklibt summarizas the essentials for helping
middle-aged women enter an educational institution.

1. A womenls center--a, drop-in center where women can go,
a soClal meeting place. It should offer weekly support
groups, peer tutoring, referral to other agenices, ca-
reer information, and group counseling.

2. An orientation program.

3. A series of werkshoPs designed to give information on
the needs expressed in the sUpport'group,,such as these:

0 Academic counseling--Workshops in math, writing, and
oral communication.with peer
tutoring

Learning as adults
Time management and study skills

o Personal counseling--Personal growth and identity
awareness

Decisionmaking workshop
Assertiveness training
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o Vocational counselingVocational exploration
Career and life planning
Resume writing and interviewing

4. Group counseling and vocational testing.

5. One-to-one personal counseling fçir women in a crisis
situation.

Al Eliason (1977), Director of AA JC's Center for Women's -Opportu-
hit stated in Women in Communit Id Junior Colle es, "vle counseling
ses' es for women in community coll s need to be improved." Eliason

. also noted that, even where personn felt they were offering the counsel-
ing services, the studenits were not/Using them. This counseling program
for mature, reentry'women speaks to both these problems. In .addition,

the cost factor, so often used as.an excuse these days for poor services,

need not be a major consideration in this program. Only one,full-time
coum:elor is required for every 500 full-time enrollment studentq. In
luldition, space for a wamen'S center, work-study programs, money for

peer tutors, and a reduced teaching load.for a few faculty members
willing to run workshops could accomplish the entire program.

Above all, it is important to remember thlt the mature woman return-
ing to college fAces particular problems and challenges that differ from
those troubling the traditional college-age student. She needs special
assiStance in strengthening her identity and self-concept, as well a3 in
clarifying her values and goals in this time of transition (Karelius-Schu-
macher, 1977). , It id the colleges' responsibility to give her this special
asSistance.

0 ki
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BACKGROUND

Thu Carnegie Corpo%ation of New York's Annual Report for 1976
indicated that one of every eight families in the United States is
headed by a single woman, and that one in threeqemale-headed families
has an income below the poverty level. Many of these wommen--heads of
families--can be categorized as displaced homemakers.

who
According to Florida statute, a displaced homemaker is an individual

o Is 35 years of age or older,

o Has wor'ed in the home providing unpa'd Lousehold
services for family members,

o Is not gainfully employed,

o Has had, or would have, difficulty in securing
employment, and

o Has been dependent on the income of another family
member, but is no longer supported by such incow
or has been dependent on Federal assistance.

Such stark definitions certainly tell much about displaced homemakers'
life situations. Following are three case histories fram the Challenge
Program at Florida Junior College, Jacksonville.

CASE HISTORIES

Laura, 4,38-year-old woman, was widowed at age 26. She has spent
the last two years at home raising her two children, naw ages 16 and 18.
Her source of income has been Social Security benefits for herself and
her two Children. At age 18, her son began to receive his own check
and enrolled in school, but he remained at home. Laura knew that ip
two-years her daughter would also llegin to receive her own Social Security
check and that she herself would be cut off from any further Government
assistance. Laura once attended college for two yearst but because she
"married young," she has had no work experience. Several times in the
past five years whe has nuffered emotional breakdowns and was hospitalized
once. Laura was confused and frightened about her future, because she
felt she had few skills, was unemployable, and was emotirlally voo waak
to handle a job.

r
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In speaking with Laura, a counselor immediately recognized her need
for more assertive communication skills. Laura's low self-esteem prevented
her from adequately expressing her needs and current difficulties, and her
history of emotional stress further complicated the counseling relationship.

,./.

Through individual counseling and group support, Laura was able to
set realistic goalS. She could not firance two inore years of training
immediately, but she did enter a nine-month certificate program in Medical
Assisting at Florida Junior College at Jacksonville. After she coMpletes
this 1,cogram, she plans to work as a medical assistant while she completes/
the last two years for her bachelor's digree at night. This short=term
goal is enabling Laura to rebuild her self-conqdence gradually, while
relieving'financial pressures. Laura alno plant to continue her study of
interpersonal communicaion skills through nonfiredit courses. Followup
will be conducted by the Challenge Program coUnselor on a regular basis.

/\
Sarah, a 35-year7old mother of three children, ages 14, 6, and 16

months, was divorced before her last child vitas born. Her source of income
has been Aid to Families with Dependent Chqdren (AFDC) payments and
whatever amount of child suppo t the State:could obtain from her fihildren's
father: Sarah graduated fro high school but has never worked ou'rtside the
home. The jobs she might secure would paY only minimum wage, and after

,

she paid the largesums neCessary for adequate child care, her remaining
income would be inAequate to support her family without child support
paythentr;. If she were to become employed, her AFDC payments would be dig.-
continued and she would no longer have an agent to help her obtain Child
Support. Therefore; by remaining on welfare she has held on to a better

.

financial position, but she has barely been able to make ends meet. Sarah,
a bright, pleasant young woman, desires to be productive and to. support
her family adequately. Sarah is frightened, alone, and confused.

In talking with Sarah, the counselor realized that Sarah's double-
bind situatir was causing her a qreat deal of frustrat4_on. In addition,\
Sarah's coniusion about choosing a realistic career that would provide
adequate income was preventing her from making any decision at all.

Following.counseling, vccational test0g, career exploration, and
group support, Sarah decided to pursue an eleven-month welder training

.

program at Florida Junior College at Jacksonville. .Upon completion of
this program, Sarahaill seek employment as a third-class welder eatning
approximately $5.25 per hour. This nontraditional career choice will
provide her with sufficient income to support her family independently
and adequately.

Annie, a 55-year-o1.d widow ot nix months, has five grown children.
Annie was a high school dropout, and she is now supported by,a small
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). Social Security pension. She realized that she must obtain employment
/ with eal adequate income in order to support herself and provide security

for her future. Annie feared becoming financially dependent on her children,
doubted that she had employable,skills, and lacked confidence in her ,own
ability. A

Annie felt strongly that her most immediate need was to obtain
employmenL. She knew her limited skills were apt to hold her to a
minimum-wage income, but she saw a job as a necessary step to relieve
finantial preseures. The counselor referred Annie to Job Seekers Associa-
tion;' a job-finding program at Florida Junior College 'at Jacksonville.
The counbelor also referred Annie to the Developmental Education Laboratory
of the, college,.where'her.academic readiness for.entering high school

1

completion classes could be evaluated. Annie uill participate in develop-
mental education classes, if necessary, and then will enroll in an evening
high school program to earn her diploma. During this time she will continue
counseling and vqbational evaluation with her counselor, as she prepares
to make long-range career decisions.

4.

THE CHALLENGE PRGGRAM

,

In the fall of 1977, Florida Junior College. at,Jacksonville was
awarded a CETA Title I grant through_theN6itheast Plorida Manpower
Coescrtium. "Challenge: New Careers for WOmen" is a three-week traire'.
ing program for women who have never worked, have not worked for a long
period of time, or are having difficulty in securing an adequate job.
The primary targe'.. area of Challenge is the displaced homemaker, although
it is open to any CETA-eligible woman. Beginning each month, Challenge
classes.ave helo for three weeks, five hours per day, each day of the
week. The Challenge curriculum consists of self-asseAment, assertiveness
training, vocational testing, career exploration and decisionmaking, and
job-seeking and -keepiAg skills. Financial aid counseling is offered to
women returning to school to upgrade their skills.

After the graduation of the.first Challenge class,'14 women enrolled
in a General Education Diploma review class; one woman entered the welding
program, and one woman entered the electronic repair program; six women
began academic courses at the junior college; and two women were referred
to the Job Seekers Association on campus. Fewer women dropped out of
ChalJenge than had been anticipated; instead, the women made decisions 0

and followed through on them.

SPECIAL)NEEDS

ne problems confronting a displaced homemaker are significant and
require'special counselor attention. The following areas have been
identified by Challenge counselors as important in counseling the dis-
placed homemaker:
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1. The low self-esteem of the client is significant in the
. counseling relationship. It results from few contacts
outside the home, the feeling of being "too old," inability
to see applicability of homemaking skills to the job'mrket,
and frust;ation from unsucceisful job searches, agency
dehumanization, and lack of family support.

2. The client's emotional pain and frustration must be dealt
with before she can make iea1istic decisions. The client's
personal integrity and human worth must be reinforced by the
counselor and the group.

3. The necessity of group counseling and support became evi-
dent as the Challenge clients made remarkable progress in
this environment. Retraining in communications skills,
such as assertiveness, is essential.

4. Clients need to build success ladders based on reasonable,
short-term goals.

5. 'The counselor must be well versed in all community and
educational resources, includine legal and financial mat-
ters relevant to the displaced homemaker. Frequently
there are child care-needs that must be met!

6. The counselor must research the local job markct for women
who are reentering traditional and nontraditional work set-
tings. __Reentry probl.ms are often compounded by age and
sex discrimination. Clients need to be equipped to recog-
nize and deal-with such situations.

7. The client needs to.become aware of new opportunities in
nontraditional careers as a means of avoiding minimum-
wage jobs. Low paying and unskilled jobs are tinancially
unrealistic for the long-range goals of the displaced
homemaker.

S. It is important that individual counseling be made continu-
ally available throughout the reentry process. The indi-
viduality of the person and the uniqUeness of needs require
ongoing attention.

9. Support cervices within the educational setting, such as a
child care celter, a woman's center, 6W'assessment And
student development center, are important in building success
experiences.

The challenge is to stay in touch with the needs of_the displaced home-
maker who seeks help and to facilitate her reentry into the job market.
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OFF WELFARE AND INTO THE COMMUNITY'COLLEGE

Marlene J'yy, Ph.D., is Director of Placement and a

Counseloz'AFDC Specialist at Mountain View College,
in the Dallas County Community College District.



A 'serious problem that our nation fades today is the education,
training, or job placement of recipIunts of Aid to Families with Depen-
dent Children (AFDC). This costly welfare.system at present assists
more than three million mothers in our country. These women are single
parents, heads of households, and solely,reSponsible fqty the care and
support of their homes and children. Approximately 39.8 percent, or
over one million, of these women are not employed, not in training, and
not handicapped (Raspberry, 1977).

Contrary to popular beli f, most of these women want to work,
but the barriers to their em loyment are numerous. F,Asi AFDC mothers
possess the ski,lls or academic background necessary to compete in the
job market for salaries comparable to their welfare.benefits. Unless
they can secure well-paying jobs, it makes little sense for them to
leave the welfare rolls. If they do decide to work in a minimum-wage or
low-paying position, the costs of child care, transPortationt and the
amount of energy and commitment needed for job holding combine to discourage
them. An AFDC mother who removes herself from the welfare roll frequently
forfeits more than just the monthly stipend; she loses free medicaid ser-
vices, child care assistance, housing aid, food stamps, and the psychological

The current weilfare structure provicies training for only a limited
number of AFDC recipients, by way of short-term skills training for dead-
end, poorly paid jobs (Texas Department of Human Resources, n.d.) ,The
State of Texas has recently placed greater emphasis"bn providing skills,
training, and education to help these welfare mothers develop the creden-
tials and capabilities they need so that they will view leaving the wel-
fare rolls as a welcome and positive alternative.

The most cost-effective means of offering this needed training an
education to AFDC heads of households appears toJoe training at th.e com
munity/junior colleges. Understanding the poi-ential for inexpensive yet
effective training possibilities in these cuiLtges, and at the same time
burdened with the need to assist AFDC recipients, the Texas Department of
Human Resources has Implemented the Texas AFDC Education and Employment
Ac by initiating a program called PACE. This program addresses the
oblems that wel re mothers face when they attempt to upgrade their

r" credentials and siLils for employment.
2

PACE provides the potential student with needed comprehensive coun-
seling and social services through a team comprising a college counselor
and a social worker. To ensure that the comprehensive goals of the pro-
gram will be accomplished, the team attacks many problem areas. The
social worker is primarily responsible for the initial Assessment and
alleviation of barriers such as 'transportation, child care, and housing.

,C
,1
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The college counselor 06vides proper academic,advice; apprises candidates
of the college's currl-cular offerings; conducts campus orientation:. engages

in personal and career counseling; and gives out information on financial
aid available for paying for tuition, books, and fees. The PACE team knows
the community and its agencies, and advises candidates on the agencies'
ability to help.out financially and socially. The team coordinates the
efforts of .the college with those of the area social service agencies.
The PACE team also keeps abreast of the local job outlook for women, and
works closely with the placement office of the college.

Counseling demands patience, understanding, and careful planning
and coordination. To be successful, the prngrams require that the
counselor/social worker team remains flexible so as to best assist and
retain the student clientele. The PACE team keeps in mind the multiple
,problems that the AFDC recipient has; often, she is--

From a poor background;

A single parent.;

A member of a minority group;

Unskilled and untrained;

Lacking realistic perspectives concerning wom n and work;

Conditioned to expect failure;

Lacking the basic skills needed to succeed in regular college
programs without remedial work; and

Lacking effective coping skills necessary for successful
employment.

Given this client profile, the following reasons why community co;-
leges should offer specialized counseling services for the AFDC recitent
become even more compelling.

Most college 95unseling staffs are primarily concerned
witil academic advisement geared to the traditional college
student. The welfare mother, like any other reentry
student, feels encouraged knowing there is a specialized
counselor on campus.

Few welfare recipients are aware of college requirements,
benefits, and,programs that could help overcome their weak
skills and ac4demic deficiencies. Assistance from a program
such as PACE On bridge this information gap.

(
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College orientation is often nonexistent; the college ad-
missions and diagnosis process is often,intimidating and
confusing. A specialized counselor can reduce the anxiety
that prospective students feel.

Faculty, agency workers, and potential employers often hold,
unjust stereotypes of welfare recipients. /Because of these
stereotypes, AFDC recipients are sometimes placed in inap-
propriate courses, programs, or jobs.

Public social service agencies have seldom had ,a "link" to
the educational institution; they have tended to,shy away
frOm.the college as a training.alternative. Agehcy sponsor-
ship of FDC recipients for payment of tuition, books, fees,
etc.., has traditionally been difficult to dchieve, but tile

liaison college coUnselor who is knowledgeable of the
agency's policies and procedures often can help remove this
financial barrier.

Agency personnel frequently lack sufficient infOrmation about
.the local community .7ollege's requirements for curriculums,
costs, and admissions. Hence, the effect has been'the pre-
vention of appropriate referrals.

9

Many agencies are comtended only for their "head count" in
placing welfare recipients in employment. Awaiting'the com-
pletion of a.one- cir two-year, college prograM delaysthis satis-
faction or caMmendation. Such personnel need to be a4vised
and informed by a counselor or social worker of the benefits
of careful assessment, training, and placement evaluation for
the AFDC client--regardless of the time element involved.

Cngoinq counseling and advisement by the counselor/social
worker team may help the welfare mother,increase her coping
skills and develop improved interpersOnal relationships.,
AFDC students must be reassured before they pursue employment.

Job placement and followup services such as those offered by
the PACE team are vital,'to ensure successful completion of
the training program and survival in the labor market.

Assisting the AFDC student in a multitude of areas and giving her the
opportunity to develop skills to help her to become self-supporting are
the prime goals of the PACE program. The work is trying, the coordination,
difficult--but the benefits are great.

As it grows, the PACE prograth is continually being evaluated so it
can better meet the needs of the AFDC client-student. The coordination
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and support of the local flocial.service agencies, along with'the enthus-
iastic efforts of the çallas Codnty Community Collége District .lystem,
have helped, the proarazrovide effective support lerv±ces and training
for many welfare mother

,
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT COUNSELING POil MATURE WOMEN

Patricia E: Cook, M.S.., is a counselor at Cerritos .Community

College. She coordinates the Career'Planning Center and
serves as trainer for the campus peer counseling staff. Ms.
Cook has designed and taught Career Development for Returning
Women for th. college. She is chiirperson for the, Commission
on Aging (C.Alifornia PersOnnel and Guidance Association), and
is an editorial board member On The Vocational Guidance uar-
terly.
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"I.hope to find out something that I would be well-suited for
and want some direction in my life. After being Away from work
for 16 years, I need self-confidence that I can do it." (Mary,
age 52.)

"I've had'a relatively happy life and learned to adjust to Most
everything I can't change." (Elizabeth, age 48.1 ,

"when I think of myself, I feel getting rather dull." (Ofe-

lia, age 30.)

"I desperately need confidence in myself that I can do something.
construCtive as a persoq and not just dream of doing.something."
(Nancy, age 40.)

*
"I'm interested in all of life and have always been taking
classes from time to tiMe to keep the=old brain sharp, plus
it's one thing a lady can, do, alone, that doesn't cost money
or consume a lot of time away from her home and responsib).11.-.
ties; or something she cannot be criticized for doing." (Mar-
garet, age 56.) ,

The above comments are taken from members'of a "Career Dv-alopment--
for Returning Women" class at Cerritos Community College. The conflict
between self-doubt and the desire for self-improvement is evident in these
st tements. The 'Majority of the women in the class hale encouraged other
faxn4y members to complete their education. The reality that now is
"their time" to start their own "futures" is both the precise and the
problem that confronts most mature women students.1

BACKGROUND

A recent article by Reiner (1977) points up the shifts in attitudes
and values in Ameridan society and describes their effect on the life
plant of older women. Statistically, more than eight million children

' (or 12 percent of children in the'United States) under the age of 18 are
being raised by a single female parent. This author also discusses the
problems of inadequate financial support. If families headed by women
were to rely on child support or alimony payments, th07, would, on the
average, exist on an income of 3 percent above the poverty level (Reiner,
1977).

The reality of widowhood or divorce has tremendous impact on the
lifestyles of mature women. The dual responsibility for self and'

1
For the purpose of this article, the "mature woman" is defined as being
35 years old or &der.
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children places unusual stress on these students and gkyes a sense of
urgengy to their educational plans. According to the U.S. Bureau of the
Census, in March 1976 there were more than three million widows between
the ages of '35 and 64. There were also two and a half million divorced
women, one-fourth of whom, were divorced after 15 years of marriage. The
term "displaced homemakers" is commonly used to categorize those women
who followed the tracaitional path of marriage and family but have exper-
ienced dramatic changes in their life roles and now are seeking retraining
or education.

.The issue of work and careers concerns more than 'just a small segment
cf the female population. The U.S. Department of Labor (1976) disclosed
that nine out of every ten worilen will work sometime Intheir lives; of
thuse women, -a majorit will work 25 years or more. These statistics
underline theireality that older women are returning to school for reasons
other than self-enrichment or leisure time activities. To deal effectively
with mature women, counselors must be willing (1) to identify mdth the
experience of such "new" students; and (2) to confront their own stereo-
types of sweet old ladies "who still look good, considering their age."

THE COUNSELING PROCESS

The needs of the mature women entering school after a long absence
(or for the first time) are different from those of the traditional
students. The task of responding to these needs requires not so much
the retraining of counselors as it does additional, selective training.
The staff must have accurate information about the concerns of these
students. Appropriate staff development experiences can (and must) help
student personnel workers understand the issues that concern older women
and examine their own attitudes and biases when counseling.

Counselors of these students Continually hear urgent statements about
making changes, running out of time, and confusion concerning where to
make a beginning. True, many counseling sessidns with younger students
alsd deal with these concerns, but the mature woman's lack of confidence
or fear of being too late to begin school makes her situation, and hence
the conferences, unique. For years the adult female has been a planner
and an advisor for family and friends; for her, seeking guidance is often
a new and unsettling experience. Counselors should emphasize the wealth
of life experience and skills that these women currently possess and
that their oWn "work," whether paid or contributed, has.always been a
'dart of their adult lives;



Individual Counseling

v,

Effective techniques for counseling older women encomPass both
individual and group experiences. A student's enthusiasm abbut'finally

.

'doing something for herself-is sometimes dampened by thenagging doubt
that at her age there's. really not much feft tO dol The iritial contact
with the counselor,is vital for the new student to exPress her concerns
and clarify what one his to do to begin. Thus, the initial inter-
view typically focuses on the confusion of "getting started," and indi.T
vidual counseling is best.

Role Model4ng

. Because mature women feel that they are "different" because they are
so much older than otherstudents, or that school is still a place or
"young" people, role modeling,by women their Own age is important. The
impact of these positive role models, who serve as motivators and mentors,
is invaluable to the counseling staff. E'er, example, peer counselors or
counselor aides function suplrb:y as cciptacts for the mature student.
These paraprofessionals act as "guides" while the women actively involve
themselves in campus schedules. (When SeleCting.paraprofessionals to work
'with mature women, it is advisable to hire women who are still involVed
as students on the campus.) Another positive result that the peer coun--
seling relationship offers to the mature women is a sense of maintenance.
They can model-the skills necessary to sustain their commitment to go to
school.

('

Another kind of role model is provided by women in "nontraditional'
jobs. They carhe effective,in exposinTolder women' to vocatpional oppor-
tunities, but seeing them work can overwhelm the beginner. Consequently,

'role modeling must be a carefully monitored technique.

Group Activities

Group orientation programs provide a comprehensive method of deliver-
rng the necessary college information to the new studeAt. These orienta-
tions may be advertised as a !!Brown Bag Lunch," and they give the women an
opportunity to'meet other new students and find mit about the supportive
services avallable on campus. Presentations by the Career Center, Women's
Center, Child Care, and Job Placement sfaffs let the student know that she
is not expected to accomplish her.task alone.

Workshops and Seminars. Skills.such as decisionmakins, goal setting,,
and time-management are vital to successful academic planning. Counselors
and other staff members can make.an impact in this area by designing work--
shops or short siminaks on these topics. The seminars are good, in that
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short, informative sessions'offer materials that have imme ate application01.for the Older women.

Classes. To assist wOMen with entering school comforta31y, nine-
week-classes concentrating on "readiness" skills for colliege work are well
received. The classroom environment_offers a coMmon base for'women to
voice their concerns.; meet other women with similar needs, and explore
new interests. Exercises can be designed to take students beyond the
classroom and into the community or.to lob sites. The women need to be
involved in as many practical "hands-on" activities as.possible. The
women develop a greater appreciation of their abilities when they are
engaged in lessons that require their actiVe.participation; for,instance,
in exerciser such as value clarification activities, interviewing people
in'their job interest areas,.researching in the Career Planning Center, or
yideotaping their role-playing sessionS.

.

Although all these counseling techniques can acquaint the student
with new cptions and alternatives, thefinal choice resides with the stu-

. dent. Chriices for many of these women have traditionarly been made.for
them. Le3sing's (1973) novel, The Summer Before the Dark, eloquently
describes the dilemma of a middle-aged housewife "freed" from children
and home-for the summer and her attempt to make a "choice" about her
future plans:

By the time it,-was all over With, she,zould certainly not
have chosen it differently.. Yet she cou not have chosen
it for herself in advance, for She did not h ve the experi-
ence to choose, or the imagination. NO, she aould not want
what was going to happen, although she did stand under her
*tree, tht tray in her hands, thinking: It does go on nd on!
That's what's wrong: There must be something I could be
seeing now, something i could be understanding now, some
course of action I could choose 'Choose? When do I
ever choose? \Have I ever chosen?

Lessing's words succinctly define a need for partnership between
counselors and the mature student. The counselor will be in a learn-,
ing position as Intensely as'the student is. There is a level of mutual
eichange between the student and the counselor. As the women are
counseled, they become the 'forerunners, if not pioneers, of human
spirit. They come to us for guidance; the counselors look to them for
new direction. The.words themselves--to plan, or choose, or direct--
are both the promise and the problem of counseling mature women.

z
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PEER GROUP COUNSELING: AN EFFECTIVE TOOL FOR
BUILDING SELF-CONCEPT IN ADULT AND REENTRY WOMEN

Muriel Kay.. Elledge, M.A.T., is Director of Con-
tinuing Educat'ion for Women at Brevard Commu-
nity College in Cocoa, Florida.
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In recent years, Americans have seen dramatic changes in their*
lives--changes in male-female relationships, sex roles, and social

,attitu.des and. behavior; Emerging new social'conventions are by no
means acceptable to everyone, but their existence is undeniable, and'
their impact on American society is easily observed. Nevertheless,
many important govertmerit'and private-sector,policies that intimately

-affect the family are still-geared tooearlier value systems and beliefs.
Social policids have.not yet caught up with changing social practice.

-
WOMEN AND THE LABOR FORpE

Women'have always Contributed to the natidn's economy. In 1920,
20 percent of all women;16 years of age and over were in the Work force.

en's labor-for.ce particiPAtion has risen steadily since then. By'the
end of 1976, nearly 50 percent of all women were working or looking for
work,-making up approximately 41 percent of the labor force. 'This demOn-.,
strates a cumulative change in degree sufficient to.constitute a dynamic
change in kind (Pifer, 1976).

Women are being drawn into the labor force today, not as in World
War II by a temporary crisis, but by powerful'economic, demograilhic, soci-
*etal, And far-reaching attitudinal changes. ome must'work,.they want to
work, drid their labor is needed. Recnition of th e realities should
help us to institute new policies that not only make appropriate accommo-
dations but spur wide-ranging reforins in many areas of ife.

This thrust,of women into the labor marketfrom a societal background
in which one but of seven households in the Uni,ted States is headed by a
woman and in which one-third of these fewl.e-headed households are below,the
poverty level (U.S. Department of Labor, 1977)--emphasizes the economic
problem. The majority of women who-enter the labor market out of economic
need do so in low-level, dead-endloositions,.primarilrbeciause of lack of
training in marketable skills. Consequently, there is an educational move-
ment concurrent with the economic push of women into the labor market. The
concurrent movement is sending women into education, primarily into the
community-oriented twO-year.college,(Pifer, 1976).

WOMEN IN COLLEGE

Karelius-Schumacher (1977) identifies a new kind of student appearing .

on college and university campuses across the nation. The 4tudent is fe-,

male, older than the traciitional college student (usually between 30 and
45 years of age) , married, a mother, and a homemaker. A few years ago,..a
student fitting this description was considered only a dllettante, a bored
housewife enrolled in one art appreciation cjass to take her away from
the prison that, her suburban dreamhouse had ecome. Now-these female

104
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students are taken-seridusly by the-college administration, faculty, andother students. These women,are searching for marketable skills or,a
meaningful lifestyle in one cycle of their,lives. This particular grdup
,represents a significant population in'the college community. Programsand activities geared to the typical 16-to-21ryear-old coed fail to meet
the needs, of these "new" students, and pallege personnel and guidance coun-selors have responded by designing better support serwice programs for
these students (KareliusrSchumacher, 1977).

Eliason (19774 stated:

There should be a greater awareness among edministrators,
erustees, and budget planners of the economic impact the new
wave of woMen is havitg and.will continue to have on the fu-
ture of two7year colleges' . . . .,New models for counseling,
placement, And financial aid for women students are needed. '

Colleges must giNfe more effective support and assistance to
women who seek training in,non-traditional fields. Moreover,
traditional areas of study need fb be broadened to include a
wider range of possipilities for economic independende.

Over the past few years the number of women attending community col-.
leges has increased markedly. Of.the nearly five million students currently
attending community junior colleges acrbss the countryout half arewomen. These students represent approximately one-th1r4f all undergrad-uate students in higher education, and about half of entering freshmen

, (Elia4on, 1977a).,
P

Regardless of socioeconomic status, most returning ("reentry") womenhave certain key characteristics in common. The' most common characteris-
tic of the adult reentry woman is the pervasive-lack of self-confidence.in her own ability. This lack of self-confidence is brought about by amultitude of societal reasons, such'as general depression, identity crses,and low self-concept (Self, 1969).'

Brevard Community College in Florida, with internal stafS and program
development funds and external funding from the Comprehensive Employment
and Training Act, 1973, Title I (CETA) , developed a six-week vocaiional
readiness course, Women's Educational Development Incentive (WENDI) , which
'involves intensive peer gnoup counseling. This is.part of a reentry
program for the spbcialized problems of the adult woman who seeks to,)enter
college, to enter vocational training, or to receive career counseling'
for entry into the world of work. WENDI'is one of two CETA-grant prOgramsfor women that operate from the Office of Continuing Education for Women,
an institutional division of Brevard Community College. The second program,
Work Opportunities for Women (WOW), was addressed to enrolling disadvan-
taged women (according to CETA economic guidelines) into nontraditional
vocational/technic,al training at Brevard ComMunity College, on-the-job
training, and direct job placement. Because of interfacing of clients
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hetween the two grant operations, WENDI and WOW, this discussion refers
occasionally to W0i4, even though the WOW grant period has ended, and WENDI
nOw operates all functions of the previous WOW grant.as well as'the 1977-78
WENDI operation.

The community and the college faculty have a large stakein discover-
ing and utilizing effective methods of increasing educational success for
the nontraslitional students who enter community colleges iksignificant

,,rlumbers. Adult reentrY women are doingjust that. Roueche and Kirk (1974)
stated that

Community junior colleges are pioneering in the development
of individualized instructional materials and strategies to
better accommodate.the entering student where he [she.] is=-
:not at some arbitrary straight.point.

The'educational process at all inStitutions of higher learning will '

be improved when successful motivation strategies are disseminated to the
teachers and counselors who.are in immediate cOntact with students--in
particular, With those high-risk students with inherent, specialized needs
and learning motiVation deficiencies, such as the adult reentry.woman.

SELF-CONCEPT .

The basis for women's lower educational aspirations and lower self-
esteem lor self-concept) is found in the atfitudes of society. In order
to establish an iAentity and find a role in society, a child relies on
models of'successful peOple with whom she can identify. For a girl,
problems in developing a positive self-image and self-esteem stem from
the idea that women are less important or less adequate.than.men. Although' ,

they sepm to have "made it," many women who do enter careers do so with
negative feelings about themselves, despite their obvious academic suc-
cesses. The women who have visible succeeded in the field and are available
as role Models often represent only part of the full range of possibllities
for lifestyles and values. Consequently, a girl may,simply identify with
the somewhat vague and ",scatterbrained" conventional feminine style as her
only alternative to being too "aggressive" or "castrating." This can
seriously compromise her personal development (Nadelson, 1974).

Girls generally receive less encouragement than boys (from their.
parents and from society at large) to achieve at high levels. Women, in
common with other groups of people who have not been a part of the domi-
nant culture, have the problem of diminished self-concept. .Jtst as mem-%
bers of ethnic'minorities have been encouraged to set their aspirations
"realistically" for jobs that would be "open" to them, so have women
been encouraged to think about becoming elementary school teachers
rather than college professors, typists instead of business managers,
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and nurse4 rather than/doctors. These constant reminders of one's secon7
dary role in sitiety take their toll, and the results are clearly evident
in the researc 'on the subject. Given the rapid changes in the sexual
and occupational roles of women.today, colleges cannot ignore social role
changes in counseling and educating young women as,well as reentry women.
The self-concepts of these women must be raised so that learning motiva-
tions and aspirations will be enhanced (Cross, 1974).

In 1968, Matina Horner demonstrated that a woman's motive to achieve.;
is complicated by ambivalence, gince to be tops in academic performance--
to beat others out in competition--might result in a loss of love, a loss
of popularity, a threat to her sense of femininity. Horner showed that
women college students whO had proved proficiency in certain tasks showed
a decrement in performance under competitive conditions--particularly in
competition with men. Furthermore, the more competent the woman, the more ...

conflict she felt about achievement. By her research, Horner demonstrated
what has become known as a fear of success in yomed (Hoffman, 1974).

A Woman's "Place"

Improvements in life expectency, fertility control, general health,
and occupational risks have been far-reaching. However, with these posi-
tive changes many supPorts that women counted on in the past (e.g., ex-
tended family settings, statillity of 4eographic location). have vanished.
Today's woman finds that her options'are still limited. ghe is encour-
aged to keep her family small, to develop_herself, and to avoid overdepefi-
dency oh her children. But she is also reminded that she must devote.her-
self to her children because the mother is the important influence in their
lives. She finds'herself in a classic double bind: with a long lifespan,
laborsaving devices, and intelligence, she is'discouraged from pursuing
areas of productivity outside her home.

To further complicate the picture,- the kinds of administrative and
organizational skills that require more active.assertive traits are also
part of woman's "'traditional role" (gadelson, 1974). A,woman is expected
to function assertively as a mother, using those very aspects of her
personality that.she has been'discouraged from developingdecisiveness,
resourcefulness, and flexibility. There are very real contradictions
between the paOsivity.and compliance expected of women in relation to
men an4 the.authority and activity expected of wOmen in the role of
mother and caretaker of children. Consequently', when a-wotan has grown
up.in a world of traditional mores, Media, and' literature that depict her
aesecond-class, she will incorporate that valuation into her own self-
image and bear the additional psychological,burden of having tO prove
herself first,class or of being defeated,because she believes that she
is, indeed, second class (Nadelson, 1974) .



A group therapy study of women studets by Killeen and Jacobs. (1976)
indicated that the problems reported to the coundelors by.the women stu-
dents were related directly to feelings of low pelf-esteem..

The group members regard themselv4s as unworthy of attention
and love, and they interpret the indifference of other people
to their needs as proof of this unworthiness. They also feel
inhibitions about communicating wants or desires; and as a
result, their behaviors.are often nonassertive. They per-
ceive themselves as having little control oven their lives
and hesitate to express themselN.)es or take action on their
feelings. This ineffective communication pattern leads them,
to believe they have a unique difficulty in interpersonal re-
lationships, a ,feeling that serves to lower their self-esteem
even further.

Motivation to selek self-esteem, purpose, status, and fulfillment
may produce stress and anxiety because the fqmale career-oriented studentcannot selarate personal achievement and accomplishments from sex exper-iences as a source of self-esteem (Anderson, 1975) . Self (1969) pinpointedthis low se2f-esteem from his extensive studies:

\

The most common characteristic of this group of middle-class
American housewife-mothers is the pervasiVe lack of confidence
in their own ability . generated from the sparse utilization
of talents in a competitive and rewarding environment that the
home; due to over-exposure and boredom, no longer pro1vides.

.>

.SELF-MOTIVATION AND POS'ITIVE REINFORCEMENT

The prihciples of learning theory recognize a distinction between
learning and performance. How an organism performs is all th'at ctIn be
measurec or studied; however, many kinds of behavior, even learned be-
havior, deliend on motivation. Motivation is important because' of itsrole in reinforcement and because it controls the variability of behavior
(Morgan and King, 1966).

It is 'a truism that goal-directed behavior is most persistent and
enthusiastic when the learner's own instigators are operative. If a goal
is clearly perceived, and if the means for reaching it are within the com-petence of the learner, an amazing output of energy may direct'the purpose-
ful behavior. Experiences that build up self-Confidence are essential.
Of utmost importance is the requireMent that the learner have a sense of
urgency of work toward the acKieVement of her goal (C. E. Skinner, 1958).

B. F. Skinner (1968) decided that it was possible to ignore or side-
stepjhe theoAtical aspects and simply maintain that a reinforcement is
simply any event which, following a response, makes the response,more
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likely. Skinner-supplemented hypothetical mechaniSms:of reinforcementwith a descriptionof what reinforcemens actually do to behavior,. Rein-'
forcements increeise,the frequency of resporises which produce'them., and
any event that'increases this frequency 'is, by definition, a reinforcement.
Whatever this.type of learning is Called, its important feature is that a
response by the learner is instrumental in.producing a reinforCing stimu-
lus. The response which produces the'reinforcement becomes Stronger, .

tt)at is, more likely or probablg, whereas that re'sponse Which is hot
rleinforced becomes weaker.

According to this view, if one is training a dog'to stand up, one
simply .watches to see whether the incidence of standing increases when it
is alwalys followed by a certain ellent, such as giving the dog a piece of

food.- If the repponse increases in frequency follawing the presentation
of a certain stimulus, the stimulus is called a reinforcer (Morgan ahd

A King, 1966).
rf-

GROUP COUNSELING

To understand how positive reinforcement can enhance self-concept and
self-motivation through behavior modification, an examination of peer group
counseling is helpful,. This approach is relatively new for many counselors

.'and it reciuires a sound understanding'of counseling and group dynamic's. Itsobjective is:basically the same as the objective in individual counseling, \but the method calls for'a wealth of new. and broader understandings. It is
. not simply "individual counseling in a group," but equires a climate char-
acterized by warmth and acceptance; which allows each individual- to examine
heiself.and her ahoice of.action.

.

The essential difference between group counseling and individual coun-
seling is that several persons 'interaCt duripg the therapeutic process. Thec4-oup process provides a qualitative difference in fxperience with unique
pOsitive therapeutic potentialities. To be accepted'.and understood by the
counselor is a satisfying experience; to be acceptd and Understood by a
number of individuals who are also giving of themselves is profound (Gawrys
and Brown, 1971).

In group counseling, the primary objective is the establishment of
intra-member-counselor relationships to,, help members function better out-
side the group. Values of group counseling are as follows:

1. The group situation provides the individual the oppor-
tunity to redeffhe her perceptions of self in relation
to others.

2. The group provides the opportunity for the individual
to realize the worth of human relations while assist-
ing her in appraising her values.
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11113. It can provide a certain elemf;nt of security, espec;-
ally to one who might experience anxiety in a one-to-
one relationship.

4. The group experience can help an individual to realize
that her concerns are not iqiosyncratic and thus may
reduce her guilt feelings. This,is often referred to
as universalization in the group sitt. tion.

The enhancement of self-concept results positiyely from the peer
group experience; being accepted by a counselor encourages growth on the
part of the individual, but being accepted by the members of,the group
enhances her growth yotential. A group of peers has more sources of data,
a wider range of reactions, and more possibilities for fAentification than
the.counselor/facilitator alone can provide. Sirce behavioral change must
be carried out by the individual in the outside world, learning through
the influence of her peers gives her an opportunity to-try out new kinds
of behavior with people who are representative.of those in the outside
world.

,

The heart of peer group counseling is the effort, through group in-.
.

teraction, to help each individual-gain different perspectives on the many
experiences'she has in coping with a world of change and to find through
these new perspectives a personal meaning and,set of -values which will
guide her decisionmaking and her problem solving outside the group.

The WENDI Program--group Counseling

The six-week WENDI course is constructed around peer group counseling
and sharing in order to build or rebuild self-confidence/self-concept, to
develop self-awareness and identity, to direct participants toward new
skills and goals, and to map for each participant a course of action for
the future.

The.primary strategies used for the intensive six-week, 90-hour peer
group counseling course at Brevard Community College are Skinner's posi-
tive reinforcement learning strategies, applied to the WENDI curriculum
in the following specific ways.

1. The entire classroom environment of peer group coun-.
selors attempts to emphasize only the positive. Parti-
cipants are discouraged from using negative "put-downs",
against themselves or against dny other member of the
group.

2. The classrocm environment attempts to be nonjudgmental,
in that nil aloral evaluations will be rendered or heard.
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3. Positive reinfo.c..cement ir consistently utilized for
these learning strategies:

a. Lifelines;
b. Ro!e stripping;
c. Value ranking;
d. Stem completions;
e. Evaluations of success; -

f. Strength assessment;
g. Strong-Campbell Vocational%InteresL 'nventory;
h. Oral communication;
i. Career information, including occupation

counseling and resume writing; and
j. Simulated job interviews (emphasis on

positive role playing).

Eliason (1977b) concluded her specific report on counseling in the
WENDI program at Brevard Community College by stating:

The programs described at North Shore and Brevard Community
Colleges are not unique. But, both have proven to be innova-
tive and responsive to the needs of the community and could
serve as models for other schools wishing to initiate similar
programs.

Fliason also indicated five primary components that are necessary in atwork-
ing model for career counseling. These five primary components,are:

1.. Guidelines for developing positive self-image self-,
awareness, and self-confidence.

2.. Tools for defining and identifying skills and creden-
tials; then correlating tpem to marketplace needs.
(This area would'N'clude a thorough briefing in popu-
lation and *conomic trends, marketOace supply and
demand forecasts, and a realistic appraisal of pros-
pects/rewards/disadvantages of various occupations.)

3. Tests of aptitudes, interests, learning styles, and
physical' skills.

4. Evaluaticn of time/skills/resources required for
achieving chosen career goals; successful short- and
'long-term career planning strategies.

5. Identification of needs that must.be met to achieve
career goals, such as'financial aid, child care, or
tutofing. Lists of resources and agencies should
be provided.
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Note that Eliason placed as number one thc guidelines for developing
.

positive self-image, self-awareness, and self-confidence.

Michi an's "Search for Fulfillment"

Manis and Mochizuki. (1972) reported a study of the target nends of
adult women at Western Michigan University. In 1970, the Weatern Michi-
gan Counseling Cnnter, in cooperation with the Division of Continuing
Education, initiated a workshop program called "Search for Fulfillment."
The program had two major phases: the first aimed to remove he psycho-
lo4ical blocks that keep women from making choices they must make if they
are to change their lifestyles; and the second was designed to give them
the opportunity to assess reality, their own skills and abilities, and
the opportunities available to them in their commu-,4ty. This study at

. Western Michigan University mirrored profiles of the women at Brevard
Community College. According to Manis and-Mochizuki,

.1"

A sense of isolation is.common among married women because
many of them have had to terminate schooling, employment,
friendships, contacts with men; political participation,
and other nonkin involvements.

Therefore,..\building self-confidence and a sense .oeaelf-worth was a
vital part of Western Michigan University's program. Indeed, in any type
of developmental education program, the building of self-confidence,
self-concept, and a sense of worth appears to be a majon ingredient-of
success.

Counseling for Special Needs
4

Roueche and Mink (1976) indicate that in counseling nontraditional
women students, these women express more anxiety, and their anxiety in-
creases with entry into their academic programs. If middle-class.women
have trouble breaking into the educational and occupational systems,then
what, comparatively, are the problems for a woman coming from a poor
and/or minority family? In such family'groups, there is often greaterZ
emphasis on getting married, being a wife and mother, and holding to a
traditional sex role as opposed to becoming a pioneer and entering the
higher educational field for the first time. One strong deduction to be
drawn here is that the community college educator should focus on the
needs of women as a separate minority group. Particularly, the eduCator
should help the women to change (or modify) expectations stemming from
sex-role stereotypes, ani should aid them in focusing on whatithey want
fur themselves. AWareness sesslons, special grcup,counselinq sessions,
and similar activities providing good role models of professional women
would be appropriate (Roueche and Mink, 1976).
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Roueche and Mink also suggest that it is a very legitimate objec-
tive of educational programs to help people gain a greater aense of
control over their lives. tnhancement of self-concept in an individual
increases the internality or sense of control of that personality.' This
control will facilitate work adjustment and give greatei flexibility in
problem solving, thinking, and personal adjustMeht; people then will be
better,equipped for present-day life, when'adjustment and readjustment
t,) new jobs and new situations are so necesiary (Roueche and Mink, 1976).
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A JOURNEY: GROUP PROCESS FOR WOMEN

Ann Copd.is Group Process Spee'ialist at Waukesha County"
Technical Institute, Pewaukee,Wisc-nsin,
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As a group process specialist for the Women's;Development Center at
the Waukesha County Technical Institute in Pewaukee, Wisconsin,-I have
been privileged to share and affeCt the journeys-of many women. To be-
gin, I would like to share with you some of my feelings as I continue
my journey.

Ny journey of self-discovery was and still iS sad, scary, challeng-
ing, and lonely; yet it'is also exciting, satisfying, and very self-ful-
filling. It is a journey of lifetime and one that.will never be com-
pleted. It's like, having a ro\ad map and a car, and taking off without a
clear destination,but nonetheless knowing that it's my journey, I'chose
it, and I can decide to change course along the'way. There have been
many pitfalls, side roads, and difficult weather conditions, but after
'the storm I find that the sun usually appears. One of my most important
discoveries onthis.journey is the realization that my biggest strides
forward come after Significant conflict. Both fear 'and excitement are
involved in conflict; conflict often leads to growtli. To grow &nd to
stretch is to be alive-' Lam excited about being alive,

.

I have had many helpers, People who have guided me when I have been
lost, people who have encouraged me and presented,me with opportunities.
I could not have come this far alone.

I find that working with women is an exciting and Tewarding experi-,

ence for me. My counseling often involves sharing my own feelings and
thoughts about being a woman today. -Sharing my own joUrney has helped
some women with their journeys, .their highs and lows, dreams and-fears,
conflicts and successes.

My personal approach to counseling women is eclectic. My training
and background include Transactional Analysis, Assertiveness Training,
and Rational Behavior Training. I also draw from my personal skills
and use what I find to be effective.

In helping women, I have developed a systematic approach based on
my own experience and observations from the women with whom I work. I
have seen that certain sthreads make up the cloh and eventually the gar-
ment--the shaping of the material of their liv h. In order to examine
the garment, and perhips reshape it, the threL s and cloth need to be
truly seen and'perhaps rewoven. Sote of the couu1flon threads that I have
observed'are:

1. Low Self-Esteem:

This includes social scripting, family scripting, and current
personal beliefs.

2. Latk of Self-Affirmation:

This pattern of avoidance of self-stroking involves depend-
ing on otherp to affirm, versus affirming themselves, and
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being feariul that if they don't do as others want or live
nut the expectations qf tthers, they will,lose approval
and5he "strokes" they need in order to feel fulfilled.

1

3. Elastimitraution of Power:'

4.

This negative concept about having personal power leads to:
an avoidance of any power and often of :'Padership. This'
can leave the person in a "one-down position," or at bes,
playing the "power behind the throne" role. Once again
a lack of recognition or stroking' is the likely outcome.

ncentratiOn o ki ht Brai Functionin (Feelir ). Su
ession r Avoidance of Le t Brain Functionirm,-(thinking):

The basic message here is "feel and don't think." The logi-
cal decisionmaking function is often discounted. The feel-
ings are over-emphasized, leading to excessive emotional
responses; This often _leads to a con_lentration on ny,irturing
skills, but also may leave the person feeling too needy 'ane
Flependent.

5, Convertjnq Ancier int() De ression:

The belief here is "I have no right to be angry and expressfl
my ang/1 feelings" (a masculine emotion). Feeling sorry for
oneself and/or playing helpless and'getting depressed is
acceptable. This leads to women putting,themselves down,
not actively Shaping their own lives, too much asking of
permission; and the giving away of personal power.

6. The "Mothering" Image:

Often a woman's basic belief,is "in order to be a good
mother I must sacrifice my own needs and rights:and cater
wholly to my family's." She thinks she must do almost
everything for her children, and that she can fulfill
herself only at their expense. This can 1.ead to a "double'
bind," a feeling that "it's me or them." As a result,
othet options and comPromises are seldom explored.

4

Certainly other threads make up the cloth., But I find that these threads
weave throughout the garment and shape the lives of many women.

In our group counseling sessions I work at introducing_and dealing
with these basic issues by:



p.
1. Creating awareness that they exist;

2. Discussing and challenging the myths;

3. Offering alternatives through learning and practicing
neW skills; .

P\4. Developing new beliefs;

5. Acknowledging the emotional discomfort that comes from
changing behaviors;

6. Teaching clients how to understand their emotions
better; and ,

Encouraging them to share, help, and support each other
through the group process.

RATIONAL BEHAVIOR TRAINING

.Rational. Behatiior Training is the psychological tool that forms the
bapis for all my group work. The majn concept of Rational Behavior Train-
ing as suggested by psychologist Albert Ellis,is that our feelings are,
created by our thinking processes. These are called evaluating thoughts
or self-talk. If people want to feel'differently, then thei, need to
think differently. In understanding how one's emotions are produced and
sustained, they learn that it is not external situations that trigger
their emotional responses, but what they tell themselvei about those
situations, e.g., "I am not upset by anything outside of myself; rather
I experience elients, live through situations, hear words spoken to me,
dnd upset myself about these things."

If people are experiencing undesirable emotions, it doet.not mean they
have chosen to feel badly, but rather that they have developed inappropriate
habits of thinking about themselves and their world. Rationally based
emotions, both positive and negative, are survival-oriented; irrationally
.based emotions are destructive of self and others.

A second important concept of Rational Behavior Training is that we
are all "fallible human beings." This means that makin4'-mistakes is a con-
dition of living. Clients learn that effective failing-7i.e., learning from
mistakes and working at not repeating them--is a prerequisite of success.

ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING

Another important tool has been assertiveness training. I believe
self-esteem ghd the avoidance of positive stroking go together.
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In assertiveness training groups, I help women learn how to give themselves
permission to affirm themselves. For example, in the first session I ask
that'they introduce themselves, pay themselves a personal compliment, aynd
share with the group what motivated them to join'the group. This is often
a painful experience. Frequently they put themselves down, struggling to
find something positjve to share. A commonly stated goal for joining the
group is "to increase my self-confidence." Body language is often nonasser-
tive

'

e g. lack of.eye contact, low monotone voices.P 4

We talk about why this experience is so uncomfortable. We share ideas
about how we can develop skills of self-affirmation. A group meets for eight
weeks, and by the end the women usually feel much better about themselves.,
Body language, articulation, and feelings improve measurably. For the last
seSsion, I atk them to write down ten positive self-statements and share them
with the group. By this time, most of the women can do this sincerely,
although they may still feel some discomfort.

DEALING WITH PERSONAL POWER

In dealing with the power issue, I have found values clarification-
exercises to be very helpful. I have students do an exercise to determine
their personal values. This exercise is based on forced choiceS involving
apprOximhtelY 20 values, e.g., love, wisdom, emotional well-being, health,

,religious faith, loyalty, power, achievement, recognition. I find that I
can quite accufately predict their responses; Love and emotional well-
being are rated at the top. Values involving power are rated at the bot-
tom. Most women's ideas concerning power apparently eib. e from the
belief that polAer means "controlling others." We discuss ..wer.and the'
(kinds of power that exist in the world, e.g., group power, ersonal power,
material power,, and the power of prestige. New awarenesses develop, and
the consensus in the group often is that pbwer can be very positive, es-
pecially power over oneself,. I frequently, find some group members revis-
ing their value priorities with these new awarenesses.

ANGER AND DEPRESSION

The emotions of depression and anger have much in common, depression
being internalized anger at oneself-and anger being externalized, directed
at others or the environment. Women often avoid anger and.experience
depression.

Depression involves evaluating a situation as hopeless, believing
that nothing can be done tc6change it. Depressed persons mistakenly con-
clude, therefore, that they are helpless, generating anger toward them-
selves. Depression, in my opinion, has no positive effect and rarely
leads to probiem solving.

2-
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Ahger can be a positive emotion if it leads'to an awareness and a
s(ilution to the problem. However, it is important to be aware that anger
is Often a'learned response to frustration. One can solve problems with-
qut getting angry.

In.handling situation's in which one gets angry, a number
can be taken. Awareness is the girst step. The second is to
the presence of anger and learn how to avoid turning it into d
The third step involves -aarning to express anger assertively
"I" messages, e.g., "T am angry," versus "you made me angry."
fourth step, one must look for solutions to the conflict that
about, i.e., problem sapling.

of steps

acknowledge
epression.
through
In the

one is angry

2

In problem solving, there are four.possible options:, (1) changing
the problem; (2) avoiding the problem; (3) tolerating the problem; and
(4) suffering. Some options are appropriate for some situations, some
are not.

Change means initiating action to solve the problem. Avoid means
getting rid of the problem. Tolerate means acceptance, perhaps tempora-
rily, but in accepting, learning not to upset oneself about the negative
aspects of the...particular problem. Suffering is a chi.ice, one taken-when
tolerating would be the healthier option. Too much of thc time we are
opting to suffer.

PARENTING

Finally, we examine Our roles as.mothers, what it means to be a good
parent. I have my groups write down what they think constitutes being a
good parent. We then share and discuss together our values related to
parenting. This helps develop the awareLess that parenting means differ-
ent things to different people.

One healthy aspect of parenting, I believe, is teaching children to
think for themse]ves, to learn to make decisions, to be responsible to

. others and for themselves. This means allowing them to make mistakes and
encouraging them to learn from their mistiZ.es versus putting themselves
down, or.being put down. If we overnurture children,,overprotect them,
and overdecide for them, we may not be offering them enough freedom to
grow and learn. In our groups,we discuss power struggles and the need
for children to go through a period of rebellion, whereby'they stand up .

for themselves and attempt to develop their own values, beliefs, and atti-
tudes. With help, children can learn the skills of assertion withoUt get-
ting into serious trouble or behaving irresponsibly or aggressively. We
talk about rights and raise the guE'tion as to whether children's rights
are respected. If they are not, then.the teenage years can be a perpetual
power struggle. Respect needs to be mutual between parent and child if
rewarding relationships are to be established.
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Most parents do the NT th0 can, whick'includes making mistakes
and acknowledging their mistakes both to themselves and to their children.
Parents only affect the outcome of their children's lives--they are not
responsible for the outcome,,.and that is as it should be if we are realis-
tic about our role. A balance and underst!ending between being 'Tesponsible
for oureelves and to others is an important step in forming long-lasting

tb

healthy ratlatiohships.

In summary, I believy that through
sonal skills, our jOurheys, though they
be made.easier and more self-fulfilling
threads, can be reworked and.rewoven for
lives.

awarenes9 and development of per-
may include pain and conflict, can
through the group process. 7he
more rewarding and satisfying

I believe that women working together are reshaping
quite effectively. Our strong threads of love, eMpathy,
ing are positive contributions. .Power can also be woven
our other strengths, and can lead us to a destination of
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INTRODUCTION

I have led many womenLs.workshops and have come away from all of them
with a variety of feelings and.reactions. In this article, I attempt to
recount some of the feelings I observed and experienced during a week-lon4
workshop. This workshop, as'do many.workshnPs, included a lifeline wiper-
ience, which is a linear look at the events-in one's life; values clarifi-
cation; an examination of interests and abilities; a focus on decisionmak-
ing skills; and goal setting. Rather than_discuss each of these activities
in detail, I have decided to look very subjectively at the feelings these
activities prompted. .The following, then, is a "diary" written by,2I leader
and learner who is very impressed with women who are trying to find
themselves.

DAY 1--MONDAY

44,
I wonder if I'll.ever do enough workshops so that I won't be surprised

when these "normal" women reveal real "soap opera" pasts? tIn fact one
, woman even shook her head during the lifeline and said, "My life sounds

like a bad soap opera!".

I start the day with first-day jitters. A whole new group of faces:
strange faces,,nervous faces, but for thetpost part expectant too.
There's an air of "I'm scared, I don't know what's going to happen, and
if you look at me crossways, I may turn and run beck to my house. At
least I'm safe there."

I want to be.open and caring.and reassuring. We tell them we're
nervous too, and we are; so Many woman ill Looking for help, all looking
for some direction. We can't give it to t em, but we can help them to
help themselves.

It's a day of looking backward, not always a pleasant,experience for
some. here afe many "Why do we have to do this?" questions. Our an-
swer: It helps to look 'a.t where you%ve. been, if you 'want to understand
yourself and your future direction. 11

We do lifelines, brief writeups of life experiences: nervous
breakdowns, unwanted babies, husbands moving, jobs that come and'goin-
law troubles, marital problems, affairs, and "Oh, yeah, I had a breakdown

,

too. I forgot to mention it." Pleasant-faced, "normal" women and their
normal lives: how varied, and how much alike, they've been. Having babies
is an up: "I loved the baby, don't get me wrong, but I was lonely--,"
or "My husbaA said I could get out as long as it wasn't out of the yard,"
or "I was really happy until I moved here (or there) and I didn't know
anybody.". So often the isolation of motherklood emerges, the isolation
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.and paredoxical contrast of lack of privacy. Susan1 says.she used to'N" look at herself in the mirror; after fourbabies in a. row, and say to her
reflection: "I wonder what happened to you."

The strange faces are now starting to have names.' One thing I do
notice, ind it's scary: Only a few (just Carole and Synny?, are here
with their mate's blessing. I hope they retain it. ,

I feel overwhelmed--nine womenoin the lifeline groups So many, many
needs! I want to know more, but there's a time limit. I tell them I re-
gret that the time limit is making us move on.. I think they feel.rushed,
too. Some want to race, to escape, to get it over with: "Oh, nothing

. ever happened to me." Others want to'linger, examine, share; and evalu-.
ate the,ups and downs; arid I want to do it with them. I feel a thirst to
know them, to help them know themselves, so they can think about gOing on.
forget about mp: my lifeline doesn't get done beCause there isn,it.time.

That's OK.' I didn't push this morning. Now,I Wondershould I have? We
said, "Don't reveal more than you're comfortable with." 'I don't know.
I ache. .They ache. All the lifelines end,on many variations of the same
theme: "So here I am--up or down--now what? Help!" A week seems' so
short at this point.

DAY 2--TUESDAY

Things.are a little calmer today. Women come in with mixed reactions
to their'receptions on going home last night. Several had met opposition
from their husbands: "He just went to bed and went to sleep!" He saw
her lifeline and thought their marriage "up" was not as high as a previous
marriage "up" was. He was hurt and she was puzzled.

4

And there's Carole, who went home and told her husband how lucky she
felt she was because he wanted her to get out of the house ifr it made her
happy.

01,

Everyone seems eager to begin. There's an air of "What's going to
happen next, noW that we've waded through our pasts?" Several have begun
thinking of'sphool as a possibility: "But how,can I not feel guilty go-
ing to school on'my husband's money when I have trouble buying a pair of
shoes for myselt?" That ever-present guilt seems to go along with being
a woman. We talk about being selfish.: it'a OK sometimes and downright
vital other times. And we talk about how guilt can be lifted only by one-
ael.f. I couldn't give them the sure-fire way to do it, only that I, know
it must be done and I'm working on it.

1The names are fictitious, but the people are rea.
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Stories begin to shift from yesterday as we look at values'and re-
examine the lifelines in relation to what the women decide are their
present values. Anna's "perfect" husband sounds more human today, not
nearly so perfect. Sarah says she will have to redo her lifeline and be j
more honest this time.

Support is a new word to some. "You know, I hear all of you talking
about it, but I'm not sure I've ever had it in my life.". And I see the
word approval on many value lists. 'I'm-glad, because I shared how hard
it was for me the first time to admit I needed approval and actually
wrote it down. I want-them to know not all values are "nice" or what one
would'necessarily choose, but it's OK to'have them.

They help each other. Lorraine says that if she went through a ner-
vous breakdown, a chald's de;th, and her husband running'off witu another
woman, and she can't help someone endure and grow, then ahe hasn't prof-
ited by her experiences: "I know I can take anythin4 now, and so can
anyone else." And she helps.

Some wiOdraw and are bitter. Life and the men in their lives haVe
caused so much pain they are having trouble seeing over it. Cindy's hus-
band brought his girlfriend over to help him pack, and she's having
trouble reachillg out at all right now. She's so young; I want to help
her make contact with the world again. She said yesterdiy in the warmup,
"I look like I'm doing.OK--adapting--but what I.really want to do is hide '
in a corner and never come out."

All in all, it's a positivs day. There's pain because some of the
insights are not Pleasant to face, but I feel better today and am ready
for the "next step" in the process.

DAY 3- -WEDNESDAY

Our beginning session of "How did the day go yesterday for you?" i ,

a good one. WO talk for an hour, with lots of group participation.
Martha shares her progress: Monday,was reliving the'horror and pain of
the last two months since her husband escorted her to a plane and told
her to go home to her parents. But on Margie's promise that Tuesday
would be better, she came bark. Today she is at a point of--"It's a
little better, but what do I do?"

We again point out that the workshop offers the support of others, buit
that one must reach out to get that support. And'we model and offer themr'
the tools to help evaluate, then reach out and take charge of their lives.
To many, the idea of making their own choicea of how to live is a new
idea; and from what I can see and remember, it's both exciting and scary.
If 1 deci /hat to do, whom can I blame if I make the wrong decision?
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Another new idea to spme--it'sOK to make the wrong decision!
Lorraine shareei her view that even'a wrong step is better. than no step.
Every workshop should.have a Lorraine.

On to interests. To my left, Sunny is amazed; her husband sharesonly one of her interests. Others list their interests but find
Wfieri they come to the column which asks, how. many of these things haveyoy done in the last year, it's blankr! SomeWhere, what they like to do.has been lost.

Abilities'. Sunny volunteers to
She finds she's flexible, efficient,
more respect for waitresses.now that
tO be a good one!"

Lots of things
ohe's jobs, so they
workshop: reaching

DAY 4 --THURSDAY

have her job as a waitress examined.
ind friendly. Sarah adds, "I have
I know it takes all those qualities

to think about. There isn't time to look
help each ,other. Another recurring theme
out, sharifg, and helping are part,of the

at every-
of the

experience.

OK; we've had them'look backwards, tied the highs %rid lows in with
values, and looked at what the interests were and what jobs they had heldthat might have transferable skills. Now what "about all this informa-tion? Today is the

"How-to-decide-what-we-do-with-it" day.

First comes the five-years;from-now fantasy; "I don't even know howto imagine me--what'A wrong?" or, "I like the way my fantasy felt; how do Iget there?" Funny thing you should ask, because next comes facilitatorsand blockers. I'm pleased with my simile to.explain the "cdunselorese"wotd facilitator:\ it's like-the soap you put on the bottom of the drawerto help it slide better.

Ruth talks about consistently flunking a shorthand test and being
afraid to try again. She then moves to another fear: "Last time'I triedto get out, the repercussions at home almost ruined my life. . I don'twant it to happen again. I'm afraid."

Over and over, the theme of "I'm scared" surfaces. "My husband
really wants me to do something, but I'm scared," and "My husband doesn'twant me to do anything, and so I'm scared." Margie and I both say we werereally scared, too, but we made.it; you.can toot 'I don't discount theirfear, it's real. I just know, from my experiences as well as others,that with support and understanding we can go on in spite of the fear.

Marge,comes and reinforces my belief. "I know my*body reacts theslur way to excitement or fear." "Of course," says Margie, "I was just
excited to death when I started back to school!"
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If

Decisions by default
road to follow in Frost's
tating at the crossroads,,
that's OK too. Why .0 it
too?

second-guessedddacisions, "hew to know which
yellow. wood. Some could spend a lifetime hesi-
or some.of us will plunge the wrong way, but
so hard .for us to move? Not just them, but me

Marge talks about drifting until she was 30 years old: falling into
situations, letting others make her decisions for her. I wonder if it's
the lack of practice? Did my mother ever tell me I Could take charge of
my life? Did she ever say, as I have begun to do with my, children, yop

, can choose the words that come out of your mouth? Again,''it's scary,
beCause with choice comes responsibility for decision. If I don't make
the decision, then I can't be blamed if it eomea out wrong.

We talli again about failing. Or is it failing? Margie talks about
her recent "failure" with her own prejudice and I relate a very current
(like today) struggle .I lost with jealousy, The group feeling I get is
empathy because they've been there. But our acceptance of our "failing"
as just a setback, not a permanent condition, may be a new way of looking
at mistakes. I hope so, because it makee it easier for me to live with
'my "failures."

I feel that tomorrow will be the biggest te3t of the week. We%don't
offer lifetime solutions, only the process to elfraluate today. Tomorrow
Will be the day for "What's your next step?" I really want them to have
a next step.. I want it for me, so I'll know the workshop did what it set ,
out to do, and for them because they came here ready, primed, and--I like
them. I want them to move onl

DAY 5FRIDAY

I'm sad that it's finished. I'came out of the room feeling good but
lashing that some way it could go on. Anna said the same thing in our
.1pening sharing time, and the entire group seemed tet murmur its agreement.
3he talked of her almost overwhelming surprise and pleasure at the group
;Lippert: "I used to think I could only talk to men."

Margie helped them set a time and place for their first group coun-
Beling meeting. I hope it h9,1ps with" the empty, letdown feeling that hap-
pens when a good thing has fo end. They want us to come--and I will.

I wish there were a gauge or meter to measure the difference in the
atmosphere of the room today, compared to Monday. The energy level Leels
like they may take off in all directions. And they will; only I feel
like 1..t will be a controlled and mostly well-thought-out takeofi.

So,where next? Anna begins by telling about her self-journey this
week. She started the week feeling down and very confused.' Today she

1 te,
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says, "I've found that I like met" She just bubbles out, her news of
plans to start school with her husband's approval. And he's the one who
went to bed in'a huff Monday night. She's starting school next Monday,
and the sky's the limit!

Not everyone is as,excited, but they all have somewhere to go next.
For many, tIle next step,will be a-class or tilo at Lane Community College
in career planning, human relations, or assertiveness. It's positive move-
ment and they're on their. wayl

I have a fist of the names of the women in front of me: Lorraine,
Anna, Sarah, Cindy, Martha', Susan, Sunny, Carole, Ruth. All faces now,
all stories, all people, all heading in different wayg toward finding
themselves. I wish them wtril.

4.
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Mary Syburg, M.Ed., is a 7.:ecruiter/counse,lor At the Wau-
kesha County Technical Institute in Pewaukee, Wisconsin.
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GOALS

1The main purpose of women's awareness groilips is to teach self-esteem
and encourage women to take.charge of their-own lives. Self-awareness
enables a woman to.examine her options and decide the best alternatives
for herself.'

Leade
the women'

issues" re
society.

is passive
Their res
react i oxy.

of life is
.)pbten al

"le t out"
different
day care,

rs of these awareness groups need to understand group processes,
0s movement, and women's personal issues. "Women's personal

.fers to behavior resulting froM the socialization messages in
the "message" for women in American,society has been that She
and dependent. All women,have reacted to.this stereotype.

es can be conscious or unconscious, overreaction or under-
Suc actions have influenced women's behavior. If the feeling
that one should be passive and dependent, then choices.and

for creativity are limited. "Closed in," "trapped," "used,"
are words that women often use. (These personal issues are

from social issues such as employment, sex bias.in education,
etc.)'

A suitable size for a women's awareness group is eight to twelve
members, which is large enough for ,discussion but small enough for intimacy.
The group should meet at least once a week for two to three hours and for
a period of four to eight weeks. It ii helpful for each woman to meet with'
a counselor from the agency before the first meeting of the group. At this
int'erview it can be determined whether or not the group is a suitable
placement for each.

When the major emphasis Of the group is a fuller experience Of oneself,
groups run into common pioblem areas.

GETTINC GOING

s

Introductions and Icebreakers

It is important to get everyone involved quickly and equally, establish
common'bonds, and recognize differences. A group becomes cohesive through
the process of getting acquainted. Women often feel isolated and alone,
and the sharing experience is the beginning of acceptance, understanding,
and trust.

Expectations

As'the commonali.es and differences of the group emerge, the leader
must help design toPics and exercises for examining the unique values,
strengths, achievements, and interpersonal communications of its members.
These exercises and discussions will help each woman loOk at her individual
responsibilities, and discussions will help expand her awareness, thus
enriching her personal life.
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An mportant requirement is that members be serious about desires
for lif changes and that they support that commitmentby regular atten-
dance the group meetings. Each meeting is a'step in growth, and it
should/be understood from the outset that.attendance will be regular:'
This is a particularly difficult issue in women's centers where no fee
i4 charged,. Irregular attendance affects leader planning as well as
group cohesiveneSs.

'Leaders

Tne leader must be honest about her own struggles with personal
issues but careful about projection. Her rol is to present an asser-
tive, self-aware role model and to help women assess their stagei in life.

Leaders must place responsibility on members for the'group's growth,
possibly by using exercises that encourage group participation. A leader'
wants to facilitate self-growth or "independency" training--not,encourage
more dependency.

OFF AND RUNNING 1

Participation

Many groups have both monopolizers and consistently quiet members.
This behavior is often caused by anxiety. EarlY in the group process it
is important to explain and discuss "feedbadk," the method used to give
and receive information to mAmbers in.the group. 'He clear that feedback
is not criticism or advice and that the person giving the feedback must
speak personally and specifically. It is important for the group lehder
to use this communication tool in the group discussions, so that other
members of the group will learn to be comfortable expressing their.obser-
vations.

4.

An egg timer is a helpful device in some exercises; as members speak,j
they hold.the timer and become aware c:ittheir own amount of talking time..
The use of tokens, which are spelt each 'time a member speaks, is another
useful control.

Energizing a Low-Ke./ Group

It is essential tkat the leadc. recognize and check with members
to be sure the exercises and discussions are meeting the group needs.
Low energy caused by boredom can be changed by more input and involvement
by group members.

Sometimes low energy results from exposure to material that is too
threatening, which' causes members to control verbal and bodily expressions.
One method for reducing tension is to have members write out their
feelin4s and place papers in the center of the group. Each paper can
'then be anonymous when read, discussed, and reacted to. Sometimes a
leader wants more to happen at a quicker pace; then it is appropriate
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for the leader to

overlooked items.
body positions is

check for herself the. simple and obvious, but often

Sometimes the rooM is too'hot or cold, or changing
all that is needed to energize the group.

Assiitance in Recognizing Strengths and Values

The group experience can be a very positive and supportive environ-
ment for each individual. Women are apt to avoid subcess and ttraise.
Being public and verbal about personal strengths seems, to some women,
to cOnflict wfth the passive, fiUMble, dependent syndrome. The leader;
as a change agent, must.keep the group members centered on the process
of becoming more aware of what each really wants, needs, and feels.

During this self-work process, the group,tries to.dispense with
"shoulds" and "oughts," "good".and "bad," and "worthless" and "valuable."
This is not easy and requires good listening skills. .Self-limiting
.behavior and qualifying verbal.expressions reinforce insecure feelings.
It is important to reinforce strengths and personal potentials.

Body Language.

Nonverbal communication is more powerful than yerbal communication.
Many groups.are unaware of nonverbal group interaction. People reveal
themselves in indirect ways, and the group leader hfis the. responsibility-- ",
through the effective use of feedback--to check out incongruent behavior

, and verbal expressions. Body:postures tell a great deal. Never judge,
but check it out with members of the group. This leads to increasing
awareness; the sitting patterns and Who speaks to whom tare reliable and
viSible measures of support and/or conflict.within the group.

Conflict.in Groups

Conflict avoidanCe is a ypical female behavior as a reaction to
socialization messages. Con lict in itself is not "bad" anid can(be used
as'a constructive tool in self-awareness. How members express and deal
with conflict ct be an avenue for growth.

Short-stem (four weeks) tsroups seldom develop a high enough trust
level to,be coTfortable with .:Jonflic. However, when conflict arises, it
dart be stifling if not dealt with ztppropriately. -Role reversal is a method
to use betdeen the conflicting members. They take each other's positions
and continue the discussion. How ee:,e.q til, other side feel? To be ale to
vethalilre openly and honestly is an impt,nant skill and increases awareness.

The blaming game is to be avoided, Gripe sessions might be helpful
finang common feelings, hut this kind of di*Lass3on usually ends up

with memben; rationalizing and blaming external events and other people
for their bohavipr< Tt is important to stress in awareness groups thot
od,ch of us is responsible for her own life, and what happens to us is up
to us and no one else!
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Humor

Humor is an tmportant ingredient in any awareness group. It is
not to be used in excess, but it can be helpful to counteract some of
the anger and frustration that arises.

cONCLUSION

The qroup experience fs oftei the first step for a woman who is
reaching out for new direction, rf she chooses to become involved and
more aware of herself, both on a feeling and a behavioral level, the
exciting and r,warding piocess of change will begin.
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LIFE/wORK PLANNING AS A
COUNSELING PROCESS FOR WOMEN

Anne Timm, M.Ed" is chairperson of the Women's Bureau
at Gateway Technical Institute in Kenosha (Racine),
Wisconsin.



THE PROCESS

The Women's Bureau of Gateway Technical Institute in Racine, Wis-
consin, is successfully using the Life/Work Planning process developed.by
Richard Bolles, author of What Color Is Your Paradhute?, for counseling..
small groups of reentry women. The process, designed to help indi-
vidualls become aware of their transferable skillet as opposed to spe-
cific work-content skills, enablet women to determine where they want to
use these skills. Participants also practice researching the job market
to locate persons who-need 6lese talents and who have the power to hire.

It is widely recogniZed that women whose primary career was home-
making/child raising are fearful and confused as they reapprodch the job
market. Such women ladk information about themselves and their interests,
and they lack realist*C knowledge about the world of work; they therefore
cannot determine wheV'e they could find an employee's niche. Iiife/Work
Planning gives these' women a self-empowering set of tools to,research
themselves and the workaday world; the process thereby lessens their de-
pendence on counseling professionals and gives them some much-needed
confidence.

Participants in the Life/Work Planning groups are Women's Bureau
clients who read Parachute'(1972) after their initial counseling inter-
view and then express an intereat in working on the'process. Their aca-
demic and economic levels vary, but most of the women are high school
graduates. The group leader/Counselor is a graduate of Bolles' two-week
Kansas City Life/WOrk training seminar. It is vitally important that
Life/Work group leaders hlve some expoiture to and experience with the
process themselAes before teaching it.

Small groups of six to eight women meet in a Gateway classroom in,
two-hour sessions for four to five weeks to work on the process, using
Bolles' (1975) 2uick Job Hunting Map workbook.1 Exercises to facilitate
writing and discussion are drawn from Where Do I Go From Here With My
Li684i2 Various handout sheets developed by the group leader explain
and clarify the exercises.

The women identify their own skills by writing seven achievements and
accomplishments, drawn from various periodo of their lives and reflecting
different content, sq,.they represent a good cross section. As they become
conscious of their transferable'skill clusters, the women realize clearly

'Ten Speed Press; Box 4310, Beikeley, California. $1.25.

2John C. Crystal and Richard N. Bolles, 1974, Seabury Press, 815
Second Avenue, New York, New York 10017. $7.95 soft cover.
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that they do have real talents to offer the world. The skills identifi-
cation process helps them trantlate nonworking or volunteer tasks into
marketable skills language. Then, by using the Practice Field Survey
and Informational Field Survey procedures outlined in Where Do I Go From
Here With My Life?, the women acquire and refine the caiability fOr re7
searching and interviewing in the work world, as well as for doing' their
own job screening.

Reactions to the groups have been favorable. One woman said she
landed'her job as recreation coordinator in a nursing home because the
words "Experience required" in a newspaper ad did not intimidate .her. She
knew she had transferable and,, therefore, relevant experience. Another
isolated homemaker was delighted to knoK that she had many more contacts
for.gainihg information about the work world than she had thought pos-

'sible. Other women reported having used the process to determine fields
.of study before entering technical school or college.

The Process has alsR been taught successfully as a workshop experi-
ence for the general pubfic--men included--both at Gateway and in the
meeting places of respective groups. There is no user fee for either
on-1 or off-campus workshops, since,the Women's Bureau is jointly funded .

under the Vocattonal Amendments Act and the Gateway District. -Reactions
to the workshops have been favorable, as reflected by feedback comments
such as "I have.unique skills and I now can identify them" and "I found
in many areas where I thought I was weak that I had strong points."

In summary, the Women's Bureau it finding that the Life/Work Plan-
ning Process is an effec ive overall group tool for reentry women and
Others changing careers; cause it enables them to eliminate job stereo-
types and, therefore, tO ijestigate areas of Work thay had not previ-
ously contemplated. Life/Work_group members, having made some clear-cut
decisions about work or education, are then ready for further counseling
on implementing their educational plans or involving themselves in a job
hunt. They are'referred for further individual counseling or to Women's
Bureau workshops such as "Job-Finding Skills." In either case, they know
how to analyze their own abilities effectively and to apply these abilities
tp the world of work or school.

JOB CLUBS

In its efforts to help women get 4obs, the Women's Bureau has experi-
. mented with job clubs. These are loosely organized according to the
concepts of Azrin (1975) . Azrin's program, was conducted in a highly
structured small group. The club stressed mutual assistance among the
participants (a "buddy" system), family support, and sharing of job leads.
The 'group met daily and within an average of two weeks, 90 percent of
the participants had foune, work. This compared with 55 percent of the
control group who had found work in the same period. None of the
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job seekers was receiving any sort of monetary compensatidn (in or out of
the group), because Azrin felt this would impede the job search. Instead
of being a solitary, part-time venture, job seeking became a full-time
group project; the participants received counseling and learned ha0 to make
phone calls to employers, write resumes, fill out applications, dress
appropriatelY, and remain positively motivated. The members helped one
another find job leads, get to and from interviews, role play, etc.
Positive reinforcement was emphasized.

The Women's,Bureau has sponsored jab clubs both with a social service
organization and also in a scheduled, open-to-the-public, continuing
education classroom setting. The job clubs cosponsored with the social
service organization have three differences from the Azrin model:

1. The participants are not volunteers but are required
to be there;

2. They are receiving compensation in the form of ADC
grants; and

4

3. Meetings are held twice a wee instead of daily,
:because of space limitations.

As expected, these three changes affect the success rate; the first two
have been found to be more important than the third. Azrin's mddel relies
on structure, and obviously the farther away from that model a job club

, moves, the less it produces similar results. In these geoups, the place-
ment rate is.between 50 and 60'percent. The agency is pleased with this
and considers that'more people are placed faster through-the model than
without it.

There are two leaders in these groups, one from the Women's Bureau
and one from the agency. The Women's Bureau facilitator has had ten years
experienCe worl;ing with persons who have employment problems and is an
experienced counselor for reentry women. The grcup s/ze is kept at twelve
or fewer people, so that the small-group, "we're-all-in-this-together"
feeling can develop. New job hunters are added when club members find
jobs. Each participant keeps a notebook to record all the places applied
to, on what date, mbether or not there was an interview, and any other
pertinent notes-or job leadp for others in the,group.

The clubs, which are of six weeks duratidn, are organized in three
parts. First, everyone shares the results of recent efforts. Group
members become'very interested in and concerned with the individual job
searches. Success is always applauded, and disappointments are softened
by encouragement.

'In the second part, the coleaders present a structured presentation.
Some of these presentations deal with the specifics of finding a job, such
as these:
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Preparing resumes,

Finding jot) sources,

Following up leads and contacts,

Filling out applications, and

Being interviewed.

7

Others are motivational in nature or deal with feelings, such as rejection.
Many rasources are used in this part, e.g., speakers, tours, and movies.

The last part of the session is much more informil,. as each partici-
pant plans the next contact, phones employers, arranges interviews, and
sets up transportation. During this period, the leaders establish a one-
to-one relationship with each participant. At the beginning of a new
group, the sessions last about two hours, but as the group becomes more
familiar with the method, the sessions last around one and one-half hours.

1 A1
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HOW TO UTILIZE,COMMUNITY SERVICES,
ACTIVITIES, AND CLUBS IN.COUNSELING WOMEN

Theresa Naugle Obermayer, Ph.D., formerly of Florissant
Varley Community College in St. Louis, Missouri, is now
Director of etudent Services at Anchorage Community Col-
lege in Alaska.



BACKGROUND
1

Special activities and clubs. can effective ways to reach and-counsel
communi.;y women. The programs at F1.orisant Valley College (one of three
campuses of the St. Louis district) have en directed toward five major
areas through the college's Office of Comm nity Services and more L.formal
activities cosponsored with local clubs and organizations'. Each activity
has the secondary goal of geneiating future iro1lmerits in an era of declin-
ing traditional registrations.

The five current components began with the CIRCLE project: Combined
and Integrated Re;ources for Community Learning EXperiment. This ptoject
operated at -Florissant Valley Community College frm 1972 to 1975, funded
by the then Bureau of Libraries, U.S. Office of Education. The three
target groups were blacks, women and older Americans. Researcg, conducted
by means of extersivrp surveys in the local community, identified a need
for outreach Programs to meet the needs of the mature woman. After the
CIRCLE research was completed and preliminary data'intrepreted, CIrtLE
offered its first program for adult women in the community, Welcome to
Women.

WELCOME TO WOMEN

This program is a.day-long introduction to the community college,
designed for audience participation. It starts with a panel of adult
women who have cane back to school. The panel is a microcosm of women
in American society, featuring women who concurrently work and\go to school,
women who dq not workibut do go to school, divorced women, sinlle'women,
widows, and married women. Each panel member discusses her reasons for
returning to school, her arrangements for financing her education, and her.
ways of dealinv with the conflicts which arise from the role change.
Questions from the audience usually generate' much discussion, because the
participants are put at ease and made aware that other women have faced
and are facing the same problems they have.

Lunch in the college Student Center is followed by short-information
sessions led by personnel from Admissions, Financial Aid,Ahe Learning .

Laboratories, Counseling, Student Activities, and the Child Development
Center. Brochures, catalogues, and enrollment forms are distributed.
Participants da=e encouraged to ask questions about any information they
have been given or to contact any of the Program staff for additional help'?
approximately 80 percent do so. The program ends with a tour of the campus.

Tne first Welcome to Women event drew more than 80 participants; it
'has been offered once each semester and once during^the summer since 1973.
In the spring of 1978, an abbreviated program was offerbd in the evening.
The program is advertised both the largehass mailings sent three times
a year by the Office of Community ervices to the entire service area and
in a,special mailing to those who h ve participated in prior Women's programs.
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When this program began, the women participants were stereotypical
of the housewife "whose problem has no name." This problem or malaise
has been to some extent effectively treated by the new consciousness and
confidence.of women.

"ON YOUR MARK" '0)

6

"On Your Mark" emphasize:; self-awareness and exploration, assessment
of indiVidual skills and abilities, and information Aout the marketplace.
It,is a six-week, noncredit course, supplemented by individual meetings
between each participant and the instructor to discuss her experiences
and reactions.

Participants complete a personal autobiography before the second
class session; these writings stimulate some very meaningful and insight-.

ful discussions. The class includes exercises on values clarification.
Women participants frequently struggle to respond to questions about their
beliefs.

Another important aspect of "On Your Mark" is awareness of the
decision making process, combined with the individual's own style. This
information is related to the final emphasis of the course, career choices.

"On Your Mark" functions,as a support group for women participants,
wherein fears and anxieties concerning life changes can be discussed and
explored. Women expresspositive feelings when theli learn that others
share and accept their ideas. A number.of assessment instruments, includ-ing the Strong-,Campbell Interest Inventory, ate used during the course;
the particular instruments used vary from semester to semester.

OiHER COURSES iVOR WOMEN

Other co rse Offerings thrqugh the Office of Community Services varywith the c anging needs of commUnity women. _Each Semester, a direct mailingis sent.to approximately 1,000 women who have previously attended one ormore of the women's programs; this mailing lists'current programs. ,Current
offerings include courses such as "Office Skills Update," "Techniques for
Personal Growth," "Getti g the Job You Want," "Assertiveness Training,"
"Ma'hophobia," "Dollars nd Sense," and "Talk to Me"f and the Adult Coun-
seling Service.

"OffiCe Skills Update" is offered go that women who must go immediately
into the job market can update the skills needed to Otain gainful employment.

"Techlaques for Pergona.1, Growth" gives individuals the opportui ty to
explore personal feelings and ways to communicate with others by practicing
specific Gestalt techniques. Body awareness activities, fantasy journeys,



Ind role reversals are some of the techniques used,to develop individual
responsibility. The course aims to help 'perticipants be more in control
of their own lives.

4 "Getting the Job You Waht"-explores the skills of the indiviidual with
the realistic possibilities each student has for sucressful employment. An
understanding of the employment market is essential to women who do not know
what goals to pursue.: The current job market, resume writing, preparation
of letters of application and contact with potential employers, information
interviews and mock job interviews, including salary negotiations, are
course topics. This course helps each individual crystallize the goals
she wishes to pursue.

.2!. "Assertiveness Training" is geared toward women who want to learn how
to express themselves in positive ways. This course emphasizes learning
the differences among assertion, nonassertion, and aggression; identifying
personal rights and the_rights of others; and recognizing cognitive and
affective blocks to assertive behavior. Women are encouraged to experiment
with assertive behavior in class through role7playing exercises.,

"Mathophobia" is offered as a one-day workshop for studefnts with math
anxieties. This course has only recently been offered, with the assistance
of tne Mathematics Department, and now data are being collected to give the ,

staff more information on these math-anxious students.

"Dollars and Sense," a course offered,to women and men, teaches students
practical money management techniques. StUhents are encouraged to be aware
of the financial situations that affecl their lives and the 4ves of their
families.

."Talk to Me" iS offered to couples (friends, spouses, mothers and
daughters, fathers and sons, mothers and sons, fathers and daughters) Who
wish to explore and have structured experiences in honest, direct expression
of values, feelings, and ideas. The course focusgs on listening as well
as talking skills in practical, not abstract, situations.

The Adult Counseling Service provides indiliidual counseling, which
helps participants to make decisions for themselves and to delielop plans
affecting education, career, and relationS with others.

1
Other courses can be particularly helpful to women, although not all

are exclusively oriented toward women. Some,course Atles are "Human
Interaction," "Human Potential," "Exploration for Women," "Life in a
Changing Environment," "Career Exploration," and "Women in Transition."
Credit for some of these courses can be transferred to other institutions
Women take these and other courses through Community Services or the.
CounselIng Division because in their own personal situations they require
additioAal encouragement, and/or they need the information that these
courses provide.
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WOMEN AWARE

The Women Aware organization was crPated in 1972 so that staff and
student women would have formal.charnels oi communication among themselves
and with the administration of the college. The goal of this group is to
enlighten and sensitize all persons in the college community concerning
the contributions made, as well as the problems faced, by women in our \
society. This group get's involved in various progiams from year to year, \\,
depending in large part on,its membership.

A few years ago the group's general mode was spontaneous, and it
called meetings mostly to discuss internal staff development and recruit-
ment of staff women; currently, the format is a formal program, similar
to a lecture series, on topics.imeortant to staff and students. Next
year, Wom,ni Awate.will probablyevoye into an advisory committee, through
the Office of Community Services, foi develop new programs for women. This
organization has always been a'channel for women to share ideas of mutual'
interest on the campus.

, Child Development Center

The Women Aware organization was instrumental in the creation of the
Child Development Center. This instructional program at Florissant Valley
Community Coljege is offered for children three months to six years of age;
acceptance is' based on how early the parents of these children submit their
names. 'This cooperative effort between the Home Economics Department and
the Office of Community Services involves 250 children of staff, students,
and community residents. This Center has a national reputation for the
leadership of the staff in the area of 6hi1d caLe

Women Aware Day

The most important program of the Women Aware organization is the
Women Aware Day every spring. Each year, a committee is set up to create'
a theme and plan the program. The 1978 Women Aware Day was entitled
"Women in Progress" and included programs relating to women and careers.
Past programs have focused on topics such as changing lifestyles, women
and the liberation movement, and other topics. The program includes panel
presentations; inforMation sessions4 workshops; and hourly, short films
with discussion afterwards. Women's groupS of every philosophical leaning
are invited to disLribute literature'at tables throughout the day.

this event is advertised to women by a targeted, iirect-Mail service.
it is hoped that "this method of advertising women's programs and courses
will be expanded in the future. Usually more than 500 women from the
community attend during the day, and each year this program is the most
successful one, in terms of numbers. The list of participants is added to
the women's mailing iist. In 1976, Student Activities fees assumed the
total budget for this program', whereas before that time the cost was r1p1it
by Student Activiities and Community Services.
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WOMEN ikl NEW GOALS (WING) CLUB

WING is an'important catalyst for involving (Ault women in campus
.life. A counselor at the ecIllege organized this clkib in 1970, and she

r,0

is still their sponsor. Original)y, the club was clled the Late Starters,
but because so of the membero thought this title htld negaive connotations,
the membership voted.to change the name. This clUh, i-Nmprialig. exclusively
students, has,a current membership of about 150; however, %.!ivally ao more
than about 40 women come to any program. The mature woma on campus
recruit members from students who are 25 years of age orpider. The
overwhelming majority of the membership are married wom6v 'whose ovn.children

. are in school. Over a period of time, many of the officdevelop ou..;.-
standing leadership ability and become an inspiration to tilc dther women

...

students.

The organization holds informal luncheon meetings ev:Iry th1rd NeRk
on different days, so that women who only come to'school on certain days
of the week can attend. The officers of WING invite a speaker and a 9uest
from the campus, so that students in the club can meet faculty and adminis-
trators dn an informal basis. To give members information about av many
curriculums as possible, the executive committee varies pro4rams and
speakers. Women get , posure to the various disciplines and therefore
feel more comfortable about taking the course offerings described in
these sessions. The informal friendship and camaraderie these women get
from such gatherings is significant, and an informal support network is
established. This program is currently funded by Student Activities fees.

The programs for adult women students at Florissant Valley .are well
respected in the.community because they are carefully developed, rigorously
evaluated, adjusted to meet new needs, ind taught by qualified and empathetic
staff members. The campus administration has supported these programs not
only because they help new students of the college but also because the
need for the programs has been well demonstrated.
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THINK NONT,RADITIONALLY

Libby Sellars, B.S., is a rccruiter and counselor at the
Waukesha County Technical Institute in Pewaukee, Wisconsin.
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INTRODUCTIC ri

A nontraditional job has been defined for either sex as any job
uF.ually done by the other swc--e.g., nursing for men or engineering for
women. Encouraging women to explore such nontraditional jobL is 'an
important aspect pf the vocational educational counsel:Img of the Women's
Development Center (WDC) at Waukesha County Technical Institute (WCTI).
The center has held Occupational Opportunity Seminars for Women, with
sessions scheduled for both day and evening times. The women attending
.rece:kve information about a wide variety of nontraditionAl jobs:

Accounting,

Data processing,

Programing,

Drafting,

Machine tool operations,

Welding,

Supermarket management,

Property assessment,

Food broker,

Policewoman,

Quality control technician, and

Electronics.

The women are encouraged to investigate otper occupations which in-
terest them, and there are many, many more possibilities.

According tc, a majority of evaluations by past participants, the higt
light of these seminars is the sharing of experiences by role models: wome:
who are working in nontraditional jobs. And the question that is always
asked, if the information is not volunteered, is "How much do you earn?"
To many women, this question is neither idle curiosity nor prying; it is
vital information they need in making career decisiOns. Of the 752 indi-
viduals colihseled at WCTI individually or in groups during the 1977-78
school year, 38 percent are heads of household. Yearly family income is
under $7,000 for 27 percent of the clients, and between $7,000 and $10,000
for an additional 24 percent.

0
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Of the 80 million women over 16 years old in the United States in
1975, 42.9 million worked at some time during the year. The jobs held
by 71 percent of these women were in low paying, dead-end work. The
median annual earnings of women working year-round, full time, was 58.8
percent of men's in 1975, compared to 63.9 percent in 1955. This trend
can be reversed if more women prepare for nontraditional jobs--doing
the same work' and receiving the same pay as men. ;

SOME TRUE STORIES

Leora and Cris Schirmer

Leora and Cris Schirmer are a mother-daughter team in the machine
tool program at Waukesha County Technical Institute. Leora is a widow.
Following the death of her husband in October 1976, she viewed her
situation with disbelief. These things happened only to others! She
had not worked since shortly after her marriage in 1951. She had been
content with her role of homemaker and mother, raising three children.

Because family: finances were extremely limited, Leora soon tried to
Tind a job to supplement the Social Security payments to the family.
Many application blanks and interviews later--with no encouraging results--
Leora reassessed her situation.

One strike against her was the fact that she had not worked for 25
years, and she had no current skills. A second drawback was that she had
quit high school in her junior year, and jobs require a high school diploma.
The third big problem was that her Social Security payments of $300 per
month would end in January, 1979, when.her youngest child reached 18
years of age.

In March of 1977, Leora enrolled in classes at Waukesha County Tech-
nical Institute to propare for the General Educational Development Test
Battery for her high school equivalency diploma, which she completed tile
following August. During this six-month period she also participated in
a Women's, Development Center self7awareness group. This experience was
extremely helpfdl in giving.her a'feeling of community with other women.
She discovered that "Other people ate just like I am. They have problems
just like T do. 'toil can't tell, by the way people dress or look, what
they are like."

Then, in August, Leora attended an Industrial Exploration Seminar
sponsored by the Women's Development Center. During the first part of the
day, staff members and womm working in drafting, electronics, machine-tool
operations and welding talked about and demonstrated these fields. The
participants had a "hands-on" experience in the classroom and,then toured
local indLstries to watch and talk with women doing these jobs'.

Following this experience, an encouraged Leora came to the WoMen's
Development Center to investigate enrolling at WCTI in the one-year machine-
tool operatinn certificate program. During World War II, she had worked
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for a year and a half operating a drill press, lathes, and a small turret
lathe, and she had enjoyed",her.job. During the next rAx years, she had '

done somtg other factory and production work as well as some sales, general
office work and bookkeepihg.

When Leora compared the various salaries mail! by 1975 graduates of
WCTI's one-year diploma programs, the facts confirmed her in her vocational
decision. The average monthlyrsalary for acCounting clerks was $614; for
clerk typists, $473; and for machine tool operators, $900.

Two weeks after Leora started school, her daughter, Cris, was laid
off from her factory job; she had worked there for almost four years,
during which time her pay had increased from $2.00 to $2.80 per hour.
Leora urged Cris to go with her the next day to observe the classes and
see if she would like the course, since Cris was interested in machinery.
While.growing up sLa had shared outside activities and talked about machines
with her grandfather.

Cris enrolled in three classes in which she felt she could catch up.
At first she felt frightened. In addition to her mother,,there was only
one other woman in her classes. Most of the men were 18 or 19 years old.
They stared at Clis, making her feel self-conscious. She was also getting
static.from her friends who couldn't understand her goal and kept asking,
"Why do you want to do that?"

But Cris is now pleased with her decision. She considers the loss of
her job a blessing in disguise. She had wanted to leave that job but was
afraid to take the step. She had wapted to go back to school and take
courses,in shop, and now she is idoin4 just that. She says, "That was the
biggest step . . . of.my life. I had nothing to lose, but much to gain.
Coming back to school is a challenge and I like it. I have enough knowledge
right now to go out and get a job and make a decent living, and make progress
as I go along. What I've done is open a door and I plan on opening many
more."

Cris and Leora have served as a support team for each other. The
paring of their school exiSeriences, accomplishments, and.challenges has
helped them both. Recently Leora and Cris had interviews with a local
employer who is very much interested in hiring both of them when they
finish school, at a salary of $5.3 per hour ($11,128 for each, per year).

Riley McElwee

Riley McElwee is a full-time student in the mechanical drafting
program at Waukesha County Technical Institute. She will complete the
two-semester program and receive a diploma in mechanical drawing this
spring. In selecting thiS nontraditional occupation, Riley weighed the
following factors: limited training time, favorable employment outlook,
geographical diversity for employment, and salary opportunities. Entry-
level salaries far recent one-year diploma graduates were $700 to $800 per

1 ,t-
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'month. In addition, Riley had always enjoyed art and had been in an engi-
neering drafting course during a:short stay in college.

Between.high school ind her present training, Riley McElwee tried her
haneat several endeavors, but nothing seemed to be right for her. Her
marriage ended in divorce, and she moved "back home."

Riley is doing very well in school. She likes math and Ktience and
the werk is easy for her'. But she has found that the men in her class get
upset when she makes better grades than they do. "If a woman is going into
a field that is predominantly male, she has to be able to take a lot of
kidding and joking."

A

Chris Jorgensen

Encouragement from a counselor led Chris Jorgensen to evaluate her
skills, her likes, and her dislikes. She then entered WCTI's two-year
associate degree program for supermarket management.

Saiary was very important to Chris, as she had passed the civil service
exam almost ten years earlier and had worked at the post office at night as
a clerk sorting mail for $5:00 to $6.00 per.hour. She had also enjoyed her
recent part-time experience for a small grocery store. She liked the variety
of checking, bagging, and stocking. The fast pace of the operation had
bade the time seem to pass,very quickly.

Subsequent exploration of the oourse content (with the teacher), plus
investigation of the other employment alternatives of jobs in distribution
and warehousing operations dealing with food, confirmed her decision to
enroll.

Chris Was.the only woman in the supermarket management program. The
majority of her classmates were young men recently graduated from high
school. She felt pressure from the first day of school, because the males
expected a great deal more from.her than from each other. As she took
:Ater the number one position in class, she experienced their resentment.
They felt she raised the class average and the level of expectancy of the
teachers.

In addition to her 13 to 14 hours of class per week, Chris works
32 hours a week in an internship program with a large supermarket
chain. She earns $6.00 per.hour. During this time she has been assigned
to several stores of varying sizes in a variety of ethnic and economic
neighborhoods. For Chris (who is 5'6" tall and weighs 120 pounds),
her work as a stocker is fast-paced and physically demanding. kowever,
the most difficult part of Chris's job has been to gain the respect of
the men working with her. Part of the problem is that, traditionally,
men have been promoted from stockers to assistant managers on physical
qualificationshow much they can lift and how fast they lan stock.
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Chris believes that if there were more women in the field the pres-
sure on individuals would decrease, and she hopes that mote women will go
into supermarket management. Currently there is only one woman assistant
mariager in the SO-store chain. Chris expects to be working next year as
an assistant mareager earning approximately $20,000 per.year. The fact
that she will be able to support herself and her.young son, quite com-
fortably, is very'important to her. She feels her training has prepared
her well fprIthe challenge and'opportunity.

These success stories underscdre the WCTI Women's Development Centek
staff commitment to hkp more w9men achieve economic equityithrough educa-
tional counseling that pkovides access to vocational training.

0) SENSIBLE APPROACH

1Mnitraditional jobs may not be right for every woman,_but for many
they are an opportunity to earn a good salary doing interesting, challeng-.
ing work. Before chdosing a nontraditional field, a woman must be well
fortified with information. She needs to explore and weigh.her own

.Values, needs, skills, and interests. Through reading, vocational films,
:talking with people doing the jots, getting "hands-on" experience, and
.visiting sites where people are working at these tasks, she can gain facts'
on which to base her decision.

Coworkers' attitudes can be uncooperative, and their comments unkind,
to the first women entering rontraditional work within a company. Women
need to be aware of this,problem and must be willing to cope with it. The
most effective approach for a woman entering a nontraditional job is to
prepare herself well for the job and to do her work effectively.
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SUCCESS STORIES IN CAREER COUNSELING

Amy H. Weber, B.A., is a SIGI Research Assista t
ot the Educational Testing Service in Princeton,
New Jersey.
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BACKGROUND

Although our computerized career guidance system called SIGI (System
of Interactive Guidance and Information) was designed for a general col-
lege population, older people who happen to be taking courses at.community
colleges where SIGI is available have seized on it as "just what they
need." At Delta College, University Center, Michig&n, 57 percent of the
'SIGI users (during its first year) were over 25 yea-r: of age, and 54 per-
cent were women. At some other colleges using SIGI, the percentage of
older users was smaller, since there were fewer older enrollees at those
colleges. In general, the older, students followed the same pattern of
use as the yoUnger students, and in some cases, they were more vocal in
recognizing the value of SIGI's quick access to occupational information
and guidance--perhaps because they felt they had been long out of touch.

As we see it, the SIGI systet's real value, especially for older
persons, is its thoroughness and comprehensiveness. Older or mature stu-
dente usually begin in a state of confusion that cannot be dispelled by
seeing the names of one or two occupAtiOns flashed before.their eyes or
by having a 15-minute conference with a guidance counselor. The inter-
action:with SIGI takes at least two hours--averages four hours7-and
involves a step-by-step procedure. The students feed in their ownivalues,
interesty and questions and the computer provides methods of sorting
out varilouu aspects of values, interests, abiLiCies, experience, and
opportunities, 'and then relates them to a wealth cf other information
'about occupations. Thus, a career option becomes more than, merelya

s4

name: At the touch of a key,'a student can find out the day-to-day
duties involved, education needed, pay scale, outlook, and even special ri
problems; can compare them for three occupations at a timel and Can
relate them to personal values and needs.

HOW SIGI HELPS

The narrative descriptions that follow illustrate how career confu-
.

sion can be dispelled by interaction with SIGI--not at the touch of a
single button, bilt after several hours of carefully guided interaction
with the procedures and information stored in SIGI.

From interviews with a small sample
X
of the students who have uset

SIGI, we selected a few examples of older women who had returned to
school. Theysshowed tremendous interest in career planning. They were
back in school not to take courses "just for the fun of it"; they had
come back with the hope of getting back into the work force. They
might have worked before a broken marriage but were now seeking some-
thing different, something better. They were more ambitious th.in
before, but they felt they didn't know what the possibilities were
because they had been "out of it" for so long. They were eager for

1 t..,3 0
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the information that SIGI could provide quickly, on a computer terminal
screen, without their making tedious trips to the library and thumbing
through file cabinets and handbooks.

Discoyeringa Field

Sometimes through SIGI they found odcupational stepping stones
which they could use to reach more difficult goals. One young woman,
interviewed at Eastfield College in Dallas, found thatahe could take
two years of training as a social service aidei begin earning money, and
later take cuurses in rehabilitation counselinga field she had discovered
through SIGI. This woman had a criminal reCord and wanted very much to
help other women with similar experiences. She was being given the oppor-"
tunity for two years of community college, but did not have money for
anythin more at the time. She had-Aiscovered rehabilitation counseling
by feeding into the SIGI computer 'her most important values. The computer 4
then came up with a list of occupations4that might fit these values. She
had never heard of rehabilitation counseling before, but it struck het

worth pursuing. When she asked foif and outlined further information
about various asPects of the occupation from the computer, she kneW that
she had,found the occupation she wanted. She was a little dismayed when
she found that.it required graduate study. However, through SIGI, she
confirmed that the related occupation, social service aide, would require
only two years of study but could lead her toward her goal. She was able
to make the decision to begin with her second choice, because.she knew
that with perleverence, she might eventually attain the occupation she

preally wanted.
A

Sandy

Another example of a woman in the process of upgrading her career
was Sandy, a,26-year-old licensed practical nurse., Through financial aid
ssistance, she was able to enroll full time in the two-year registered
nursing program at Mercer County Community College in Trenton, New Jersey.
Her short-term goal, she said in a pre-SIGI interview, was to improve her
economic lot by becoming a registered nurse, but she doubted that that
occupation would,satisfy her for long. She would pursue nursing because
that goal was within her immediate leach,-but she regarded it as a plateau

her ascent to something else. But what else? She had a vague idea
that "something in the field of psychology" might appeal to her; school
counseling, perhaps, or teaching. She had misgivings, not only &bout her
long-term goal but also about her ability to achieve it. "My idea is big;
it's broad," she said. "It's too broad and impractical." She discussed
ter qualms with her psychology ctor, who referred her to a counselor,
who referred her to SIGI. Her hope w that SIGI wouldlie3p her sort out
ter ideas and arrive at a long-term goal.

At first the task of making her values'explicit and ordering thei.
priority made Sandy uncomfortable, as it does many students. However,
she recognized that the system was providing her with the sense of direc-
tion she desired. She especially appreciated the Valuet Game (described
further below) , even though she disliked being forced into either/or
decisions. In discussing the Values Game, she said, "Looking back on it
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now, I'm glad I had to,do it. I'm glad I couldn't go there putting.the
'unorganized iCeas I have into SIGI."

In the Planning system, Sandy continued to explore psychology'and'
she decided that theoccupation lay within her reach. Since she has
child to support and only limited resources fdr education, she will have

to make an oblique approach to the occupation. She therefore intends to
include in her nursing program courses she can transfer into a four-year
psychology program. This step will be a beginning. She also consulted a
counselor about the requirements for transfer, examined catalogs of trans-

Lfer inetitutions, and began inquiring about the grants and loans in the
health 17ield that had been mentioned in the financial aid displays in the,
Planning system. She summarized her overall plan as follows:

Nursing will allow me to obtain and then maintain eve sort of
a livirkg status,,and psychologist isn't a pipedream. I'd like
to be Working at something, but I have to be able to support
myself while I'm working at whatever it may be, and I.do have
a little background in nursing--I'm comfortable with wha't I do.
I'm capable of more responsibility (and responsibility and
money for some reason seem to go in the same conversation), and
that's why I'm going to stay with nursing. .I've got to have a
foundation before I can build, and I'm sorry .to say that at 26
I'm still at the foundatiOn.

There were other examples of returning women, each with a different
problem.

Lillian

Lillian, like Sandy, sought confirmation of a tentative long-range
goal, in her case being a speech pathologist/audiologist. She also was
apprehensive about her academic ability. Lillian's.problem, however, was
complicated by conflict with her father, who, she saiZ, had no confidence
in her ability and who discouraged her from pursuing So ambitious a career
goal. In addition, a counselor had suggested that she seek an alterna-
tive occupation. In short she was under considerable tension. When
she finished SIGI,,she fel, better about herself. Through SIGI, she had
learned much about speech pathology/audiology and was confirmed in her
belief that the occupation fitted her values and aspirations. Further-
more,'ehe had discovered two contingency occupations (social worker and
Spanish teacher) . Early preparation for these two follows the same
.humanities and social science program that leads eventually to speech
pathology, and she could fall-back on them if her first choice faded
from sight. She said that as a result of the information she had obtained
in SIGI, she was motivated to apply for a part-time job at a day care .

cent-er in order to get "a feeling for whether I like this sort of thing
.

and also (to] try to get my foot in the door to set up for a summertime
job." She was under no illusion that SIGI had improved her academic
ability, but she was prepared to t:\ke remedial work, if necessary, and
to test her competence against the ralitv of coursework in the required

1621
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program, Besidea helping her focus her thinking and organize her activi-
ties, SIGI had reduced her anXiety. As she said:

What you find out from Sidi, you can find out enough infor-
mation'that you Can just sort of relax and not worry and
wonder about & lot of things that you would have to spend
so much time finding out about. It 4takes a lot of tension
away. And anything that taltes away stress anditension, I
say., "Do

411,

THE SIGI SYSTEMS

A suMmary of interviews with aeven Delta College students (men and
women) ranging in age from 18 to 30 years illustrates how the various
parts of SIGI lead students through important steps in sorting out their
vague hopes, feare, and ideas.

Values System

The eleven Delta students indicated that the exercise presented in the
Values system was both novel and useful. Most said that they had never
thought much abobt their values before using SIGI, and'they consequently
found the forced dichotomous choices in the Values Game to be thought-

rprovoking and sometimes difficult. "I didn't know myself very well," one
student said.. Another said, "The Values Games tell you whetner you're try-
ing to fool your,self." The main effect was one of illumination. "I didn't
even know I wanted all this," was the comment of another uder.

The students also found it hard, and Useful, to distribute a fixed
sum (40) of values weights., "I had never thought about these things
before," one said. "You could.have only 40 points," another said, "so
you really had to make a choice about which ones were most important.

Perhaps the most interesting feature of the students' reaction to the
Values system was the effect that system had on their manner of thinking.
They began to use their values in other systemse as they were supposed to
do, but they alsO\found that what happened in other systems gave them fresh
insights into their values. One Student returned.and reweighted his values,
this time with confidence that he knew what he was doing. Another said,
"When you go through SIGI, at the beginning you're just kind of hanging.
But as you continue, SIGI helps you understand what your values are, no
matter what system you're in. SIGI helped me understand, 'Gee, that's what

want!'" The habit of structuring their thinking around their values may
have been the most important thing these students got out of SIGI.
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Locate System

- Most of the students tIsed Locate extensively. One, who called Locate
"the most helpful System in S:GI," expressed the consensus of the group
that Locate makes manageable the task.of selecting an ocotpation. Another
said, "You can go to a library of career information and sit down with
a catalog full of occupations before you. You flip through the book and'
there are so many occupations. That's were I got lost. It's mindboggling.
I doh't know where to begin."

The tendency to Organize thoughts in terms of values appeared in
Locate. Several students availed themselves of the opportunity to dis-
cover why a particular occupation had not been retrieved. One student,
learning that his strict specification for early entry had held back the
engineering occupations, started to reassess the importance of that value.
Another, on discovering why computer programmer had not appeared, reexam-
ined his values in light of his great interest in thot occupatioh. A
would-be architect found industrial engineering on the screen and began
thinking of it as an acceptable alternative. A prenursing candidate,
who described herself as little flaky when it comes to an emergency,"
began treating this weakness as if it were a SIGI value; she speculated
that "Maybe dental hygienist or assistant would be a better occupation."

Compare System

The students make good use ot Compare. Several students asked ali
28 questions about a number of occupations and took a thick roll of
printouts for later reference. They thought that this system/was one of
the best sources of occupational information available. SifiCe Delta stu-
dents have access to an extraordinary number and variety of resources for
career information and guidance, they are in a better pcsition than most
students to judge the quality of occupational'information. One user ob-
sekved that SIGI provided "a lot of information" that he could not have
found in the Occupational Outlook Handbook. Another said, "The occupa-
tional information in Compare was much better than what I found else-
where, and I could have it'at ttie touch of a button'."

Prediction System

Information from the Prediction system helped three of the students
in their immediate career choices. ,A woman who was-considering becoming

an accountant was confirmed in her choice by predictions that looked fa-
vorable to her. A second student who had not'settled on an occupation
but was leaning toward something in the field of social work, leaned
still farther when he got his prediction for the key course in sociology.
This piece of information, added to what he had already learned in Locate
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and Compare, assured him that he was on the right track. The third stu-.
dent expected to become an architect. His prediction did n t leok cipad

.

to him, with the result that he resolved to work harder and alsci-to think- _about contingency occupations that he could fall back on.

For others, the Prediction.system did not'affect their immediate
problem with careeei choice, but it r9ade them aware that assessment of
abilities plays a part in the deciSlonmaking process.

Planning System

Students liked theiPlanning system for the quality of the informa-
tion it gave them and for the.immediacy of its usefulness. Two.students

. used it ta make out schedules before seeing a coungelor. One fulfilled a
need for instant information'about,transfer colleges. Anoth6r was stimu-
lated by the financial aid displays to seek help' with college expenses.
And still anothar learned that she had to act at once if she expected
to get.into a course with 'A limite( enrollment.

Strategy System

Strategy's main effect on these students was to consolidate their
confidence that they had chosen the best occupation. One said, "I was
pretty surelabout tuneral director) before I went through Strategy; but
after I finished, I was very sure." Similar comments'were made with re-
spect to respiratory therapist and occupations in the field of engineer-
ing. One student particularly welcomed the opportunity to reweight his
values in light of what tie had learned about them in other septions of
SIGI; he was.much more confident about the new weights than he had been
about the old ones.

Summary

These eleven students all stated that SIGI had had an effect on their
career plans. Two had started'their interaction with more or less defi-
nite occupational goals and had .ended with their choice confirmed but now
grounded on information and insights that had been lacking before. iNgo-
other students, faced with almost equally strong alternatives, had set-
tled on one because of the information and the way to process it that they
founl in SIGI. Yet two more had narrowed down their options to a manage-
able size and had made tentative career choices. Pour had been completely
at sea when they started. After usin4 StGI, they all said they felt more
confident; three had made tentative choices, and the fourth had settled on
a major that embraced several occupations he was now considering.
the fourth had settled on a major that embraCed several occupations he
was now considering.



MORE ABOUT SIGI

The reactiong. to SIGI are typical. The syStem has been evaluated at
five community colleges'and one four-year college in various parts of the
country. It is currently being used at eight community colleges and five
four-year colleges; more are negotiating contracts, including statewide
consortiums. .

For any college with a POP-11 computer, SIGI is currently available
for $1,800 per year.. Prediction and Planning systems, which foflow up on
the Values, Locate, and Compare systems, are different for each college
and would cost more. The Prediction system, however, is of special value
for reeurning students who may lack confidence in their abilities and who
do not know what educational level to aim for. Planning shows them the
steps they need to take, and 'reveals what two-year or four-year programs
are available at,their own colleges. It also includes lists of nearby
colleges to which' they might transfer to complete four-year programs for
an occupation, as,well as colleges. and universities offering graduate
training in professional occupations.

er-
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EVALUATING WOMEN'S.HOMEMAKING AND VOLUNTEER
MAK EXPERIENCE FOR COMMUNITY COLLEGE CREDIT

Ruth B. Ekst-om, Ph.D., is a research scientist for the
Educational Testing Service at Princeton, New Jersey.
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Community colleges have only recently begun to award credit for ex-
periential. learning--knowledge which coMes from having done something rath-
er than from formal, classroom instruction. But many college programs
recognize only the experiential learning,that gomes from paid work, and
they ignore learning from nonpaid activities, such as volunteer work and
homemaking.

In 1974, under a grant from the Fund for the Improvelaent of Post-
secondary Education, my colleagues Marlaine Lockheed, Abigail Harris, and
I began a study to identify the competencies that women have acquired from
volunteer work and homemaking experiences. One of our objectives was to
develop materials which would .be helpful to women and tp colle es in eval-
uating these experiences.

IDENTIFICATION OF COMPETENCIES

The first part of our project involved identifying the skills and
competencies that women.have gained through unpaid work experience. We
chose to concentrate on competencis for two reasons: (1) such an ap-
proach apparently helps college staffs to understand that learning has
taken place, and (2) it helps women to describe volunteer experience in
terms of the work they did rather than in terms of the organizational
setting.

To identify these competencies, we first reviewed the literature
about volunteer work and homemaking. This review helped us to develop
some rough categoties for deacribing these endeavors,. We uned these
categories as a basis for our next two activities: interviewing groups
of wow 1 to learn more about their experiences, and/conducting surveys
of several groups to identify the homemaking and velunteer work activi-
ties of adult women.

THE "I CAN" LISTS

The results of these interviews and surverys revealed fourteen volun-
teer' work areas and six homemaking areas that 1-nvolve fairly large numbers
of wOmen and are Iairly clearly related to tor4cs covered in.the curriculums
of many colleges. From,the literature on volunteer work and homemaking, and
.from our contacts with women's groups and volunteer organizations and agen-
cies, we obtained task analysis ot job description information about these
twenty categories of "nonmarketed" work. These descriptions formed the
basis for the development of a set of competency assessment tools that we
called the "1 Can" lists. The Council of National Organizations for Adult
Education's Task Force on Volunteer Accreditation helped us develop some
of the "I Can" lists for volunteers. These "1 Can" lists are also useful
in counseling women who wish to enter or reenter the job market.

r,
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THE WORKBOOKS'

The "I Can" lists are the core of a series of workbooks.that our
project is producing... The first of tnese workbooks, "How to Get College
Credit for What You Have( Learned as a Homemaker .and Volun`eer," is design-
ed for adult women enter'ing or reentering college. It is available from
Accrediting WomenyS Competencies, Educational Testing Service, Princeton,
New Jersey 08541.,

. A second workbook, entitled "Evaluating Women's Life Experience Com-
petencie or College Credit," is being completed by Marlaine Lockheed.
This workbook, intended for college counselors, focuses on twelve basic
steps nieded for evaluating women's experiential learning from volunteer
work and homemaking (see Table 1). The'whole evaluation process involves
four phases of counseling and assessment.

Initial Counselina

. The first phase involves the initial counseling of women students
seeking college credit for experiential learning. Three main steps con-
stitute this phase: (1) identifying student goals, (2) identifying re-
lated background, and .(3) completing the application for admission. The
counseling in this phase appears to be not very different from that used
in the initial counseling of other students. But many women have been
conditioned by our society to place little value on the unpaid work they
do in the home and in the conmunity. It is therefore especially impor-
tant for counselors working 4,K\ttese adult women students to assure the
clients that they consider homemaking and voThnteer work impo'rtant, that
they realize that women learn a good deal froM\these experiences, and
that they will try to help the clients obtain c6llege credit for such
prior learning. During this initial counseling it is vital that the coun-
selor gain a clear understanding of the student's goals and also insure
that the proposed program of study is One for which experiential learning .

is acceptable. Often, faculty in the applied fields (e.g., business)
understand more clearly thc relationship between their field and experi-
ential learning than do faculty in more theoretical fields. However,
the degree of understanding varies greatly from college to college.

This counseling phase is the time to help the student examine the
comparative costs and benefits (in terms of both time and money) of credit-
by-exare,nation programs and regular'courses. The counselor should, of
course, review the student's background to identify previous college
courses or other relevant education as well as nonformal learning
experiences..

Toward the end of this phase, the counselor works with the student
to complete the admissions aPplication and a financial aid application
if it is needed. It is important to be sure th-A the adult student



Lab e 1*

TWelve Steps iruAwarding c'redit for Women's Prior Learning
frorri Volunteer Work and Homemaking

Initial Connselinq

Step 1. . Identify student goals--obtain reasons for college reentry,
degree or nondegree program, credit or noncredit courses,
full- or part-time enrollment, etc.

Step 2., Identify relevant stadent background and experiences--list
previous college, credit-by-examination, nonformal learning,
etc.

Step 3. Complete admissions process--obtain transcripts; complete--
admission and financial aid applications;_mavi-de-academic
advice about relationship of asseAsmenf prior learning
to degree requirements, cost of assessing prior learning,
transferability of credits; describe registration procedures;
provide student services information; etc.

Initiating Procedures for Accrediting Prior Learning

Sted 4. Identify student's prior learning experiences--describe
volunteer worK, homemaking, travel, employment, ete.

Step 5. Identify learning underlying these experiences--have student
review "I Can" lists andIrdevelop an outline of her prior
learning experiences.'

.

Step 6. Develop and label experiential clusters--review prior learn-
ing experiences for patterns; label and cluster related
experiences;* have student develop personal "I Can" lists for
each cluster.

$tep 7. Determine resources for documenting each experiential area--
check on availability of work samples, job descriptions,
aeards for service, training certificates, etc.

*NOTE: This table was prepared by Educational Testing Service,
Pringeton, N.J., for limited distribution onIy. Unauthorized
reproduction is prohibited.
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Assessment

Step 8.

Tab14/1 (continued)

Identify relevant course(s) or department(s)--revtew lists
to identify department and/or course relevance; determine
whether or not coueSe equivalent or area credits will be
sought.

Step 9. Determine method of assessment--decide on formal (credit-by-
examination, challenge exam, or performance test) versus,in-
formal (interview, portfolio, derriptive paper, simulation,
etc.).

Step 10.

Step 11.

Step 12.

Form evaluation team(s)--assign faculty members in areas to
be assessed, instruct faculty in assessment pro6edures.

Write assessment agreement--specify content of assessment,
rel, 'on to subject area,or course, method of assessment,
docaentation required, number of credits; refer student to
pokLZolio preparation course, if applicable.

Evaluation--student takes test, prepares paper or po:rtfolio,
has interView, demonstrates 'Skill, etc.; evaluation team
determines whether or not credit will be awarded and; if so,
the number of credits or grade.

Getting the Credits on the Transcript

This phase is unique to each college; it involveS the ways in which
such credits are shown on transcript, relation to course titles, spe-
cial numbers for "life experience," etc.

entering into an assessment of experiential learning understands the regis-
tration procedures and costs involved, especially how these differ from
traditional courses and procedures. She should also be informed of possi-
ble problems in transferring credits for experiential learning. ghe must
know the college's rules and regulations that may limit the number of prior
learning credits r the kinds of degree programs in which these credits
can be applied.

Adult wcnen students have other special needs. This initial counseling
1)1-lase is o good time to tell the woman about special groups on your campus
for women and/or adult students. At this point, the counselor should also
proviclt information about academic advisement and other counseling serv-
ices, employment opportunities, housing and/or transportation, child care
nnd health care programs, and student activities and recreation.
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Initiating Procedures for AccIelitimpriullearnial

For this second phase of the evaluation process, some colleges have
special 9burs Yo help students detrelop the necessary materials prior
to assemef. In other"colleges, however, the student's counselor must
take the full responsibility for these activities.

prdhiF phase begins with the identification of all of the student's
learning experiences. Our workbook suggests that the student prepare

a reverse chronology of her life covering her homemaking, volunteer work,
employment, and travel. Then the counselor and student review this list or
outline together. Using the "I Can" lists, they identify the learnings,
skills, and competencies underlying these experiences. Next they group
these learning experiences into clusters of related activities. After the
student has labeled and clustered groups of related experiences, she can
develop her own personal "I Can" lists for each area. These lists define
the scope of the assessment.

The counselor then discusses with the student her available resources
for documenting Clat she does, indeed, have the competencies She has listed.
These d6cumentation resource, might include work samples, volunteer job
descriptions, awards for vefunteer service, certificates of training, and
recommendations from supervisors and coworkers.'' With this information at
hand, the Counselor(is prepared to help the student enter into the third
phape, the assessment process itself.

Assessment

The student, aided by the counselor, must determine several major
points. The fiist of these is to identify the relevance of the student's
prior experiential learning to departments or to.specific courses.
Some colleges award credit only for experiential learning that essen-
tiAlly parallels that acquired in a course the college offers. Others
"stretch" this rule and award diedit for independent study in a given

'department when the learning is obliiously relevant to that field but
is not covered in a currently offered course. Still other colleges
award general credits in'a field related to the prior learning without
requiring any special course designation. A number of counselors have
reported that, in colleges that are just beginning to recOgnize the
relevance of prior experiential learning, faculty are moril comfortable
with experience that directly relates to specific, practiOum-type courses.

Next the student and counselor must determine the best method of
assessing the student's prior learning in eaph area. The two major types
of assessment are aF follows:
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1. Formal assessment. The student takes a test in a credit-
by-examination prograM1 or takes a colege-prepared "chal-
lenge" exam for a Particular course; or takes a performance
examination in which she may demonstrate her skills.

2. Informal assessment. The student prepares a portfolio of
her'work; faculty members interview the student about her
experiencesr the student prepares a descriptive paper
about her experiences; or the student prcvides a simula-
tion, or demonstration, of her skills,

Formal examinations are most appropriate when the nature of the
student's lern.'-ng,experiences is highly\relevant to test content. The
awarding of credit is usually predetermined by institutional policies foe
"passing" and "grade" scores.

, Informal evaluation is more complex. The next step in
/uation of the s udent's experience is to form an evaluation
area to be aseessed. These teams are often composed of the

informal eval-
team for each
student's

counselor and two faculty members from the appropriatt department. If the
team's faculty members have never assessed prior experiential learning,
the counselor should be prepared to orient thern'thoroughly to their task,
before the assessment itself. (Several publications to help faculty and
students in understanding and preparing-for the assessment of prior learn-
ing are available from the Council for the Advancement of Experiential
Learning.)

Aftet the assessment team has been formed, the members should prepare
an assessment agreement. This agreement should specify (1) the content of
the assessment, (2) the relationship between the assessment and the stibject
area or course designation, (3) the method of assessment, and (4) the num-
ber or range of credits that may be awarded. Using this agreement, the
student then prepares the materials necessary for the assessment.

%

When the portfolio and/or other assessment materials are complete,
the assessment team reviews them. They use the same kind of expert judg-
ment that faculty meldpers use in grading papere or assessing other course
work. The student is notified of the outcome of the.assessment, and the
coenselor then takes the action for the credits to be placed on the stu-
dent's transcript. The form in which the credits are recorded may have
some.relationship to their transferability. In general, colleges are most
apt to accept credits described/s directly rllated to a Specific course.

OVERCOMING ADMINISTRATION AND FACULTY CONCERNS
o

In seeking to develop a program to award credit for prior experiential
learein; at a community college, counselors may meet some reluctance on the
part of administrators and faculty. Admi-istrators often raise the question



,

"Is A possible to give credit for prior learning without jeopardizing
the college's financial situation?" For a college primarily dependent upon
tuition for ,a operating costs, accrediting prior learning can reduce the
total amount of tuition paid by a student. Many tuition-dependent colleges
solve this problem by limiting the number of credits that may be awarded
for prior learning and by charging for the assessrent of such lehrning.
This fee cover's the counselor's time and the time of the faculty serving
pn the assessment teams. In addition, many colleges charge extra for
courses that help students prepare portfolios to documentlthuir experien-
tial learning. These fees help offset the loss of tuition-that students
in regular programs (and taking traditional courses) would normally pny to
the college.

Communitycolleges that receivc public funding from the state or'local
postsecondary school districts may find that t:ais funding is related to
statistics such as average daily attendance. Such funding formulas are a
direct disincentive to award credit for prior learning. Funding formulas
based on the number of people earning degrees are, on the other hand, an
incentive,-to accrediting prior experiential learning. The most common
practice in publicly supported colleges is a funding system in which the
state and the student share the cost of assessing prior learning.

Faculty in community colleges sometimes express concern about maintain-
ing academic standard4 if credit is awarded for prior learning from unpaid
work experience. It is important for,faculty to understand that, by their
involvement in the assessment team, they have as much control over the
standarCs for a-crediting experiential learning as they do when they evalu-
ate students fuL other types of learning. Some faculty may feel that prac-
tical experience is insufficient by itself and can only augment theory-
based learning. One solution is to arrange for experiential learning
credits to be awarded in conjunction with or after successful completion of
the theoretical course work. In other cases of faculty concern, counselors
have found that having women obtain credit for their volunteer work and
homemaking experiences through enrollment in independent study courses is a
good way to begin to move toward accrediting prior experiential learning.
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(OPEN DOORS
Cat TO SEX EQUITY

GAVILAN

Exemplary Counseling Models
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Six Open Doors: Institutional Models
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OVERVIEW

.The best kept secret in postsecondary education today is that two-year
colleges have the talent and tools to participate in a quiet revolution.
the revolution is.the turning of women students toward better paying career
fields through "open dooe'equity counseling. If we'pursue'it with skill
and determination, educational equity for men and women students can mean
economic equity for women and men in a few years.

Furthermore, there are sotind'edonomic reasons for colleges to reduce
sex bias, as they face a period of declining birth rates and lower,veteran
enrollments. Feriales make up the largest group of nontraditional learners,
and they represent potential full-time enrollment studen s for the years
to come. The hope of the future iNall two-year college is open access
for all nontraditional career candiditas.

The female enrolling in a vocational program in 1978 faces some hard
economic factsrthat did xot exist in previous decades. Two indomes have
increasingly become a necessity for families today. The number of working
mothers (women with children under 18 years of age) has increased more than
threefold since 1950. Working wives make a substantial contribution,to
family income. About 2.5 million wives (or 12 percent) who work/contribute
half or more of the family income. Among married women living with'their
husbands; nearly two-fif,ths of those with children under six years old and
more than half of those with school-age children only, are eMployed. Fifty-
five percent of separated, divorced, and widowed women who have preschool
children are workers.

The urgency to provide females with marketable skills and a viable
income potential becomes more apparent when one realizes that in 1975,
approximately one family in eight was headed by a woman. Of these women,
54 percent were in the labor force, and nearly two-thirds of those women
workers whre the only earners in their families. In that same'period,
one-third of all black familieo were headed by women, while ten percent
of all white families were headed by women.

During the last 50 years, the profile of the average female worker
has changed substantially. In the 1920's, she was 29 years old, single,
and epployed as a cicrk or factory worker. Today she is a 35-year-old
woman in one of a great variety of occupations. Almost seven out of ten
of these women.workers have full-time' jobs at some time c 1ring the year,
and four out of ten work at full-time jobs the year around.

The occupational distribution of women is still quite different from
that of men, and the disparity between incomes is startling. Women are
more apt to work in the aower paying grades of white collar work, even though
their average educational level is equal to or exceeds that of their male
counterparts. According to a 1974 Department of Labor study, the median
income of women was $6,772--just over half the median of $11,835 for men.
We seem to be regressing rather than progressing toward salary equity--in
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1q55, the salary gap wag only $1,533. 'Vie ever-widening gap between
incomes for Women and those for men is.one of the most disturbing .

inequalities.

The female who starts workiiig in A78 can expect to spend approxi-
mately 25 years 41 the labor force. To insure a stable economic future
for the American family; females must receive vocational training in
fields that-will provide upward economic mobility.

America's twO-year colleges, particularly the pUblic community
colleges, have a strong tradition of catering to the contiradng educa-
tion needs of the matureotudent. These colleges have been in the
forefrolt of institutions providing special dlasses, counseling programs,
remed14 work, child care facilities, and a supportive atmosphere to
women seeking to give new direction and meaning to their lives through
education. However, a Center for Women's Opportunities (CWO) survey in
the spring of 1976 revealed that leis than half of the nation's two-year
colleges had recognized the need for equity counseling by instituting
appropriate staff retraining and reallocation of institutional resources
to serve adequately the growing influx of female students searching for
skills and,credentials for entry or reentry into the labor force. The
publication of Women in Community and Junior Colleges in the fall of 1977
led to demands by more and more institutions and local women's groups for
"recipes for community change."

The Center for Women's Opportunities receives a flood of inquiries
from two-year, institutions on "how to...develop...fund...staff...reorient
existing institutional resources to serve the rapidly changing needs of
community college female students." The six colleges featured in Part V
have made major commitments of institutional resources to address the
needs of targeted populations of females in each of their service areas.;
Each has developed its program(s) with keen insights into the needs for
sound administrative practice in a period of fiscal accountability.

Each has a different pattern of staffing, funding, and,services
delivery. These colleges were selected for participation after careful
review of the applications of 132 colleges. The programs described are
committed to sex equity in student counseling. They are exemplary of
the quiet revolution.

This quiet revolution requires a commitment to a well-designed series
of institutional changes. These changes will require a reallocation of
institutional :esources but need not place more stress.on already tight
budgets. Among the institutional changes made by these six exemplary
programs are these:

1. A well-reasoned rationale baE;ed on a recent survey of
community needs;
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2. A planning strategy that involves people froM the community
and from the institution who are committed to economic as
well as educational equity;

\

3. A c)ear 61efinition of what new target population(s)'are to
be recruited and enrolled;

4. An inventory of institutional and community resources that can
be used for the newly recruited nontraditional student popilla-
tions, including personnel, budget dollars), facilities, and
time; and

5. An implementation program plan that is cognizant of the needs
of a particular student group.

Some examples of this last plan follow.

/
o thstitution wishing to recruit, c unsel, and place teenage sin-

parents in a program designed t91 train and place themin indus-
....1' as electronics technicians mus give serious thought to their
desperate need for low-cost, onsit child care.

o An institution wishing to train urban minority housewives to be
vending machine repairers must include, as key 'elements in the
plan, flexible scheduling and an intensive, short-term, develop-
mental math course tied to the introduction to tool usage.

o An institution desiring to recruit displaced homemakers/ for auto
body repairs must develop ways to prevent verbal and physicaf
harassment when male turf is first "invaded."

Review the process and content of your school's'recruitment planning;
scrutinize the when, where, and how of your institution's yutreach policies.

What do recruitment brochures, catalogues, and audiovisuals say to
and about females? Are only males shown in roles requiring physical
labor? Are females portrayed in passive, dependent poses? Are males ever
encouraged to explore allied health careers? Are females and males_intro-
duced to multiple options for careers that 6learly Spell out the.lengt)) of
training, 'cost, and potential income in the yejars ahead?. Does the ,initi-
tution provide support services for the handitapped--and publicize them?

How does your admissions policy book? Does the admissions plan,
through benign neglect, .tolerate artificial barriers for females? Such
barriers include inadequate financial aid for part-time students, inad -
quate developmental math or science instruction, and an absence of woik-
study and child care programs.

,,,i

I
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Are all.students provided noniexist admissions counseling to overpome
soc-ialized anxieties about career choice?

Are males treated preferentially in rpeciali!ad shop or apprentice-
Ship programs.because of artificial quota systems based on sex or age?
Conversely, are males discouraged from enrolling in traditional female
occupations such as nursing, dental hygiene, social service's?

4%

How long has it been since your district-examined its programs for
the on-the-jcb experience optionA to insure,that they provide equal work?
When was the last time that your, institutiontook a long, hard look at its

'

work-stely program? Is it geared to frovide male and female students with
career-related experiences (and_pay) that, when added to claisroom experi-
ences, will,provide credentiall to ewer the job market with a resuMe that
will lead to a job --not just a job for 'the week or this mont,h----but a job
that will be part of a.fulfilling,'open-ended career witlipotential for
income groWth?

Another area of.conce# to those pursuing the quiet revolution is
01vocational test!ng. Every two-year-pottsecondary institution needs to up-

cdate its program in vocational testing and to include nonrexist counseling
to counter the sex bias, found in many of today's vocational intereAt and
aptitude inventories. one interesting note from studies recently completed
across the country is that many junior and'community colleges are beginning
to use testing devices other than paper and pencil to identify Studentn
who work well with tools and technologies once thought to be so'elythe
male domain. Carefully adapted manual-skills inventories are e

;
pecially

helpful to those who have not had prior vocational testing,or have poor
reading and computation skills.

What is the significance of these preliminary access efforts? During
the fall of 1976, CWO conducted a study', of stUdents in two-year colleges
across the United States. CWO asked 1,166 females and 1,230 malestudents
questions about their prior work and educational experiences, as well as
what obstacies they were encountering in pursuit of edUcational and occur
pational goals. Respondents ranged in age from 16 to 76 years of age;
60 percent were under 21 and 40 percent oyer 21. Of the female sample,
84.4 percent were white, 9.3 percent were black, and 6.3 percent other;
00 percent had completed high school. Over half (54.5 percent) of the
females .fere currently employed; one-third of these had full-time jobs,
and two-thirds, were working part time. .Their reasons for enrolling
were as follows:

II

Percentage Reason for Enrolling

41.0 To gain skills and credentials to
enter the labor force immediately

upon completion of the program
in which currently enrolled;
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25.6

23.4

For general knowledge;

To transfer to another instituticn
upon completion of present program
(included were four-year programs
and proprietary schools); and

10.3 Other (including skills refresher
or upgrading).

Other findlngs of the CWO study that have relevance to equity counselA-
ing are these:

Enrollments in nontraditional-occupation prograa ere
largest where there was a well-defined plan fqr outreach
recruitment, counseling, testing, and placement designed
tO provide support systems to the nontrad4ional stmdent
throughoLc his or her training.

In the female sampleuless than 10 percent of the stu-
dents had had any kind of vocational testing: good,
poor, or indifferent. Their views of high ec
.nunseling were either\ negative or nonexistelt, arid
Luey lacked a clear-cut picture of the world

, and the multiple career options open to men and w, ngn
today.

Female enrollments in the traditional programs auch
as secretarial science were most frequently based upon
female role models from home and school exPeriences.

Se/f-images were frequently poor.

Students in emerging or growth occupations such as
drafting, data processing managemer or real estate
frequently cited females as role models.

The contacts with positive male and female role models
tended to improve the self-images of tIle students and to
provide more factual information about their chosen
career fields.

Females in nontraditional programs had strong relation-
ships with male role mOdels in school or home. They
cited older brothers and fathers frequently as having
had influential roles in career choice. They also cited
suppiort of male teachers at a "turning poii.t" in school
training. These females had a strong commitment to suc-
ceed. Generally, they were more aware of the incoMe pc-
tential of their fields than were the women in traditional
programs.
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In 400 oral interviews, CWO asked the women ta identify
the other factors that had influenced their career
choices. Most often citild were TV soap opera characters
and prime-time heroines. The TV screen provided only a
very limited knowledge of nontraditional jobs. (Women
wno are gainfully employed are seldom home in the day-
time to be so influenced by TV, hut a quick review of.
TV Guide will alert readers to the predominance of women
characters in low paying.service jobs 4.n allied health,
retail sales, and clerical occipations).

Until the societal messages received by students from the media change,
colleges must drastically improve the information that current students and
potential students have about the changing patterns in the world of work.
This means that local school districts and community co/ileges must develop
plans to upgrade the quantity and quality of coopera:i1e education experi-
ences open to students, especially women students. Women can no longer
tolerate being sent into dead,end, low paying, potentially obsolete skill
areas.

In our 24,000-mile journey on the "Open Door" project, we asked local
,counselors and administrators to identify barriers to female entry into the
better paying occupations. From their answers, we could identify gdditiOnal
areas where the quiet revolution must be pursued, such as these:

Despite the Labor Department's Call to increase the number
of female app/ mtices from the current 2 percent level,
there is an absence of concrete quideliftes for opening
apprenticeship programs. Of the 259 two-year colleges with
apprenticeship programs, very few can relate success stories
regarding recruitment of women Into apprenticeship programs.
Once admitted, women apprentices have sY.lwn good scholastic
and skill-develonment records. But it takes a concerted
effort on the part of vocational administrators to work'with
employers who have strong commitments to affirmative action,
in concert with union apprenticeship screening committees.

There was widespread ignorance of how to utilize various ki ds
of industrial and Federal funds to increase programs designed
to attract and train women in suel fields as auto mechanics,
tool-and-die making, welding, and farm machinery repl.r.

10ne of the most underutilized sources, the Vocational Education
Act (and Amendments) of 1976, should be providing annual budgetary
incentives for all vocational institutions to overcome sex bias
between now and 1981. Reduction of sex bias was one of the key
components of that legislation. It was meant f_o assist each--
.institution to launch its own local quiet revolution. If a loN1



instiLution is not included in its state's plan, the admin-
istratLon should form whatever coalitions are necessary to
revise the state's plan.

The Vocational Education Act amendments are just one of a
dozen ways that open-door colleges can package funding to pro-
vide counseling and instructional services for target popula-
tions of females. Once an institution decides on its priorities
in recruitment, selection, and placement of students, then the
func ng L.pproaches must follow some new planning cycles (for
example, investigation,of Titles I, III, VI, and VIII,of CETA).

Numerous administrators cited the need for staff retrain-
'ing as a major barrier to female succdss.in nontraditional
programs. Few'felt experienced in changing staff attitudes
.about work roles appl-opriate for women. There is a general
concern for "fear of failure" in changing male attitudes in
the trades. However, where staff had participated in sensi-
tivity,workshops on reducing sex bias in the classroom,
ldministrators were highly enthusiastic. "It saved two jobs
previouslli targeted for retrenchment," remarked one relieved
administrator in a strongly unionized district.

Few institutions have provided for annual review of their
commitment toiitle VII of the Civil Rights Act or Title IX
of the Educational Amendments of 1972, and thus they have no
workable selt-evaluation tool for annual rei4E , of progress.

Once the doors of shops and labs open to women and men on an equal
basis, what can be expected in the way of change for our students, teachers,
end administrative staff? Research conducted under contract for the U.S.
Office of Education offers some insights.

One study notes.that staff retraining is needed to overcome sex bias
in textbooks, classroom discussion, and audiovisuals. Female students in
nontraditional classes can provide a needed boost to lagging morale and
incentives for all 'students to excel if given a fair chance. Recent
research indicates that when three or more females are enrolled in the
same class.of a nontraditional course, they provideLa network of peer
counseling and assistance in developing the individi-women's survival
skills.

The stereotypes of the pahst will not disappear in one semester or one
school year, but there are keys to helping female students overcome them.
Among the keys provided by forward-looking administrators of the "Six Open
Doors" colleges are these:

Institutionwide commitment to upgrading career counseling by
professionals and peek role models from the community;
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Developing a strong suplort and "peer counseling" network
amoag students.;

Developing better access for counselors to up-to-date
\ informatl,)n on current and projected job market conditions;

r,:veloping services.that encourage enrollment in 'curriculums
leading to jobs in growth fields with potential for high
economic return;

Encouraging visits by nontraditionally employed men and women
from'area industries to your rampus, ,to provide personal
insights into working relationships and career planning; and

Awarding students credit for life experiences in the world
of,work.

Finally, and imPortantly, each inkitution must review the need for
program advisory committees that better represnt the distribution of females
in the work force. It is no longer justifiable to liMit women employers
and managers to the traditional committees for the allied health fields,
clfrical work,'retail sales, and cosmetology. There are women business
managers'and owners in all 50 States. A major U.S. Government study now
points with pride to the sharp rise in businesses owned by women.

The current quest for women's rights actually.besian back in the late
1950's and.early 1960's as the number of working women began to rise rapidly.
Five major pieces of legislation have influenced the\development'of equity
counseling in higher education in recent years. They are the Civil Rights
Act of 1968, as amended; Title IX dr-the Higher Eddcation Act of 1972; the
proposed Equal Rights Amendment of 1972; and the sex equity provisions )f

the Vocational,Education 'Act of 1976./To these landmarks of legislation'
the #504 Regulations of 1977 add aditional weight. Each of these legisla-
tive and regulatory statutes has broad implications for equity counseling.

Much economic and legal progress for women.was made in the late 1960's
and early 1,Vo's. Barriers to fair and equal treatment in education and
employment Are now clearly against the law. These inequities and restric-
tions have been a visible concern in the career development of women;
however, the countless other barriers to women's participation in the
work world Are more subtle and, consequently, exceedingly more difficult
to change. They are developed and reinforced in the home, by the family,
and in the school and community, especiraly in vocational education. Since
occupational educat4nn is uniquely related to the economic status o7 wopen,
two-year colleges mabi, focus on the educational and economic needs oyJomen
who arc, beginning to be in high demlird in today's labor market.
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PROCEED

PROGRAMS FOR REDISCOVERING OPPORTUNITIES FOR
CONTINUED EDUCATION, ENRICHMENT, AND DEVELOPMEgT

BERGEN COMMUNITY COLLEGE

PROCEED was develpped at Berger Community College,
Paramus, New Jersey, to integrate all the services,
progr AP, and commtnity-based facilities of this large,
urban-suburbarOcollege. It has proved most valuable
in helping the college to serve better the needs of
w6men from all racial and socioeconomic backgrounds.
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BACKGROUND

The growth and development of the women's programs at Bergen Community
College in Paramus, New Jersey, reflect both the changing educat onal needs
of urban and suburban women in the 1970's and the effort and cOmmitment of
the college to identify and respond to these needs. Formerly content with
finding fulfillment through marriage and motherhood, women are now
guestionihg their life choices and personal expectations. In dncreasingly -4
large numbers, women Are developing new lifestles and exploring new options.
As they reach out to learn more about themse/ves,and the World around them,
they realize that they need information, as well as a support system and a
sense of identity, before they can develop a plan of actio*._

The PROCEED Concept

For hundreds of Bergen County women, the search for self and the
exploration of new options has been aided by the PROCEED program developed
at Bergen Community College in 1977. PROCEED--Programs for Rediscovering
0Ipportunities for Continued Education, Enrichment,. and Deve1opment--recog-
nizes that many women want to begin or change careers, to develop new skills,
or to achieve personal, enrichment. PROCEED offers these women degree pro-
grams, noncredit courses, a WOmen's Center, convenient scheduling, counsel-
ing, child care, support groups, and a club for returning adult students.
This comprehensive program is designed to provide women of Bergen County
with the appropriate guidance needed to develop personal, educational, and
employment goals.

History. anc.it;ieveLonent

PROCEED is thvculmination of prpgrams begun earlier in the.decade.
In 1973, Bergen Community Co ege demonstrated its commitment to women's
education by establishing a bricredit program luTeWlegilas the Women's
Institute. The program was ponsored by the college's Department
of Community Services through a special outreach counseling service estab7
lished at the college's Adult Learning Center and through a few workshops
offered by the Department of Student Personnel.

The enthusiastic response to th.s program Orompted the creation of
additional programs and services. Moreover, as women's needs,idethese
areas have grown and diversified, the college continues to,fespond,
involving an increasing number of faculty and staff, identifying adminis-
trative leadership, supporting outreach and recruitment programs, and
accepting responsibility for providing financial support.
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PROGRAMS AND SERVICES

The Women's Institute

This program of self-sustaining, noncredit learning experiences
inclmdes career planning workshops, enrichment courses, training programs,
and refresher courses. The courses, intended for women of all ages and
educational backgrounds, are scheduled for the daytime, evenings, andweekends. The six courses initially offered were career planning, pre-
retirement planning, women and politics, office skills, women and finances,
and a program on management training designed especially for women. Overthe past 5 years, the variety and number of co.irses, workshops, and seminarshave increased markedly,. ut some of the original courses are still offered.

Of the 44 individual coUrses now offered, none is more popular than
the career planning workshop, "Wbmen in Transition." This six-session
course, designed to help participants make choices among career and edu-
cational alternatives, is offered three or four times each year and'is
always quickly filled. It,includes an optional vocational "interest and
aptitude" inventory.- OpEt to participants is minimal.

Other popular programs" of the Women's Institute are "The Profits and
Pitfalls of a Business of Vour Own," "Women's Health Day," and "Dealing
With Divorce," all one-day programs, as are some courses--"You and Your.
Finances" and "Math Anxiety Workshops," for example.

Most participants in'the Women's Institute program are middle-aged,
middle-income women. Half are high school graduates and half are collegegraduates. Very few have advanced degrees.

Instructors for the programs are college counselors, faculty members,
and community leaders. Many courses are cosponsored by agencies such asthe Women's Bureau, the Department of Labor, the Small Business Adminis-tration, and the local Chamber of Commerce.

The Women's Center

An outgrowth of the Women's Institute, the Women's Center was formed
to meet the expressed desire of women to meet on an informal but regular
basis. This free program features talks by college faculty members and
community residents, discussions, and films.' Attendance averages 50
persons per week. It is an effective recruitment aid for longer-term
training.

In addition to these programs, the Student Personnel Department and
the Community Counseling Service at the Adult Learning Center offer free
counseling'des:gned to help women'define their educational and vocational
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goals. Career planning and interest.testing, along with informktion on
educational programs, financial aid, and local employment opportunities
are also offered.

The OASIS Club

OASIS--Once Again Students In School--emerged in 1976
'to adult students' desires to help each other adapt tb coll
This organization meets twice a month to discuss topics of
to share mutual concerns. OASIS is a self-help membership
turning students; it, sponsors speakers, tutorial services,
among other things.

in response
ege life.

interest and
club of re-
and carpools,

Services Center

AnotheAlital component of PROCEED, launched in 197§,, is the store-
front Services Center in downtown Hiackensack, in the formet Hackensack
Record building. Friendly, biracil staff with multilingnal capabilities
provide information, counseling, eferral, and short-term training to
inner-city women. They offer assistance with adult basic education, high
school equivalency tests, and.:apprenticeship training, as well as college

. courses. A small careers library has been started. Services are avail-
able to walk-in clrients as well as by appointment. Practical, short-
term workshops on job search, resume writing, and interview techniques
are especially popular. Services are either free or low-cost. Financial
responsibility for the building is..borne by the college.

)

Oeunt human serVices agenbies and the State !Apartment of Labor find
that this ite is an excellent place to refer clients with training ande
educational needs, since a countywide bus service stops at the corner. N
This same bus service has added a triangular route that also links with
Bergen's subUtban campus and Ramapo College, a four-year institution.

The downtown site helps to overcome the natural fears of barriers that
many low-income women expect to encounter. When necessary, the Services
Center staff accompanies client groups on their first vt:.sit to the Bergen
campus to smooth the wly through registration, financial aid, and campus
orientation.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

In 1977, the PROCEED concept was originated to consolidate efforts
to meet the education-1 needs of adult women in Bergen County. All
components of women's ?rogramming (Women's Institute, Women's Center,
OASIS, and counseling services) were un4'ied urder the leadership of Virginia
Laughlin, Dean of Students. A femalc Allty task force was created to
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work with the dean in the existing programs and to develop
an all-inclusive, collegewide program. Special registrations for first-
title program enrollees, counseling support groups for Women returning
to education, and an evening lecture series called "Perspectives" were
added to the existing programs.

Learninq Resources Center

As PROCEED has moved to integrate the activities formerly scattered
among several offices and divisions ofthe college, a new sense of unity
and commitment has developed throughout the college. Staff of the Learn-
ing Rasources Center, for example, point with pride to the expanding
Career Exploration Collection that includes both printed and audio- ,

visual materials. The Career Exploration materials are attractively
displayed on open shelves fdr el'Xy access and are available to both
students and visitors year round. Interlibrary loans of hard-to-find
technical information can be arranged through a statewide clearinghouse.

Orientation Sessions

To inform the public about PROCEED and the diverse offerings avail-
able for women at Bergen Community College, a morning and\an evening
orientation session were held in both the fall and spring semesters. In
addition, workshops on decisionmaking and self-assessment were held. The
success of these orientation sessions demonstrated that more and more
women are choosing to pursue lifelong learning, and the offerings of Ber-
gen Community College are ,Iseful in generating additional enrollments.

Specialty Program

Under CETA grants and contracts, thp college has provided techni-
cal assistance and counseling to several subpopulations of Bergen County
through the Office of the Dean of Continuing Education.

The CETA program proposals were developed by Continuing Education
Office staff in consultation with the other programmatic offices of
the college. Currstly under study are several CETA proposals focusing
on job retraining TElor other subpopulations, including out-of-school
youth and the elderly.

Artists-in-Residence Program. In a downtown location, area artists
(including many women) and craftspedple gharpen their skills. Each is
admitted to the program following a juried evaluation of skills, need,
and personal commitment. Participants receive tiaining in marketing
techniques and budgeting. Several exhi!bits on campus have resulted in
purclaies and g fts of artwOrks for the college'campus.
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Community Orchestra. A community orchestra has provided income
for its participants, along with many enriching experiences for school
children and adult audiences in the couryty.

Career Counseling Program. This special program for low-income
women, especially those on welfare, has drawn praise from public agency
personnel because of its success rate in motivating women who formerly
felt defeated by "the system." This short-term program offers individ-
ualized vocational testing and group activities to reinforce positive
attitudes tot4rd personal growth.

The PROCEED Task Force is continuing to expand its involvement with
other community-based agencies. During the spring 1978 semeater, this
group, in coopetation with the Women's Bureau of the U.S. Department of
Labor, sponsored an all-day career conference, "Mbving Lnto the Wbrld
of Work." Plans include publication of a newsletter ancithe establish-
ment of a PROCEED Scholarship Fund. In addition, the following pos-
sibilities are being explored:

o Identification of a special location--"The Wbme s Place"--
to be set up as a clearinghouse for information, women's
library, and a support counseling center.

1

o Development of women's studies courses.

o Offeiing of a credit-option, interdisciplinary course
entitled "Women in Contemporary Society."

Wointmantof\a,full-time Coordinator for PROCEED
activities. Tlid.coordinator will be funded by the
college and will report to the Dean of Students.

o Scheduling of additional programs in the community
to attract minority women..

o Extension of child care services to evenings and
weekends.

o SpOnsoring of inservice workshops for faculty to
increase their understanding of adults who are
continuing their education.

o Inclusion of extracurricular activities such as
a women's filM festival, meetings with women leg-
islative leaders, and guest lecturers.
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o Expansiol of available proficiency examw and the
, introduc ion of "credit for life experience" optiohs.

o Training of peer counselors.

PROCEED's success can be measured in both quantitative And qualitative
terms. It has enriched the lives of thousands of community women over the
past eight years. It has been of significant assistance to women who would
have had no help without it.
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OCEW

THE OFFICE OF CONTINUING. EDUCATION FOR WOMEN

BREVARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE

The program development and counseling Model initiated,
at.Brevard CommuniLy College; -Cocoa, Florida, has-been
a pioneer in- developing services for three distinct
populations;

1. Women in transition,

2. Women of minority groups, and

3. Wbmen with low incomes who are seeking job
skills and credentials through training.

Staff members of the Office of Continuing Education for
Women provide services both on campus and throughout their
county. The population served is both urban-suburban and
farm-based.



BACKGROUND

Brevard County in Florida is classified as an urban-rural area, but it
has no large urbdh areas. It,is 70 miles long and 15 miles wide, and there
iS very little public transportation. Unemployment is high, as are rates for
alcoholism and divorce. Typically, as in many Southern coMmunities, women
are not encouraged to enter better paying occupations traditionally held to
be "male.", prorinces, There-has,lpng been a need for programs to help many
in the female pofiulation who want to imprelve their self-image and to acquire,
rapidly and at low cost,-skills and credentials that are marketalple for pay
above the minimum wage.

-

To serve these women, the Council for Continuing Education for Women
was formed in 1969; its members were interested volunteers. In its
meetings, the council developed concepts and later held a nrber of.special-
interest seminars. The first center for information and reterrals was
set up in offiCe space provided by Brevard Community College, and with a
staff of part-time volunteers.

.

In 1974, a Women's EducAtion Development Incentive (WENDI) grant was
awarded under the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA); Title I.
The grant made it possible to establis,. i transition course for women who
want to identify or clarify their goals in order to pursue further training
Qr to enter the work force directly. The Office for Continuing Education
for Wdmen (OCEW) at Brevard Community College noW administers the WENDI
grant as well as related, institutionally supported continuing education'
courses for women.

The first WENDI class was rapidly filled before it could be publicized.
SuIsequently, one newspaper.advertibement prompted more than 100 phone calls
frftliwomen requesting to be put on the waiting list. The program's staff
rapidly grew from one teacher-counselor and a secretary to include 18 part- ,

time teachers, four part-time employees, and one fulel-time employee.

Srnce its inception, the WENDI Program hip been delivered in villages,
retirement housing complexes, Patrick Air Forc Base, and the towns of Cocoa
.Beach, Cocoa, Melbourne, and Titusville. -The ENDI Program has successfully
counseled and trained over 4,000 women. OCEW' oes to meet the women, wherever ,-
they are--in shopping center or supermarket co munity. rooms, fire halls, etc.
Recruitment work goes on in well-baby clinics, food stamp purchase 1:Ines,
revival maetings, and PTA, get-togethers. Annually, wENDI has generated reve-
nues for.the college in excess.of 4t.aff and facilities costs. It has built
'goodwill for the collage through a well-plannecimedia campaign; The percentage
of females enrolled in credit programs has steadily risen in recent years to
more tlian 50 percent of total enrollment.

During the third year of WENDI's operation, Brevard Community College

developed and implemented.another significant program entitled Work Opportu-
nities for Wbmen (WOW), funded under CETA,Title III. The main purpose of

1 _./
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. this program was to locate women candidates for nontraditional training at
arevard Community College, and to supply on-the-job training and job
placement through a job readiness-work preparation course.

OCEW's staff members come from all the various racial-, ethnic,
and socioeconomic backgrounds found in the area. Through a strong
staff development and inservice training program, the Staff as well as the
students have experienced upward mobility. For example, one staff member'
has moved on to head a large CETA program. .0ne black staff member (a
divorcee) who came.to.,OCEW without a degree but with a strong determination
to improve herself, noe heads a similar wamen's program at another Florida
college. The OCEW programs have had consistently good attendance by black
women, partly because of the ongoing outreach/efforts by black.staff MeMbers.

Five years of experience in the women's programs.wat Brevard'Community
College, research into other programs in the United States, and investiga-
tion of the literature on related subjects all indicate.,that peer group
counseling as well as role-model "facilitators" help enhance the image women
have of themselves and thereby smooth the women's transition to training, ,

schooling, or work.

The core of both the WENDI and the WOW programs is an intensive peer
group counseling course with a role-model "facilitator." The WENDI course
lasts six weeks; the WOW course offers four weeks of intensive training
preparatory to possible placement in a year's training program in a non-

.,traditional field.

OUTREACH, RECRUITMENT, AND ADMISSIONS

Outreach

Because transportation is a problem for the disadvantaged, classes are
offered in accessible locations such as supermarkets and coMmunity centers
and scheduled for time convenient fo. working women. "Vocationaff-Readinesr
Job Preparation" (WENDI) , "Vocational Planning for:1Minority Women," and the
Continuing Education for Women classes are offered off campus, in all ections
of the county, as well as on campus.

To insure that women hear about the prograMs, the Office of Continuing
Education for Women maintains contact with community social service and
employment agencies; churches; State and local organizations; clubs; civic
organizations; and social groups. Some of the groups contacted are these:

State Department of Labor's local Employment Service Office;

County Welfare Office and its staff;

County Manpower Council (CETA);
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State Department of,HighevEducation and vocational
education officea; and

Voluntary organizations such as Grey Panthers, Girl
Scouts, Campfire Girls, and YWCA.

Referrals are made by agencies such as the Floridg Employment Security'
Commission, Vocational Rehabilitation, Mental Health; and Family Services;
law cnforcement agencies; halfway houses; .and ths Women's Center in Melbourne,
Florida. More than 4,000 persons axe on the mailing list for course schedules
and/newsletters. Brevard Community College includes the OCEW course schedule

, in its mailouts. Publicity is also provided by newspaper, tlevision, and
radio, and through the newsletters of such organization's as Federally
EmplOyed WOmen,.Kenne Space Center, and Patrick Air Fox-ce Base.

Recruitment

Recruiting women to take nontraditional training and to look tor non-
traditional jobs is a continuing process. Effective techniques include radio
and newspaper publicity, and routine contacts made with human resources
service-agencies. Probably the most effective recruitment of women for
nontraditional training or job search occurs in the WENDI classes themselves.
By increasing the students' self-confidence, the six-week program provides
the ilwetus many women need to see training or employment.

Students are recruited by- four. ethods:

Visits with Head Start mothers in the Cocoa area
. about the WEND1 program;

Visits to local high schools on career days--with
a slide show introduction to Vocational Programs
featuring the WENDI,and WOW programs;

Information booths at local shopping centers which
,distribute class schedules and program brochurea
describing WENDI programs; and

Seminars and workshops to preview the WENDI/Wow
techniques4 featuring distribution 'of program
brochures and class schedules.
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'Admissions

Admistion may be arranged bY mail or phone,'by registration at any
of the four Continuing Education offices in the County, or by inclass
registration.at the first class meeting. Women may also register at
seminars and workshops'. 'Special preregistration is arranged for disadvan-
taged applicants. ./

FINANCIAL AID

The bastc sources of financial aid are Brevard Community College and
CETA. Financial aid fOr the economically.disadvantaged is available through
CETA under Title I. This includes stipends, of.2.65 per classroom hour, .

plus mileage of ten cpnts a pile ($10 per week maximUm), child care, and
dependent allowances for those who qualify. An incentive of $30 a week is
paid to those receiving Welfare--Aid to Families with Dependent Children
(AFDC) or Social Security Incomè'Assistande (SSIA). Brevard Community

\College sometimes waives tuition. Tuition scholarships are sometimes avail-
able from local organizations and agenciet.

COUNSELING

The Brevard Community College women's counseling services are open to
all women, but the target population includes female heads of households,
women with low incomes, AFDC clients, former offAders, and members of
minority groups. Women enter the counseling program through an initial
session with the counselor; by referral from the central CETA office, or by
registering for any of the courses.

Group and individualicounseling are offered for personal.and vocational
concerns. In the 'initial interview, multiple personal problems--low self-
esteem, child care complications, fear of change--often surface. These
problems must be handled before specific vocational and educational goals
can be determined. (Women with legal or psychiatric or other health problems
are referred to appropriate communtiy agencies.for help.)

The first step is to determine the woman's immediate need: learning
skills to find a job, building self-confidence, improving communication
skills, or exploring career options and the kind of education needed to
prepare for the career choice. Then women are referred to apprdipriate
Continuing Education for Women classes.
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One-to-one counseling is available for each woman at any time. Par-
. ticipants'are encour A to have drie counseling session before they enroll

in any courses. Th reafter, individuals make appointments is the need
arises, to crystall ze career options and to work through personal probr-
leas felated to.school or career _planning.

Widows and.divorcees often need special counseling to deal kith grief,
anger, and resentment1 to handle,urgent financial problems; to develop
decisionmaking skillsl and to find new sources of support, affection, and
companionship. Othir persons.needing special counseling include those who
have physical limitations, test anxiety, fear of.success, fear about leara-

,

'ing math, severe reading problems, and difficulties in handling the English
language.

.

Courses Offered

The counsefing curriculum offers ways for womek to define themselves
in terms of past experiences, daydreams, interests, values, and personality
characteristics. 'Skills training includes instruction in asserting oneself,
making decisions, setting goals, writing resumes, handling interviews, search-
ing for jobs, making budget's, andvcommunicating. Students receive information
about their legal rights, the job market, career options, educitional programs
at Wevard Community College, financial aid, career centers, learning labs,
use of the li4ary, and community resources. Of particular value is a commu-

'nity services gandbook, updated annUally.

Courses emphasizing peer group counseling with a role-model facili-
tator are offered.throughout the county for women Who need only one aspect of
the program or who want to investigate only one area thoroughly. Some course
titles are "Assertive Communication," "Assertive Management," "Challenge of (
Single Living," "Human Potential Seminars," "Sexuality and Communication,"
"Min fbr Retirement Age WOmen," "Wbmen and the Law," and "Wbmen as Winners."

The groups engage in role ple'iing, hear reports, participaiie in panel
discussions, watch slide shows about nontraditional kinds of jobs, and tour
the industrial and technical areas of the college.

Women requiring further educational or vocational help in nontraditional
careers take a tour of the vocational classes, meet the instructora, and have
a chance to talk with women ilready enrolled in those classes.

2uestionnaire

In the counseling sessions each woman answers a questionnaire designed
'to find out her feelings about working around n so and'getting her hinds
dirty and what previous experience she hadha in the use.of handtools.
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Women may also take any of several testsi (described ih the next section)
which have been.fOund to be helpful in realistic, nontraditional vocational
planning.

Nontraditional Focus

Support groups for women tr4iuees in nontraditional occupations meet
.for an hour each week, primarily to share problems and solutions. At the
first meeting, the counSelor may givp the students a list of topics to r

investigate.if the group does not bring up topics of more pressing interest.
These topics may include assertivenessIskills, communication skills, goal
setting-and achievement, and organization and use of-time.

In,the beginnfng, the sessions are unstructured. Later the group
becomes more structured, with the emphasis on job-search skills,eincluding,
writing resumes, handling interviews, and following job leads. \

Women in the one-rear certificate programs have participated in these
groups more actively than have women in the "two..16-dr technology programs.

The two-7,-ar teellnclogy studz.nts are offered the op7;ztunity to aend
a College SurNival Skins group in Ihich the emphasis is on reading compre- -

hension, note taking, studying, and test taking. Sharing with their peers
the lack of confidence to cope with new materials and ideas has helped
gtudents develop methods'for success amon§ hemselves, N eithout the involv-
'ment of the counsefi Ing staff. One.of the rategies is group study sessions.

VOCATIONAL i'NTEREST AND ARTITUDE TESTS

Tests used in the counseling program include the Stronecampbell
Interest Inventory (SCIT) , the Myers-Briggs Type,Indicator, the General
Aptitude Test Battery (GATB), the Test of Adult Basi Education (TABE),
and the Miscue Reading Analysis.Test.

Strong-Campbell InterestInventory

The SCIT isoused to. pinpoint a woman's occupational interests.
Bep:ore the counselors administer the basic SCIT, they encourage each
womane,to consider the.gamut of occupations, not just those tradition-
ally-Open. to women. In interpreting the SCIT, the counselors emphasize
general themes rather than specific occupations, in order to present
more options.,to the test taker. The "Occupation Finder," a booklet
that categorized occupations according to.six orientatious, and the
Dictionary of OccUePational Titles can help expand women's awarenpes
of careers related td'tHeir intetests.' To overcome sex bias ia{this
test, OCEW staff members use these tools to-interpret'the test results.



.

Some problems,have been identified with the use of SCIT. One
is that women have been conditioned to dislike (or.suppress their
liking for/or, interest in) investigative tasks. Also, the SCIT
shows frequent high interest in two areas or themes that have long
been considered opposites: the conventional and the artistic; this,
paradox may reflect the high societal premium placed on orderliness
for wipmen.

Myers-BIA.usType Indicator

The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator poses situations calling for
the individual to exercise perception and jud4ment. The resuits
are correlated with job skills; introversion-extroVersion scales
give.indications of the kinds of jobs an0 work environments the
test taker,prefers.,-The test poses the-"types" in a positive way,
-thereby contributing to the test taker's self-esteem.

General Aptituae Test Battery

The GATB (U.S. Department of tabor) helps define general and
occupational aptitudes. As with all testing, the results of the
GAT8 are never 11,.d alone, but-are always correlated.with other
information.about the test taker, such as work history, school
records, hobbies,.interests, physical.abillty, and personal economic
ituation.

Test of Adult Basic Education

The TABE measures the students' current athievement levels,in-
reading comprehension, vocabulary, mathematics, and spelling.
Once the TABE results are in, students with achievement be3ow
eighfh-grade levels 0 any skills are encouraged to upgrade those

' 4skills in the Singer 'Skills Lab.
1,

The Singer laboratory on Brevard's campus is equipped with
16 stations (carrels) with audiovisually administered skills tests,
that do not require reading. Each station tests for a single skill, o'
such as eye-hand control, peripheral vision, simple wet-and-dry
measurements, manual dexteritY, and familiarity with tool use. .

This lab is ope of the plus factors of Brevard's counseling of/low
socioeconomic And minority women.

Miscue_Reling_Apalyses Test

The Miscue Reading Analysis Test'is given as an auxiliary
technique in the College Survival'Skills Group. OCEW staff Adminis-
ter the test with assistance from the college counseling staff..
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JOB DEVELOPMENT AND PLACEMENT

Job development and placement consists of two essential components:
(1) a two-week,intensive class inemployability skills, -ping the peer
counseling structure under, the direption of a trained vocationil counselor;
and (2) an ongoing jOb development program with local business and industry.

Classes

The employability skills classes consist of 20 students who contract
with the counselor to find employment within'a two-week period. The students -
write resumes, develop job leads, make telephone calls, simulate interviews;
fill out applications, and counsel one another in the group.

Once the resumes hove been developed, job seekers are required to. make
10 phone calls per day to develop job leads. Leads result from calls for
information, such as the name of a contact verson within a business or in-
dustry, an appointment for an information interview, or an appointment for a
job interview. Calls to develop leads may be made to _relatives and friends,
places of business Usted in the phone book, or contacts obtained from the
placement coordinator.

1
7-

Printed scripts are available for role plaYing all;aspeci....S of the job-
finding program so that the students may gain confidence in the crassroom

.-before developing job leads or approaching personnel departments for the
all-important job interview.

4

1[

Both the traLled counselor and 4tou members encourage the women par-
ticipants, and help rebuild self-confide e that may be,lost when a partici-
pant is rejected during & job interview. .This rebuilding .process is vital
.if a woman is to .continue her job search. ,

,

Job Development Program

'A coordinator, who routinely visits places of employment in the commu-
nity, conducts the job development program. The local Chamber of Commerce
supports the job development effyrts by asking_its members to list any job
bpenings in the chamber office. Information about job openings is routed
to the job coordinator, who matches the opening with the applicants in the
placement file. These openings also provide the job leadS'the students
follow up.

In addition to working.wit1 .e Chamber of CoMmerce,,theicoordinatOr
works with the Manufacturing As. Aation, the Personnel Association, and
various labor organizations to develop leads.



OTHER' RESOURCES

people

The counseling programs can use guest speakers with expertise in.
financial planning, physical fitness, interviewing, grooming, legal rights,
self-defense for women, nutrition, development of self-awareness throUgh art,
retirement, sexuality, communication, and death and dying. Persons qualified
to do special kinds of testing can be helpful. Additional resources include
counselors, successful women who can te used aa role models, and people from

,the business community and service organizations.

Organizations

Many national and local organizations are involved in the progratO
these Aclude Mental Health Aseociatlons, Vocational Rehabilitation programs,
Senior Corps of.Retired Executives, American Association of Retired Persond,
Business and Professional Women's Clubs, other women's clUbs, American Asso-
ciation of University Women, Family Services, Credit Olounselthg, Chamber
of Commerce, Federally Employed Women, police and sheriff's departments,
Southern Bell Telephone, NASA, Brevard County Personnel Association, Brevard
County Manufactuang Association, Agricultural Center, League of Women Voters,
Woman's Center of Melbourne, other colleges and universities, 176cational ad-
visory committees at Brevard Comunity College, banks, insurance and real
estate dgencies, stock brokerage firms, and the pUblic schools.

v.
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REENTRY PROGRAM

GAVILAN COLLEGE

In Gilroy, California, the needs of rural women--and,
more recently, men--reentering the world of education
have been addressed with skill *and compassion by Gavi-
lan College. This model is readily transportable at
low cost to institutibris seeking to focus on the needs
of rural'and minority women. Among its unique features
are a two-cmpty outreach plan, trained bilingual peer
counselors, regularly scheduled on-campus group visita-
tions by.staff and clients from area huldp services
agencies, location of offices and supporE services
within the social scienee division of the college, and
block scheduling of.classes and preferential registra-
tion options. 7
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WOMAN IN TRANSITION

A woman in transition may be one who, because of life crises such as
death, divorce, desertion, or economic difficulties, needs assistance in

. making reasoned decisions about her future. Her big question is, "What am
I going to do with the.rest of my life?" The woman in transition may have
been affected by the extreme social changes of the past several years; she
may be middle-aged or older.

The woman in transition may be confronted with the "empty-nest syn-
drome" because her children have left home for college or for careers
of their own; for the first time in two decades she has time and energy
for herself. And subconsciously she may be thinking, "It's my turn nowl
I want to explore and discover re teal me."

The woman in transition mat feel very lonely in her nevrealization
that her future life depends on:what she herself does. She receives con-
flicting pessages--in an expected lifetime of 75 to 80 years, she will
probably outlive her spouse. But she sees young women pOrtrayed as the
ones having all the positive experiences in career developmeht that she
missed,'forany of 'several reasons: early marriage and chilaBearing, in-.
cOmplete education, inadequate training. fS

The woman in transition may be excited, but she is also afraid.
She needs help-,-and help is available from programs such as the Gavilan
Reentry Program.

BACKGROUNp

Gavilan'College in Gilroy; California, was a pioneer rural com-
munity'college. It was es'tablished.as San Benito County Junior College
in 1919 and operated as such until 1963, when the southern part of Santa
Clara CoUnty joined the district to form Gavilan Joint Community College
District. 'The college serves an area of about 2,700 square Miles.

.

'The Gavilan Reentry Program, formerly the Women's Educational Pro-
gr 1

began in 1972 as a part of a Titl I Higher Education'Act grant
awarded to De Anza,Community College in San Jose, California. The terms

1

Gavilan changed its program's name two years ago when men were encotra.ged
to join the'program. There are now 17 men enrolled. Although these men'
dre not using all of the program's services, the program's managers hope
this situation will change in the future, inasmuch as many men have prob-
lems similar to t se of women who are seeking to reorient their lives
through a YtTrrrto education.
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of the grant required that, during the third year of the project, the col-
lege staff should serve as cOnsultants in the establishment of two other
programs--,one suburban, the other rural. Gavilan was Npsen as the rural
campus. The Gavilan program started with 25 students; it no:, enrolls
approximately 250 students.

The objective of the Title I grant was to Yeach adult women who had
interrupted their educiption and to coordinate the community resources
needed to smooth the way for their return. The grant further stated that
"The problems mature women have in.attaining appropriate postsecondary
education have to be.dealt with . . . money, time, child case, lack of
self-confidence and lack of specialized programs; services and counseling."
Gavilan's extraordinary ability to deal with.these problems over the past
6 years is attributable to a well-articulated.plan that includes commitments
of time, talent, and resources by members of the administration, faculty,
and staff. The program staff has developed strong links with the community
for the recruitment of potential students and referral of current students.
Thesghesive groups developed among the mature students for mutual support
have served as a base for counseling .outreach activities. The Child Devel-
opment Center and Peer Turing programs have augmented existing institu-
tional resources.

FUNDING

Gavilan College current1%,pays the salaries of the Reentry Program
'staff members. Students fromliow-income families are assisted with funds
from seven basic sources:

Basic Education Opportunity Grants (BEOG),

Extended Opportunity Grants and Services (EOPS),

Work Study Grants,

Supplementary Economic Opportunity Grants (SEOG),

National Defense Student Loans (NDSL),

Welfare (public assistance),1 and

Scho1ar3hips. 2

1 The Reentry Program.was instrumental in having the State legislature
pass a special bill preventing the Welfare Department from deducting
the college grants from the w4fare allotment.

2 The Reentry Program has had a Bank of America Scholarship winner for
the last five years.



STAFF

The program's stiff is headed by one part-time professional. Of the
two regular part-time paraprofessionals on Oe staff, one serves as coordi-
nator of peer counselors and handles routin6 scheduling'of classes and
programs, while the,other performs clerical services. Other part-time
staff persons are hired as needed to handle Classes, workshops, and the
like. The prograth maintains an office and a classroom center in the social
sciences building. Bulletin boards, resource materials, and resource
people are available (by a sign-up schedule) throughout the week. Trained
counselors serve as rolemodels and help with academic and personal prob-
lems. Five peer counselors, including at least one man and one bilingual
person, are usually available.

The program's professional coordinator is assigned to the program for
approximately 20 hours per week, to make certain that the program's plans
and services meet college standards. She is designated as the faculty
advisor/counselor for any of the returning students and assists them with
preregistration and re istration decisions and forms. She acts as liaison
with faculty and administrative committees. She also attends monthly
meetings of county agencies--such'as thpse concerned with training and
education--for returning students.

ADMISSIONS
k_.

There are no special prior class requirements or tests for admission
to the Reentry Program. A student simply meets with an advisor and regis-
ters at the Reentry ,Center. The registration fee is $6.

Artyone over 18 year of age is eligible for admission to the college.
It is not necessary to b6 a high school graduate or to have taken any
college proparatory work.

Educational opportunities,offered include complete requirements for
a high schOol diploma; a vocationil certificate;,, an associate degree; a
transfer to four-year college or university; and simply, personal growth
and enric6ent.

SELF-EXPLORATION RESOURCES

The counseling staff and the staff of the Learning Resource Center
have developed diverse tools tO help students discover their strengths and
weaknesses.

a

Among them are programed instructionatl modules with which an individual
can readily find out his/her competencies in reasoning or comfmtation. Pro-
fessional staff and.peer tutors are available to assist if the person wants
to explore career possibilities that require a high degree of competence in
math or sciences": The modules can also be used by groups.
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Self-administered materials to ascert..ein competency in reading are
also available. Staff are available to provide exPert (but rionthl7eaten-
ing) interpretations of all interest and aptitude inventories or tests.
For individuals with deficiencies-in any.3cademic area, the college has
a well-developed program of peer tutoring in English and Spanish.

Individual conferences are scheduled each term with faculty adyisors
to addresi both general and specific needs. Each advisor also has weekly
office hours.

SPECIAL ORIENTATION

1

A one-unit orientation course is offered to familiarize students with
the college system. Currently an introduction to the college structure,'
student government, support services, study skills, and the library, the
course is in the process of being changed. Guidance counselors have developed,.
imstead, a series of minicourses including "Self-Assessment," "Career Search,".
"Study Skills/" ."Study Assistance," and "Getting a Job." Thpse_courses and
audiovisual materials are intended to enable students to obtaip information
on a more flexible schedule.

CLASS SCHEDULES

Classes are scheduled from 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. in order to allow
returning students to, see their family members off to work or school and
then return home themselves before the members of their families do.

During the first few years of the program's operation, returriing
students were kept in classes by themselves, on'the theory that such
separation would help the returning.students Orin a Cohesive group and
thereby ease their transition back to school. Subsequently, the school
has found it feasible simply to group the returning students within the
regularly scheduled classes..

\

CAREER EXPLORATION

In the Career Center of the Learning Resources Building, reentry
students have access to a statewide computer network that has up-to-date
job market information. A student can sit at the terminal keyboard and
type out such questions as. these:

What arelthe projected job prospects for accountants in
1980? How much infome cal, a two-year graduate expect?

How much training does a person need to become a solar
energy technician? Where is training available?
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Within seconds thu answer will sirkiltaneously appear in print and on the
terminal screen. At the end of the answers the machine will suggest
additional questions that the student may wish to ask the computer, such
as location and'cost of training or sources of financial aid.

The career center and guidance department's minicourses aid the
student in.setting realistic vocational goals. The individual student
is free to borrow pamphlets, boAs, and magazineg from the extensive
collection in the Reentry Program lounge'or,to get information on community-
based resources. Nonsexist films, filmstrips, and TV cassettes are also
available for individuals to use ia making-career development decisions.

CURRICULUM

One of the underlying principles of the curriculum developed at
-Gavilan is recognition of tl-e social isolation felt by many rural women.
Thus, eaCh reentry student is encouraged to develop a curriculum plan
that compensates for both prior deprivation of opportunity and current
need for persoal growth in a rapidly,changing4society.

Some classes suggested for returning students during the first
quarter are especially developed to build the students' self-confidence.
Amonc; these are "The Sociology of Women," "Orientation Reading Improve-
ment," and "Problem Solving Group:" This last is a discussion group led
by a qualified counselor designed to cover all personal 'and academic areas
that may cause students difficulty.

The sociology of women course presents both,sociological aleories
related to the female's roles in the basic societal institutions of
family, religion, economy, community, and government; and insights into,
the conflicts caused by social change in a technological society. It
complements the other basic sociology courses taught, including "Intro-
duction to Sociology," "The Family," and "Modern Social troblems."

A new course, "The Contemporary American Woman," has recently been
added to.supplement the sociology of women course, because the students
had requested additional time to discuss their changing.roles. "The Con-
temporary American Woman" is a reading and discussion course that trans-
lates the theoretical base of the other courses into contemporary issues

' and provides insights into future options for women in our society.

Other courses suggested for the first quarter include "Career Guid-
ance," "Basic English and Mathematics Skills," and "Early Chjldhood
Development."

Courses suggested for returning students following the first quar-
ter include "l!Palth Education," "Peer Counseling," "Personal Psychology,"
"Mathematics With Machines," "Communication Skills," "Contemporary
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American Family," and "Speed Reading." Once each year a special course
on women's health is offered; and physical education courses are always
encouraged.

,The college has developed a "work at your own pace" curriculum in
basic math, writing, reading, and typing. This formula enables students
to achieve sudcess, whatever their previous skill levels.

Because the target population is more tnan half Hispanic, the
college has developed a series of classes to teach college-entry-level
language skills to non-English-speaking students.

A Child Development Center has originally set up in,the library
under the direction of three agencies: Head Start, Trabajodores
Adelante, and Gavilan. After some years of location and funding prob-
lems, the center is now located in a separate area. The center is not
a child care facility; rather, it seeks to facilitate the overall de-
velopment of the young child with the parent as a participant in a lab-
oratory situation. The center is fully supported by Gavilan's Board of
Trustees.

a

TUTORS

Staff members or instructors select 'tutors to monitor the progress
of returning students; most of these tutors are selected from among mem-
bers of the classes including the mature 'students. Additional tutoring

. is provided by the well-staffed Learning Resource Center. College cred:.-
its (one unit for three hours per week of study) are offered students for
"study assittance." Students are -schedUled to spend three hours per week
in the Learning Resource Center during their first quarter to encourage
them to develop good study habits early..

COMMUNITY LIAISON AND ERVICES REFERRALS

Gavilan'College has Made a concerted effort to maintain close contact
with community agencies in order to recruit students and providel students
with referrals to such agencies as necessary. Reentry Program'Office staff
members visit such agencies at least twice a year to update the agencies'
information about the college's program for returning students.
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WOMEN'S PROGRAM

LANE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Lane Community College in Eugene, Oregon, has pioneered
in integratin4 eqW,ty counseling into all facets of the
community college program. Staff ane Caculty members
have stimulated changes in the curriculum as well as in
support services. Modular courses offering "hand -on"
experience i industrialtskills have measurably i cteased
women's access to better paying careers. Counseli g ser-
vices have been developed to 4erve both inner-city'and
suburban women's needs.
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BACKGROUND I

In autumn 1974, Lane Commti/ nity College sponsored a workshop for wamen
interested in nontraditional occupations. The conference title, "There's .

a Women in the Men's Room," suggested just one of the 'zany problems'to be
overcome by women seeking to enter the nontraditional job areas--there were
no womeWs re'strooms in seven of the major vocational shop areas on campus.

Although the restroom islpe may be controversial in some minds, the
Eugene,Register Guard Of March 11, 1978, reported:

Women at Lane Community College were flushed with success
Friday, nok\to mention downright relieved.

They had won.thg_great tissue issue.

And they had.co rete (tile and porcelain) Proof of their
victory Ftiday: They "dedicated" seven brand'new women's
restrodms, located in such.former male bastions as the'
welding and auto shops.

Getting-the restrooms had become.a symbol of
obtaining equal opportunity for women at Lane Com-
munity College.

Restrooms, of course, merely symbolize the many additibnal changes
that are needed,,and the Women's Program at Lane Community College is
attempting to effect those changes.

Philosophy

The philosophy underlying the Women's Program at Lane COmmunity College
is that the,personal growth and development of both women and mqn has been
limited by restrictive and stereotyped ideas of "appropriate" behavior for
both sexes.

Wbmen have found that sex stereotyping and bias have severely curtailed
their ability to obtain interesting and well-paying work. Lane Community
College, as an occupatconal training institution, has a particular obliga-
tion to'examine its policies, programs, and services and take Porrective
actior wherever necessary to insure that it offers optimal opportunity for

\'both women and men.

Because few models for accomplishing this work have been developed,
the,Women's Program has experimented and expanded gradually 4mer the
past three years. From year to year, priorities and objectives have
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shifted, but the underlying philosophy and goals have remained constant.
The strategies aad methods that have proven to be most effective In the
Lane Community College setting are described below.

Scope

The Lane Women's Program conrLsts of classes, services, policies, and
practices that have been adapted ot developed to overcome'or eliminate the
effects of stereotyping and bias and to expand opportunities for both women
and men at Lane Community College. TheoWamen's Program may also beAescribed
as a process by which people come together to identify needs and combine
energies to find solutions. The people and.the products have shifted as
circumstances change, but the process is continuous. The primary function
of the Wamen's Program Coordinator is to facillitate this process:

Why the name "Women's Program" if the program seeks to increase options
for both women and men?

One of Lane Community College's basic activities is helping individuals
expand their job options through vocatiOnal training. On the Lane campusf
51 percent of the enrollment for the 1977 fall term was female. But the
women were clustered in just .over.a dozen of the over 40 occupational train-
ing programs offered by the college. Therefore the college decided to add
"Wdmen" to .the course titles to indicate clearly that one of the college's
priorities would be to expand opportunities for women who hope to obtain
interesting, well-paid work with amile-opportunity for advancement.

Preliminary Stets

In September 1974, a counselor and a community relations specialist
conducted the "Men's Room" workshop already mentioned. The community's
interest in women's changing roles was dramatically demonstrated; 350 people
turned out to learn more about opportunities for women in nontraditional
occupation*. Later in the fall of 1974, the Dean of Instruction at Lane
agreed to the formation of a community advisory committee to advise the
college about future needs and directions related to sex equity and piogram-
ing for women.

The first women's studies class, "Introduction to Women's Studies,"
was offered during the winter term of the 1973-74 school year.

The Specialist. The first formal step toWard a full-fledged program,
however, was the part-time assignment &King spring 1975 of a community re-
lations specialist to make the college faculty and staff members aware of
.wamen's educational needs.) Approximately 20 to 30 Lane Community College
staff members participated in workshops on,sex-role stereotyping, and the
newly approved Women's Programing Advisory Committee was convened.
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The combination of this activity and a'position paper submitted by one
of the assoc.iate deans in July 1975 persuaded the college adminiStration to
extend the assignment of the comMabity relations specialist-7whose job was
now retitled "Program Specialist"--through the following school year, 1975-
76.* She was, in fact, hired to work full time for one year--to assess the

%,tryed

needs related to sex equity on campus and to make recommendatio s about:how
to proceed. Since the specialist's findings were to affect all art of the

' college and its relatiohs with the community, her salary was paid y the
' four major divisions of the college and the community relations office.

'The program specialist had management status and reported directly to
the Dean of Instruction. This experimental job was defined rather broadly:

The primary function of this job is planning, coordin2ting,

\

and initiating programs, services, and acti4ities de

4'l
gned to

meet special community needs arising out of changin roles -

\ and expectations of women and men in.today'i world. The
, position will provide* a clearinghouse for yeople and agencies\ who desire resources, information, and referral, and will pro-

mote integration and rdination of resources and efforts.
,

Ob ectives. Specific o jectives for the year 1975-76 included these:

o Setting up the Women's Program office as a clearing-
house of information; 4

o Generating plane for providing more effective services
to women, especially women returning tO school and
t e taking training in traditionally male-dominated
fiel s;

o 'Further defining a program designed to helig faculty
and staff, members develop,awareness and sk4ls neces-
sary fo-7 providing nondexist education; and

o Submitting a position paper'based on the year's ex-
periences, which would include recommendations as to
placement of the program specialist within the in-
stitutional structure.

Needs Assessment. To establish as wide a range of contacts as
possible, the specialist engaged in the following activities:

o Worked with the newly established community advisory
committee on Women's Programing to assess the college's
proficiency in meeting the needs of women students from
a community perspective;
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o Taught women's studies classes in order to work directly
with students aotively interested in women's roles;

o Participaied in irid helped sponsor prop:eta with.com-
munity groups and agencies, including the Eugene Women's
Commission, Project Start Skill Center, and local school -.

districts;

o Operated the WOmen's Program Office as a women's center
and claringhoune, togenerite publicity'and to give *.
people a visible:I-place td express their needs and get
assistance;

o Worked with college faculty and staff, both formally
through the Human Awareness Council and informally blv
talking with'individuals and..groups, to identify campui,1
priorities and to gather ideas:, for ways to meet them;

\

'o Visited five other, community colleges, Oregon State
Universityl'and the University of Oregon, to examine
their women's program activitiesv

o Reviewed materials about women's programs received from
a number of other schools and organizations; and

o Exchanged ideas and experienbes at a regienal sex-equity'
workshop, which involved people from three Northwest
States who work in public schools, State departments of
education, and community collegee.

Defining Tasks. During the year in which the program specialist was
employed full time by Lane Community College, it became clear that there
were actually two related tasks to be accomplished:

1. Developing and implementing the actual policies, classes,
and services needed by 'students, faculty/staff, add comr
munity because of the changing work and family roles.of
women and men; and

2. Meking the faculty and staff Members aware ot. these

1\

changing roles and the adaptat ona necessary in pror
'grams, procedures, and ser(vice .

,

.The college already had much of the basic machinery,for meeting chang-
ing student needsp.adult basic education classes, the option of self-paced
individualized instruction in many programs, computerized job market infor-.
mation, an extensive Stiuly Skills Learniro Center,.easy student access to

. individual counseling And career planning classes, and Community Outreach
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Centers. The challenge was to ensure that these offerings were delivered
in ways that would encourage both women and men to develop their full poten-
tial, free froF sex-role stereotyping.

PO

There was also, hOwever, a needcfor special programs and services to
help women students overcome the Isffects of past sex-role stereotyping that
may have restricted their image of,themseIves or their ideas of "appropriate"
behavior and career choice. 'Exeplei of such offerings are women's studies

A

Anstruction, feminist counseling, life planning and career exploration
aZtivitiesi ana workshops for women taking their first steps from full-time
hOmemaker/mother to additional kinas of work or activity. Asdistance in ob-
taining job faperience and job.placement in nOntraditionalifields, assertive-
ness and other communication skills training, and vigorous community liaison
and outreach were also needed..

7-.,
Furthermore, until appropriate Changes were achieved throughout the

institution, would need special support and-encouragement to meet other
persons .(includi'q men) in stmilar situations/ form support groups to articu-

.

;ate their needs; and learn to deal effectively with people who were insensi-
tive, if not actually ()I:sired, to their education and career goals. This

' support could be provided in large part by a Women's Resource Center.

The Coordinator. Hythe end of the year, it was obviousrthat achieving
dex equity at Lane Community College was too big a job,for one person, or
one office,,and that each dep4rtment would have to assist in developing-the
necessary pro4raps for studelftand staff. Hence the specialist recommended
,that 11.full-time Women's Prociran Coordinator be hired, beginning .with the
1976-77 school year. With the adoption of this recommendationim June 1976,
the college made a commitment to pursue a developmental, long-range approach,
with institutional change being'the overall objective of the program.

Rather than hav_the Wbmen's Program Office offer women's studies
classes, counseling; wamen's workshops, nontraditional job placement, and
similar services, as is done in some other places, the Dean's Council decided
that the.coordinator's efforts at Lane Community College would .be directed
toward helping to establish and sustain the various services and classes

',O.thin appropriate departments.

Under this plan, it would take longer'to get these classes and services
functioning effectively in the various departments than it would to implement
them independently in-a special WOmen's Program Department. However, the ad-
vantages were (1) avoidance of duplication of effort, (2) direct.involvement
ot every area otthe college in the program, and (3) incteased faculty and
staff awareness of the program (as a fesult of collaborating on the design,
and implementation of these activities).

,Mbst important was the.fact that if departments developed, funded,
'and assigned 'responsibility for these classes and services, the services
would have a good chance of becoming part of the institutional fabric
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and therefore would continue to exist, even if special funding of "women's,
programs" was later Ossed out.

Program Initiation

In September of the 1976-77 school year, after the position of Women's
Program Coordinator had been advertised, the program specialist moved into
it. She was assigned faculty status and required to report,directly to the
Dean of Students, since much of the work would involve helping faculty
and staff members become more sensitive to student needs. Gradually
throughout the year, however, the coordinator's job became more involved
with establishing programs, services, and courdes within the various depart-

.

ments.

CURRENT STATUS OF THE PROGRAM

Achievement of sex equity and elimination of sex-role stereotyping at
Lane Community College remain the long-range program goals. Already a net-
work of offerings exists throughout the college: returning women's workshops,
assertiveness training, nontraditional career-planning classes in the Coun-
seling Department; Women's Studies classes in the Social Sciences Department;
a task force for women in management in:the Business Department; an "Indus-
trial Orientation" class that affects several Ifidustrial Vocational Depart-
ments; and a "Women And Math Anxiety" workshop in the Math Department.
(These workshops and classes are described in some detail at.,,,the and of the
Lane Community College program discussion.)

A model for working with departments to develoP these network elements
seems to be emerging. Several steps haveobeen necessary to develop each
component of the netwotk and to make that component self-sustaining. The co-
ordinator has both stimulated action on the part of others and taken action
herself, as appropriate, to accomplish an assortment of tasks:

1. Identifying the service, clasb, activity, or change that is
needed. The need may be articulated through the Title IX
self-evaluation process, Community Advisory Committee
recommendation, student requedt, observations of members
of the departments affected, or suggestiond from other
faculty or staff members.

2. Identifying and grooming persons with experience or interest
to help accomplish the maximum positive results within the
departments affected.
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3. Klanning the project. When possiole the coordinator has
served as a consultant, providing to the various depart-
ments reference materials and information about programs
in other schools, and referring department members.to
persons with experiencevand training.

4. Encouraging'the various department heads to,support the
project and,to assign members of their departments to be
responSible for implementation and followthrough on plans .

adopted..

5.. Monitoring,41.1 parts of the project to insure that they
meet Women's Program.criteria.

6. Providing all kindsof support for ihe.project, inclyding
'counseling of persons implementing the program; advodating
appropriate furding and expansion; and handling recruitment

. of studento anu publicity for-the program through the Women's ,

Program Office.

THE WCMEN'S AWARENESS CENTER

The Women's Awareness Center was started in 1975-76. The center,Mlich
is located near the classrooms, (1) funciions as a central information and
meeting place for students, faculty, and staff members, and members of 'the

community to discuss general needs related to changing male and female roles;
(2) generates publicity and activities that would contribute to campus aware-
ness of thqse chahging roles; and CO provides support and encouragement for
individual women and then experiencing conflict related to changing.family
and work roles.

Staffing

The jobs of simultaneously running'a Women's Center, conducting the of-,
fice business,.and working with large groups of people on the campus and in
the community put a.heavy burden on the one paid staff member, the coordina-
tor. Fortunately, Lane CommuRity College has been able to use work-study grant
money to enable eight to ten students to help staff the Women's Center each
term. Practicum students from the University of Oregonrnave also helped in
the center, and an increasing number of Lane Community College students are
dow earning field experience credits by working in the center.

The Federal CETA job progv...m prtiatly funded two positigt: for 1978--
a'program aide, from:January tc July, and an office coordinat from March
to September. gott received training in communication skills and center
and office procedures, as well as same indoctrination about the issues and
materials pertinent t9 changing roles and career options.
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The WMen's Center staff includes individuals ranging in age from
18 to 60, with a 4ariety of experience and lifeatyles. This variety is
important, because the center intends ta provide resources and referrals
to all kinds 4 people and wishes to aviiid being stereotyped as being
helpful only to "conservative"br "radical" or "older" or "younger" women
or men. Staff training is an ongoing, vital activity. Having a large
and diverse staff has multiplied the impact of the program, but constant
staff turnover and frequent lack of prior work experience have meant con7
siderable need for training and.supervision.

Resources

The center contains resource files; card files With,telephone numbers
and adatesses of relevant agencies and helpful organizations throughout
the community; bulletin boards for information about womIn's groups and

.activitids; a "parent" file for emergencies; and a lending library witli
several hundred books. There is e(small lounge where people can relax
over a cup of coffee,:talk with friends, study, or consult with a member
of the Wamen's,Center staff.

RECOMMENDED SUPPORT SYSTEMS

The Lane Community College staff recommends that colleges planning to
implement a comprehensive program develop support systems including four
elements:

ommunity -based Women's Program,Advisory mmittee;

A campuswide Human Awareness Council.sensitive to issues
concerning Title IX, Affirmative Action, and the #504
handicapped regulations;

A campuswide caucus of interested professionals and
paraprofessionals; and

Orstudent advisory panel.

WCMEN'S WORKSHOPS

Workshops are designed as a "first step" tor women who wish to explore
new directions and new interests but who have no clear idea of how--or-
whete--to begin. These women may partIcipate in workshops,with an idea of

*2 I
mi.
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Returning to school;

Entering theojob market or changing their job situation;
and/or

Becoming active in,commUnity volunteer work.

The backgrounds and social makeup of members enrolled in workshops vary
widely--women range in age from 17 to.58 years; they are single, mar-
ried, separated, divorced, and widowed; some are untrained, and others
have been employed as registered nurses, waitresses, or executives in
their own businesses. The workshops provide a structure within which

, participants explore their own values, interests, and abilities; learn
to gather information about the world of work; and.acquire life-planning
skills, e.g., decisioninaking, goal setting, and implementation.

The daytime workshops run for one week, Monday through Friday, from
9 a.m..to 1 p.m. each day. .The evening worksho s meet once a week for .
6 weeks. Ideally, to allow for individual, per onal attention, each

,

'workshop should enroll no more than 20 persons..

Through out, the emphasis is on helping the women feel comfortable
in the college situations. The first four meetings of the daytime sea,.
sion are held at the newly opened Downtovin Center. The last daytime
meeting takes place on campus, so that participants become acquainted
with the caropus.

The women are encouraged to assess their interests, values, and
abilities with a view toward changing them. A fingncial aid specialist
presents information about financial resources for women reentering
education. A coun'selor speaks to the group'about aids and-hindrances

- to decisionmaking. FOrmer workshop participants tell the group about .

their activities following their workshops. _Each participant is en-
couraged to implement a Inext step" after the workshop. Generally'the
participants arrange to meet at one of the wamen's homes the.week fol-
lowing the course to provide followup support And encouragement to one
another. In addition, appointments are arranged for the women to take
the Stwng-Campbell Interest Inventory. During the following term, at
least one activity (such as showing the film "Tell Me Where It Hurts")

is arringed to encourage the women to get together again on campus.

.-INDUSTRIAL ORIENTATION--SPECIAL TRAINING DEPARTMENT

Although some women have enrolled in various "men's" programs over
the years at Lane Community college,'few ever graduated. In the spring
of 1977,.the first significant progress was made toward finding ways to
Provide better support to women in these'programs, with the offeeing
of "Industrial Orientation." This course was first offered on a pilot

2.
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basis; it is now'offered every fall and spring as a regular prevoca-
tional class.

Developed to help more women and men qualify for skilled trades,
the workshop focuses on persons who lack even an elementary awarengss
uf the required mechanical and technical skills. These are individuals
who have never built anything; who have never taken shop or drafting
classei; who lack basic mechanical skills; and who do not consider the
skilled trades as available options.

Method

Industrial Orientation teaches thqse'people terminology, "hands-
on" usi of tools and equipment, ana safety and training requirements of
jobs in eight different industrial fields. Because passive learning by
reading or watching films is clearly inadequate, students actually par-
ticipate in job activities of these eight areas. From their,experience,
students learn more than routine job activities; they learn basic skills,

'the "feel",of the work, ways in which their own abilities and intereSts
can be developed into marketable skills. As a result, they begin to
consider actively and realistically the possibility of being skilled
workers:

Content

The Industrial Orientation prograt consists of nine model courses:
"Drafting,"4"Mechanics," "Woodshop," "Electronics," "Blueprint Reading,"
"Machine Shop," "Construction,". "Welding," and "Industrial EnvirOnments."
In "Drafting," the students'learn the basic skills of drafting while drawing
the plans for their woodshop and machine shop projects. In "Mechanics,"
they learn automotive systems and performance while working on their own
cars; they learn component functions while disassembling and reassembling
units such as transmissions, and doing tune-ups and brake jobs. In "Wopd-
shop," students use planers, jointers, and a variety of saws to build book-
cases. In the "Electronics" laboratory, students develop understanding of
basic eleCtricity and electronics as they use components and testing equip-
ment.. In "Blueprint Reading," students learn the meaning of scale and
symbols, develop spatial relationship skills,and build modelS from blue-
prints. In "Machine Shop," students begin learning the structure and
properties of different metals. They use the drill press and lathe for,
several machine projects. "Construction" draws on skillS learned in "Draft-
ing" and "Blueprint Readihg," as students mix and pour concrete and frame,
drywall, and roof a building. In "Welding," students learn to strike an
arc and use gas', arc, and inert gas processes to join metal peices.
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In "Industrial Environments," students take field trips to industrial
shops and sometimes work hriefly with employees. They also learn about'
apprenticeships, the importance of math skills in technical careers, the
requirements of work in industrial set4ngs, and some possible solutions
to ,,roblems they might encounter.

,\

For Industrial Orientation, students may register for from one to,
ten credits, depending on their needs. \Students attend class 12 hours
per credit'. Because classes are experimental, no tests are given, and
pass/no pass "grades"are given. The pasS/no pass system has been found
to alleviate much'of the anxiety studentsfeel as they try skil1 that
are new.

WOMEN'S STUDIES -SOCIAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT

The Women's Studies classes seek to help students recognize the
ways in which sexism and other Mises (1) affect the day-to-day world;
end (2) affect the ways in which the world has been pictured, described;
and analyzed for them as.they'have.grown'up. Students learn to recognize
how the role of woMen has often been obscured and ignored within tra-
ditional academic disCiplines and how women are often defined in "male"
terms. Women's Studies classes are operated by the Social Science De-
partment. Each class ofiers three credits of college transfer credit;

'WOMEN AND MATH ANXIETY- -Mki'HEMATICS DEPARTMENT

In the fall term of 1977-78, the Math Department hired'a person to
work.half-time to find ways to increase women's enrollment in math ciasses.
This person investigated the literature on the subject and produced a paper.
on her findings, conducted an extensive needs survey, met individually with
students, and planned a course to be offered on an experimental basis dur-
ing the spring term 1978, called "Women: Freshen Up Your Math Skills." Its
success has led to plans for additional offerings.

WOMEN IN MANAGEMENT TASK FORCE--BUSINESS DEPARTMENT

During fall term 1977-78, two faculty members attended an off-
campus seminar for women in management. As a result, a task force
was formed that included the two instructors, the Women's Program Co-
ordinator, and one of the Associate Dean's of Instruction.

The first project, cosponsored by the Lane Community College Busi-
ness Department and the Women's Awareness Center, was a seminar, "Coping
with Power Systems," held on the campus during the winter term 1977-78.
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The workshop provided its aponsors with an opportunity to assess
community interest in-this topb: and to generate the beginning of a
mailing /ist of people interested in management training opportunities
for women. Additional workshops are contemplated to explore.emerging
occupations in new fields such as energy or other new technologies

'RECRUITMENT MODEL PLAN

In 1977, the. Oregon State Department of Education awarded Lane
Community College's Career Development Coordinator a grant of $3,500
to write a model plan for recruiting women into nontraditional career
training. The rdsult was a demonstration workshop in the fall of 1977
that attracted more than 40 educators from community c011eges around
the State.

Curing the winter of 1977, the Oregon State Department of Education
awarded Lane,Community College $17,000 in vocational education funds to
jlire a person full time to coordinate the Industrial Orientation class,
to provide votational information to students and the community, and to
work with employers to cultivate cooperative work experience placements
and employment oppTunities for graduates.

It is anticipated that programmatic efforts for women students will
continue in the years.to come.



FACET

FEMALE ACCESS TO CAREERS IN ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

TRIDENT TECHNICAL COMMUNITY COLLEGE

How can a commuhity college build awareness of
increasing career opportunities among high school
girls and minorities and encourage them to enroll
in technical training programs? One positive
approach has been developed by Trident Technical
Community College, Charleston, South Carolina,
which successfully combines an outreach media
campaign with an integrated vocational counsel-
ing program.
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BACKGROUND

.Trident Technical College (TTC) is part of a statewide system of
postsecondary technical and comprehensive edtcation established by an
act of the South Carolina General Assembly in 1962.

Trident, an occupational and vocational training institution, is
ltZated in the historic Charleston area, which includes the South Caro-'
lina low country. The student population comprises approximately 7,000
full-time and 14,000 part-time students who come from three counties.

Th3 Problem

Getting women into better paying jobs is more easily said than
done. But this feat can be and is being accomplished at TT- ln Charles-
ton, through a project called FACET--Female Access to Careers in En-
gineering Technology. Prodram developers at.the college say that their
project will work for any 2-year institlition but that to succeea, the
program requires (1) marketing plans; (2) special efforts In recruit-
ment, selection, and counseling; (3) a careful program of academic up- eV.
grading and instructional sensitivity; and (4) "an across-the-board
commitment from all segments of the inStitution." 1

At Trident, which is mandated by State law to meet the employment
needs of industry and business while serving the personal and occupa-I
tional goals of individuals, the following situations had developed 'RS
of 1976-77:

1. Enrollment in the college's seven engineering technology
programa was dropping, forcing unwanted course closings
and faculty layoffs; accordingly, the number of grad-.
uates available to industry was dropping..

2. Industry was being pressured by Federal guidelines to
hire women in engineering technolo4y fields, .but there
were no qualified women to be employed. In fact, in 1976
there was only one woman in an engineering technology grad-
uating clas3 of 132 students.

3. Unemployment (and underemployment) of women in the Charles-
ton area was markedly greater than that of men.

1

From Mary Allen Jolley, Vice President for Development and a prime
mover in the effort.
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Female high school students with gobd skills in math and the sciences
needed accurate career guidance information to make informed choices about
postsecondary educational options that lead to skilled employment and fi-
nancial security. Trident's FACET program seeks to bridge the information
gap that has been experienced by young females.

The Industrial Climate

The development of the FACET pr'gram was the first-of several Trident
adMinistrative responses to social, cultural, and economic changes in the
greater Charleston area during this decade.

A rapidly changing industrial complex in the outlying counties has
necessitated a thorough reorganization of curriculum programs in order teN,
supply a work force. The appearance of Cummins Diesel Engine Company on
the local manufacturing scene, for instance, prompted the establishment
of a diesel option curriculum for power mechanics students.

The most dramatic industrial growth has occurred in two major areas:
(1) inteniive chemical plants,-such as DuPont, Amoco, and the Bayer group
(Verona and Haarmann and Reimer) and (2) the sophisticated metalworking
field, with plants like General Dymamics, Robert Bosch, and General
Electric. These firms hire skilled and semiskilled technicians, tech-
nologists, and assistants. In fact, in 1975, whet} unemploirment was ramp-
ant and plants were forced to shut down alI acrose the country, more
than $500 million was invested in new and existing.industry in the Charles-.

-ton area.

But not all area residents shared this economic well-being. The un-
employment figure for wbmen was an alarming 11.4 percent, more than four
points higher than that for their male counterparts.

Thus,, it was out of this unusual mix bf conditions--the industrial
climate, the economic plight of women, and Trident's commitment to serve
both groups--that FACET came into being. The $61,000 proposal was
funded by the State Department of Vocational Education in May 1977.

'FACET: FEMALE ACCESS TO CAREERS I ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

The world of engineering tecbnology is virtually all male. In
1976-77, women made up only 1 percent of the Nation's engineering force.
The imbalance is not one that will be remedied by legal action alone.
Instead, it is a matter of educating the public to accept women working
in such nontraditional jobs.

Naponal attitude surveys have shown that the root of the problem
lies wiN the public's stereotyped views of male and female roles. From



elementary school, girls are channeled away from math and science into
more "feminine" studies. By college age, young women helie neither
the background nor the desire to major in engineering or engineering
technologY; as a result they are effectively cut off from some of

our highest paying job markets.

In recent years, Trident has received inbreasing requests from indUs-
try for female graduates in engineering technblogy cETT-Skelds. The estab-

lishment of many national and international corporations i1h the local area .

has emphasized this trend.

Trident has programs in chemical, civil, electrical, electronic,
mechanical, general, and,architectural engineering technology. Engineer-

ing technology graduates have commanded higher salaries than have students
from other areas Of stUdy, and they have been readily accepted irto local
industrial organizations. A study of 1977 graduates-shows that b6 per-
cent were employed by December of that year; the remaining 14 percent
were cont'.nuing their education. The average starting salary of the

employed grouP was $10;500, with chemical ET graduates averaging $13,000 at
entry. These figures are in sharp 'contrast to the female-oiiented programs
in Allied Health and Secretarial Science; for which starting salaries aver-

. aged $6,000. In fact, the entry salary of many ET graduates is comparable
to the salary that an area schoolteacher might be making after 30 years on

the job,

Three Basic FACET Elements

To meet the challenges just described, the,college devised a plan
with the following three basic e1e4epts:,

o A special summer program in career exploration, developed
for carefully screened high school juniors and seniors;

o A formalized system of personal and peer support, along
with academic tutoring and vocational counseling, insti-
tuted for those women enrolled full time; and

o An intensive public relationi strategy, designed to
attract young women and, at the same time, appeal to
their parents, teachers, and counselors by,showing the
.acceptability of women in engineering technology.

Trident's experiences with women, along with a study of the literature
regarding vocational choices of women, led to this plan. Choosing a profession

relates to boLh inclination and possession of required skilJs; it had become

plain that women not only tend to avoid professions and occupations that are
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considered "unladylike" but also shun the math and science courses which
become necessary if they later redefine their concepts of "ladylike.I!

For these reasons, the person'chosen to direct FACET is a profes--
sional who knows and understanda the pressures of being a woman in a
man's profession. Alison Caughman, Director of FACET, was a math cur-.
riculum specialist in the public high schools before coming to Trident.
She can tutor, counsel, and bolster the confidence of the women in the
program.

The college originally planned to hire at least one female engineer-
ing technology,faculty member to provide a female role model. But-itT
soon became evidant 'that the college could not comf:ete with the high. ,

salaries being paid to women engineers by industry nationwide. The:.
private sector was hiring them as ikit as they became' available--viVid
evidence that engineering technology is a.good placjor women.

1

orhe best alternative to hiring female faculty meMbers for Trident
seemed to be sensitizing the male faculty to subtle and not-so-subtle
examples of sex bias in the classroom.

. Dr. Norma Raffel, National Pres-
ident of the Women's_Equity Action League, conducted'a workshop for the
Trident faculty td prePare them for the anticipated influx of women into
their classrooms.

RESULTS TO DATE

Enrollment

Female enrollment in Engineering Technology programs-jumped, well
before the projected date of SepteMber 1978. One hundred and seven high
school girls signed up for TTC's'special aummer program, and 72 who have
graduated from high school are enrolled full.time in ET courses at the
college.

The immediate dramatic increase'in female enrollment has resulted
,from word-of-mouth adVertising about the project among women who have
already graduated from.hilt: school.

Today, while the FACET director is busily coordinating the diverse
activities of the project, she believes that the integration of these

,

talents may be a key factor in FACET's successful beginnings. The fact
that FACET is woven into the existing college structure gives everyone
a special stake in making it a success.



Summer Program

The rationale for the summer program is that through an interesting .

mix of "hands-on" experience in college labs and in local industries,
students will get a realistic look at the world of the engineering tech-
nologist. The heft of surveying equipment, 'the smell of the plant, the
feel of metal cutting metal are all parts of the atmosphere in. which many
technologists work, but few people have a chance to sample this atmosphere
outside a real job.

Even if a women student learns that this field is not the one for her,
FACET will have performed a service by steering the stude&t into a more
suitable occupation., However, FACET aims at a 70 percent return on its
"inveitment" in these women; FACET'S promdters hope these women's exper-'
.iences in the Summer program will lead them.into one of Trident's seven
ET programs. Once enrolled, the women are encouraged to attend the col-
lege's monthly'"nurture g:emp" meetings, which offer many tyl4s ofpeer
Support and encouragement. Activities range from assertiveness training
to discussions with industry personnel directors. The college hopes to
provide at least 35 women per year to the local industrial work force.

The key elements in the summer orientation phase of FACET are as-
sertiveness training, remedial instruction, and an introduction to busi-
ness career orientation.

Assertivenes-,Training. .The objective of the assertiveness train-
ing sessions is to offer participants an opportunity to examine their
attitudes and behavior so that they can interact more effectively with
others. Students are trained in a group, where they learn how to recog-
nize and exercise their rights without anxiety, guilt, or manipulatton.

Assertiveness training does not teach that one maintains an
assertive demeanor at all times; rather, it educates each individual
about various possible responses and offers choices for reacting tc
situations in an appropriate manner that may;,or may not, require
assertiveness.

d are discussions about the differences among assertiveness,
nonass iveness, and aggressivenesS. The sessions incorporate material
on positive self-concepts, listening skills, and role playing real-life
situations, using assertive behavior, Behavior modification techniques
help students learn to express their feeling.; honestly, yet appropriate-
ly, and to protect their own personal integrity, while maintaining re-
gard for other individuals.

The Women's Career Program offers assertiveness trainingto the
40 women participating in the quarter-long project in an effort to in-
still in the students a sense of self-sufficiency and confidence. The
hope_is that these sessions will enable the women to demonstrate their
strengths and abilities in whatever curriculum program they choose.
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Remedial Instruction. In accordance with the open-door policy of
the Technical Educational System of South Carolina, Trident Technical
College attempts to provide an educational program for any studeht who
appliee. Many of the,applicants, although they have the promise of,

success; need additional preparation to assist them in successfully
completing degree requirements.

'This is particularly true of women. The women who will be partici-
pating in FACET will have separate'instructors for a remedial program.
This program is not only tailored to their specific needs but also
concentrated enough.to provide adequate training for achievement of
career goals. Each participant will be given a battery of vocational
interest and aptitude tests to assist her with career'pldhning.

Introduction to Business and Career Orientation. This segment of
the WOmen's Career Program has the following objectives:

o To lmiliarize the students with the way in which busi-
nes e operate; students then can fit more easily into
th business environment upOn completion of training
(a d also wilL be better motivated because they under-
sjand the classwork).

,

To :lake the students aware of the characteristics and
behavior employers desire in their employees.

o To expose the students tlp a variety of professions and
Occupations so that they can more intelligently assess
career choices.

Several approaches are planned to achieve these objectives. Lec-
tures and classroom discussions.will illuminate how a business is or-
ganized and managed; hoWthe firm's products are produced and marketed;
hat types of transabtions are processed by the company; and how people
work within the organization.

Group trips to local businesses will clarify organizational con-
cepts and illustrate various document flows vithin a company. Conver-
sations with the employees will help the students understand how, the
employees do their work.

NATIONAL ATTENTION

The FACET project, conceived as the solution to local problems, is
taking on national significance. FACET Director Caughman's speeches at

-
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the Purdue Conference on *Dmen in Engineering and at the National Seminar
for the Council of Occupational Education have drawn requests for informa-
tion from twelve States.

. In addition, the Trident Technical C011ege's Public Informat
fice helped prepare afl article for the American Friends Se ice N
(circulation, 30,000). Two national publications--one aimed at
and one focusing on women's issues--have expressed an interest

program, and the TTC'Oublic Information Ofcice is now prparing ar
for their use in 1978.

otter
tors
FACET

idles

Additional funding.is being. sought to develop strategies to in-crease
'the awareness of target groups of adult women in the coilege's service
area.

MARKETING

The markiting phase of the FACET project was designed to take place
before, during, and After the other stages. Its overall objective is
simRle: to awaken the public to the fact that an asErociate degree in
engineering technology offers women an opportunity for a challenging
job in which they can use their intelligence, earn promotions, and be
well paid for their work. Corilmunity awareness can reshape public opin-
ion and help provide the support that women must have to succeed as they
pioneer in new types of jobs.

The marketing strategy utilizes every imaginable iorm of print,
broadcast,.and paid and public serviceineidia. Individual elements in

the public relations campaign, and their methods of dissemination, are
as follows:

1. The FACET Director visited junior and senior girls in each of
the 45 high schools.in TTC's three-county service area to explain the
education and career opportunities fn engineering technology and to
promote FACET's Zree special summer program.

2. A 12-minute film, "Make Something Rappen," highlighting five
successful female engineering technicians, was shown up to six times in
each of the 45 tricounty high schools, aired once on television, and
premiered for members of the news media at the colleges annual media
reception. The documentary won first-place award for films from the
Charleston Advertising Federation. (Cost of production, 02,000.)

3. In a four-color poster, "Seven,Beautiful Careers in Engineering
Technology," seven young women were pictured as representing the seven
types of ET programs offered at the college. The post4r was distributed
to all area high schools following the FACET Director's visits;'posters
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were also displayed in various locations on the college's North Campus.
(Cbst'of production, $525.)

q

4. A full-color, brochure, which had the same theme as the poster
and explained the FACET project and the special summer course0, was.dis-
tributed to high oehool women and their guidance counselors during vis-
its, and mailed out in response to outside queries. The Poster and
brochure won a Citation of Excellence (second place) from the Charleston

. .Advertising,Federation. (Cost of production, $1,275.)

5. A simple reminder brochure was mailedito all studeits who in-
dica'ted interest in the prOgram close to the application deadline time.

6."-'Fbur television commercials, following the theme of the FACET
film, were aired 50 times on three stations, during a four-week period.-
(Cbst of production, $5,640.)

7. Fougi:radio commercials, also in keeping with the theme, were
aired.225 times on three statkons during a six-week period prior to
deadline. (Cost of production, $1,240.)

S. A pong, "Make Something Happen," written and prbduced for use
with the campaign film, provided continuity for the television and radio'
campaign.

9. .Se1.4ral news releases were issued before, during, and after the
preliminary campaign. Reporters attending the college's media reception '

ileceivedisome as background information that they could use in.writing
or taping their.own stories. Other news releases, with photos, were
sent to two daily papers and nine weeklies for direct publication.

10. Interviews were arranged ior feature stories involving Penny
Owens, i successful woman engineer, and Carol Eliason, Director of
AACJC's Center for Wamen's Opportunities. One interview ran'In the
News and Courier, a daily newspaper with a circulation exceeding 65,880,
.the other in the Charleston Evening Post, a daily paper with a circula-
,tion of more than 36,400.

11. Two talk-show interviews were arranged for local television, fea-
turing FACET's Director, Alison Caughman, and Carol Eliason. Each was a
30-minute segment devoted entirely to FACET. The first was timed to coin-
cide with the recruitment campaign, and the second, to help introduce the
project to the community.last summer.

12. Two articles were published in Mandate, the college's quarterly
newsletter, which is sent to 5,000 leaders in industry, government, and
education.
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13. One article was written for the monthly magazine Impact,
Published by the State Board for Technical and Comprehensive Education.
This magazine is'sent to 9,000 businesses, educators, and politicil lead-
ers in the State.

\\ 14. A tape abOut FACET programs and services at TTC was *produced
for inclusion ih the college's TecTALK system, which is a library of
taped information accessthle by telephone.

15. Numerous speeches by the FACET Director before'local and na-
tional professional and educational groups have been an important element
in these strategies.

A shorter, more intensive recruiting effort ;designed to bring the
target audience of high school women into the program was made during a
6-week period in February and March 1978. After a careful study of the
Neilson and Arbitron ratings service.demographics, it was decided that

, the target group would be reached,through prime-time television adver-
tisements ($5,640 worth of 30-second spots) and after-school programing
on radio stations ($1,240 worth of 60-second radio spots).-

By mid-March of 1978, there were,over 70 applications for the sum-
mer program. It is difficult to.determine exactly what portion of the
response is directly related to advertising, since the director was work-
ing extensively with high school students, counselors, and teachers
every secondary school in Trident's three-cOunty service area.

The summer program of 1978 has been successfully concluded, and
Tkident is now develefling plans to extend its services to other female
populations in the college's service area.
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THE WOMEN'S DEVELOPMENT CENTER

WAUKESHA COUNTY TECHNICAL INSTITUTE

Waukmsha County Technical Instituie in Pewaukee (a suburb
of Milwaukee), Wisconsin, created a Wo.men's bevelopment
Center to provide free vocational, educational, and per-
sonal counseling and testingfor persons wantingto assess
their abilities and explore the world of paid employment.

The program's objective is bi help people exatine their
personal 'alternatives in .life and take action to reach
'their individual goals. For.many women thin means search-
"ing for identity, building self-esteem, and preparing to
meet new challenges. It means feeling better about them,.
selves--gaining a new sense of'purpose and the courage to
make changes if they so.desire.
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BACKGROUND

The 4/Omen's Development Center of Waukesha County Technical Insti-
tute in Pewaukee, Wisconsin, was established in December 1976 and
quickly became a catalyst for social, change. Through its individual,

..aad group counseling programs,' the center has helped stUdents and staff
at Waukesha, men and women in the community at large, area organizations,
high schoolsl.employers, and-other vocational technical adult.education
sehools.in the State:.

Located on the main corridpr of the student services building, the
cener is close to the cafeteria, meeting rooms, and Lounges. Newcome'rs
(and oldtimers).can find the staff 'molly.

For women in the community, the center has provided an opportunity
. to change .and grow.. Through counseling, many women have ?et and reached

new goals, including acquiring the training necessary to get a job, or
acquiring new or better jobs.

The center has provided continuing counseling services for female
students as they pursue theireducation and has btimulated formati&I of
a women's'suRport group on campus; students meet weekly to share their
problems and provide emotional support to one another. Female staff
members have also used the services of the center.

-

Center-sponsored special workshops and.ieminars have provided the
participants with information about careers and employment, laws affect-
ing women, nnntraditional jobs, and more effective ways to seek emploY-
ment. Enrollment of wOmen in nontraditional training in Waukesha has
sharply risen; as a consiaquence, many instructors and...,staff members have
become more.aware of the concerns and needs of mature women students.

ro

The center has cooperated with various departments of the school
to develop new courses, such as the planned preapprenticeship course
to train women in blueprint reading and special math skills, and the
"small business institute" for womr. The center has also been in-
novative in its scheduling, proving in the process that many adults
like to attend classes on Saturdew.

For the community, the center has broadened the awareness of the
services Waukesha can offer the public. Many women now view themselves
as having a part in the Institute; they no longer feel it'is a school
for young.people only. Many orlanizations have featured.speakers from
the Women's Development'Center.

For area employers, the center provides information and workshops
on the changing rolek of women in the world of work. Seminars for women
,employees have agsisted them in making career plans for upward mobility

°Z)
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as well as complete career changes. Employers have become aware that
many women actually are interested in and are'seeking nontraditional
positions.

.The center has also increased high school students' awareness of
the changing rOles of women; it has alerted them to the problem of sex-
role stereotyping, the necessity for career planning, and the meaning
of affirmative action and equal employment opportunity.

,Mervas,well as women participate in individual and group counseling
sponsored by the center. Two groups recently sponsored are ,(1) a couples'
grolip to explore the changing roles of men and women, particularly focus-
ing on the stressful effects of those changes; and (2) a self-awareness
group to explore new ways for men to adjust'to dealing with women who
are assuming nontraditional roles.-

The center has stimulated other members in the State voCational
technical adult,education system to consider establishing centers for
women. In the summer of 1977; the center sponsored a.conference to
which all 16 institutes were invited to send representatives.l. Wbrkshops
and speeches provided information about centers in the State Which pro-
vide orums for exchange of ideas. New. women's centers have subsequently
been opened and several more are being planned.

FORMAT AND SERVICES

The Women's Development Center's program offers individual and groUp
counseling. counselors are available weekdays, evenings, and on Satur-
days (if necessary) for individual appointments.

. The center is designed to be the "last stop" for woMen seeking.help
in ordering their lives. Many women looking for,help have been sent from
place to place and are about ready to give up. The center's.staff memr
bers work with such women until their goals are defined and progress has
been made toward reaching them. If they are referred elsewhere for in-
i!ormtntoq ,And ahmistance, the center's staff 'Checks with them subsequently
to be certain that thuse women received adequate service.

If clients do not retuen to or contact the center, staff Members
phone the clients to assure them csf the center's interest in them. This'
follow-up procedure has surpred many clients Who feel forgotten and
unimportant, or who assume that at:;e1-l1es do not really care about them.

Groups ponsored by the center meet once a week for about tv6
hours. Group sessicrls focus on one.of the following topics:
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1. "Who Am I--Where I Going?"--Getting to know oneself
and using this infocmation to make career or other
decisions (8 weeks).

2. "Why Do 1 Act Thii Way?--How Can I Oet Along Better?"
--Understanding oneself in order to feel acceptable
and be able to improve one's relationships with
others (8 weeks).

3. "Why Assert Myself?--How Can I Assert Myself?"--Under-
standing and using assertivenc6s to improve the qual-
ity of one's life and to aid in reaching goals (4
wleks).

4. "How Can I Reassert r.iself?"--A program designed for
persons who have had some group experience in asser-
tiveness and need group support and guidance to be-
come more self-assertive (4'week's).

5. "How Do I Get There?"--A program designed for persons
who have chosen z career and need help in getting a
Aoh, such as instruction in handling interviews,
writing resumes, and selling themselves.

6. "Can I.Choose My Feelings?"--Looking at one's emo-
tions and learning how to help oneself feel differ-
ently if one really wants to (4 weeks).

7. "Street Retread"--For those who have had a class but
need further group assistance in continuing their
program.

8. "Life/Wbrk Planningr--An open-ended invitation to
participants to explore their lives dnd work,in a
low-key, smallrgroup setting. Life/Work PlE4nning
provides an environment where participants can safely
develop tore positive self-awareness and use what
they learn about themselves to gain new and continu-
ing control over their own l_ves (3 weeks).

The strength of the program lies in the availability of individual
counselLng coupled with group exploration and support. Many clients
enroll in two groups at a'time and thereby participate in the group
process for several months.
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-Outreach

-The Women's Development Center has recently expanded its outreach
services; counselors and groups are now 1.ucated at several sites through-
out the county. This maker the services available to women who have
limited incomes and little access to transportation, ,or who prefer to
stay close to home for 0 variety of reasons.

\
4 special part Of the outreach program is to provide iqidividual and

group counseling to disadvantaged, minority, and handicapperl groups. So
far the program has been very successful in working with sihgie mothers,
Spanish-speaking women, women in priscn, and displaced homeMakers.

Staffina

Attempts have been made to staff the Women's Development Center
with different types of women from a variety of backgrounds, on the
theory that a variety.of philosophies can lead to creative problem
solving and exchange of ideas.

The 'Weilkelha staff includes women age 21 to 50; career women;
displaced homemakers; and black, white, and Hispanic women. The phi-
losophies they endorse range from the Gestalt, to behavior modification,
to transactional analysis, to rational behavior therapy.

Because the center is supposed to be a model for changing work
patterns, part-time and flexible work schedules are permitted.

The Center Advisory Committee.consists of an Hispanic, a mature
female seudent, A displaced homemaker, a staff counselor, an EEO of-
figer, a'councilwoman, a.social worker, a female physican, an appren-
ticeship coordinator, a high school guidance director, and a high
school teacher.

Other Outreach Activities

The Women's Development Center sponsored "Occupational Opportunity
Workshops," which included lect tres by women in nontraditional jobs and
women in training who sliscussed their career choices, problems, and
successes. Participants learned about the hidden job marketlhow to
identify andsell their:strengths, and how to handle interviews success-
fully. The center declared a Women's Rights Day on campus. Profes-
sionals in law, medicine, and employment were invited to lecture on the
changes taking place in these fields;

c,
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Industrial Exploration Days featured a guided \tour of campus re-
sources And facilities, with group counseling focused on career explor-
ation in growth or stable occupational fielas. Participants 1,,ere also
taken by bus to three industrial/commercial sites to meet personnel of-
ficials and female employees and obtain information about employment opp....

portunities, salaries, benefits, and training.

These events have attracted both men and womea, and participant
evaluations hlve testified tc their success. Two groups of proipective
students attend: (1) adult men and women with obsolete skills, aud (2)
women seeking accwate and current information on labor force entry/
reentry requirements).

At the close of the tours, Wukesha staff members have been avail-
able to schedule further persoralized counseling.
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SUMMARY

Tbday community college women students find themselves confronted
with multiple li;'estyle options that were unknown to their mothers or
grandmothers. In these times of perplexing problems as well as exciting
prospects, women'need muktidisciplinary counseling resources to grow to
their fullest potential/ The need access to a well-developed program,
that provides empathetic equity counSeling and education. The six basic
components common to 'all of the exemplary programs described in this
section are:

o Outreach iyo under-served populations;
o Nonsexit personal counseling;
o Vocational testing, counseling, and career information.;
o Advocacy;
o Nonsexist career development services; and
o job readiness training.

Colleges,interested in further pursuing the subject of equity counseling
and reiated programs will find assistance in references listed in the
Appendix.

We have tried to communicate both the structure and the essence of
six exemplary programs for communiUy and junior college women. We hope
that Six Open Doors to SeX Equity will provide the basic information
needed by other colleges to make the changes necessary to better serve
the two million females who pass through our portals ann ally to lives
of educational and economic enrichment.

, Female students richly deserve to have access to the best that two-
year institutions have,to offer. We are determined that sexist counseling
will disappear during the next decade, so that-by the beginning of the
21st century we car report that there are no more displaced homemakers
who lack skills and credentials for labor force entry End survival.
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APPENDIX

SOURCES OF ASSISTANCE

'The following list of sources of assistance, although incomplete, is
included with the hope that it will motivate interested readers to seek
help, search out these documents, and contact appropriate'individuals, in
an attempt to better understand the special aspects of counseling necessary
for successful guidance of women who are looking for a better life.

We hope to compilo a comprehensive, corrected, and Updated biblio-
graphic list that will encompass all the information given.here, as well
as all information and source materials from Six Open Doors to Sex Equity.

Queries should be addressed to Nancy Carol Eliason, American Associa-
tion of Community and 'Anior Colleges, Suite 410, One DuPont Circle, Wash-
ington, D.C. 20036. '

OQANIZATIONS

Center for Women's Opportunities. American Alksociation of Community.and
Junior Colleges, One Dikupont Circle, N.W., Suite 410, Washington, D.C.
20036. (202) 293-7050* Free newsletter.

Ellis Associates. P.O. ox 466, College Park, Maryland 20740. (301)
864-7600.

The Federal Education Project. Niawyeell Committee for Civil Rights Under
the Law, Suite 520, 733 15th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005. (202)
628-6700. Free newsletter.

National Advisory Council on Women's Educational Programs. Suite 821,
1832 M Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

National Vocationa1 Education Equity Council. 1515 West 6th Avenue,
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074. (405) 377-000.

PEER (Project on Equal Education Rights). 1029 Vermont Avenue, N.W.,
Suite 800, WashingtOn, D.C. 20005. (202) 332-7337..

The Resoufte Center on Sex Roles in Education. National Foundation for
tha Improvement of Education, 1201 Sixteenth Street, Room 701,
Washington, D.C. 20036. (202) 833-5426.

Women's Bureau. Employment Standards Administration, U.S. Department
of Labor, Washington, D.C. 20210. (202) 523-6611.
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